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thE BishOps trust
the trustees are pleased to report that since 
the launch of  the 175 Campaign in November 
2016, more than r25 million has been pledged 
or received.

the goals and targets of  the campaign have 
also been further communicated to groups of  
Ods and parents locally and a uk launch is 
planned for 24 april 2017. workshops and 
presentations have been well supported and 
at each one there has been a lot of  positive 
energy and input. a number of  updates 
and suggestions have been received and the 
trustees are very grateful for the tremendous 
input received to date. 

the primary objective of  the trust is to 
enhance excellence at all levels within Bishops 
and each project within this campaign has 
been carefully planned and designed with this 
in mind. south africa is in desperate need 
of  enhanced excellence and innovation and 
Bishops will continue to be relevant and strives 
to play an even greater role in this regard. the 
matric results in recent years and the success 
of  the Bishops boys in both local and foreign 
universities bear testimony to this.

the Extra term initiative is a wonderful 
initiative that continues to gain momentum. 
this program is aimed at significantly 
increasing bursary income that will be made 
available to talented boys from all communities 
who would otherwise not be in a position to 
attend Bishops.

as henry david thoreau said: “things do 
not change; we change”. 

Bishops will change and there is a 
commitment to keep pace with the ever-evolving 
needs of  education in the twenty-first century. 

this campaign requires a concerted effort 
from the stakeholders of  Bishops and all 
of  you are invited to contribute to this very 
exciting campaign.

P H A S E  1  t A r g E t
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The Bishop Gray Circle 

individuals whose gifts to the Bishops trust 
over a five-year period have amounted to more 
than r5,000,000
• Raymond and Wendy Ackerman

The Chairman’s Club 

individuals whose gifts to the Bishops trust 
over a five-year period have amounted to 
between r1,000,000 and r4,999,999
• Simon Peile & Magda Wierzycka
• Gavin and Tess Joubert

Fellows of Diocesan College 

individuals whose gifts to the Bishops trust 
over a five-year period has amounted to 
between r250,000 and r999,999
• Norton Ramsay Foundation
• Roger and Charlotte Beach
• Sygnia Asset Management 
• Williams Family

1849 Society 

individuals whose gifts to the Bishops trust 
over a five-year period have amounted to 
between r20,000 and r249,999
• Guy and Kerry Florin
• Duane Mark Cable
• Anthony John van Ryneveld
• The Flax Family
• Deon and Vanessa Hofmeyr
• Russell and Tracy Boltman
• Gordon and Nina Traill
• Dave Maxwell
• John and Liezl Green
• Graham Prevost

• Peter Baird
• Andrew Selby
• David Welsh
• Joeseph Rohm
• Simon Howie
• The Chan Family
• Malcolm and Colleen Gray
• Bruce Stewart
• R Tostee
• GP Blackburn
• F Attenborough
• Peter Kilpin
• B Alheit
• Clive van Ryneveld
• J Archer
• Anonymous
• Willie & Tanya Simpson
• Andries &Elise Malherbe
• Trevor Jacobs
• Rowan Gordon
• Anonymous
• Anonymous
• Nerina Wilkinson Inc
• Gallo Images (Pty) Ltd
• SDD Investments
• JRF Torr

We extend our sincere gratitude to the following people who have already donated 
so generously to the 175 Campaign:

Architects’ impression of proposed  
Conservatoire
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COLLEGE NEws
 sTAFF NeWs
Mr Gerry Noel, Mr richard smith, Mr 
Joc Wrensch and Ms sally Bowes took 
their long leave and were replaced by Mrs 
Wendy Moult, Mrs Dawn ellingson and 
Mr Francois Botha (Od) respectively.

the following members of  staff were 
promoted: Mr Mark Mitchell (deputy 
head – Culture), Mr Leon Glanville 
(house director – school house) and Mr 
Barry emms (assistant house director 
– Founders house).  the following new 
responsibility appointments were made: Mr 
Jarryd Bradley (tiC tennis), Mr Trevor 
pasquallie (tiC rock climbing), Mr 

richard smith (tiC Conditioning) and 
Mrs Nella Freund (head of  Library and 
resource Centre).

we welcomed four new staff members to 
the Bishops family this term: dr stephen 
sproule (deputy head – academics), Mr 
Bradley smith (Life Orientation and tiC 
of  rowing), Mr Caleb Nel (English) and Mr 
ruan ellis (afrikaans).  the intern team for 
2017: Mr Yanga Guwa (Maths and science); 
Mr samuel Majaca (Maths and science); Mrs 
Jess elliott (English, drama and history); 
Ms Juante Wall (Bsu).  Ms Kirsty Green; 
Ms Jabulile Mazibuko and Mr Chris 
ekron return as interns.

Obituary

Caroline pekeur, our beloved Cleaning supervisor, suffered an aneurysm on 30 
November 2016 and did not regain consciousness and died on 4 december. Caroline started 
working at Bishops in 1980. she was at 
Bramley house for 15 years before moving 
to the Cleaning department. in 2005 she 
was promoted to the position of  Cleaning 
supervisor, a position which earned her the 
respect and love of  boys, parents and staff 
alike. Caroline was a formidable straight-
talking leader, who had a heart of  gold, but 
didn’t suffer fools gladly. above all she loved 
Bishops and everything she did was always in 
the best interests of  the school.  Caroline was 
legend and we will miss her every day.

Caroline Pekeur, Mandy Spreeth,  
Carol Witbooi

supporT sTAFF NeWs 
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Farewell

at the end of  last year we said goodbye to the 
following staff members: Wendy van heerden 
(pa to Guy pearson), Kathy Dimbleby 
(housemother: white house), sheila roff 
(Music administrator), Bettie Kaptein 
(second Cook Central kitchen) and Charlotte 
heynes (second Cook Central kitchen).

all the above staff members gave many years 
of  loyal service to Bishops and when wendy 
and sheila left they had worked at the school 
for nearly 50 years! we wish wendy, kathy and 
sheila a peaceful and productive retirement. 
Bettie and Charlotte – we hope you are putting 
all your good cooking skills that we benefited 
from so many years, to good use.

Gina Clayton, Marketing Co-ordinator at 
the prep left the prep at the end of  February. 
Gina, known for her energy and efficiency, 
made a huge contribution to the prep and will 
be sadly missed.

we also said goodbye to richard Khontyo, 
our Grounds supervisor, who elected to take 
early retirement. richard had over 30 years’ 
experience at the College and was definitely 
the most youthful 62-year-old on our staff.

Transfers

Verna Leverzencie and Yolanda raman 
have moved from the admin Building to 
the hub (formerly Lower Common room) 
where  they have taken up the positions of   
pas to the deputy headmasters, stephen 
sproule and Warren Wallace. their 
new roles will include assisting the teachers-
in-Charge of  sports with regard to sports 
administration. Lael rothenburg has moved 
from the admin department to the position of  
information Manager in the it department.

Promotions

Congratulations to Wesley Cupido who 
was promoted to the position of  Maintenance 
supervisor while sean heuvel, who 
previously held the position, has taken up 
the newly created position of  project Co-
coordinator.

Carol Witbooi has taken over the reins from 
our dear Caroline pekeur as Cleaning 
supervisor.  we wish her well as she steps into 
her shoes of  her friend and colleague.

well done to Catherine simelele on her 
well-deserved promotion from third Cook to 
second Cook in the Central kitchen.

Wendy van Heerden and 
Guy Pearson

Warren Wallace and  
Kathy Dimbleby

Charlotte Heynes and  
Di Murray
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Name Years of  service Department
Nikki Gerhardi 5 Years iCt support
heidi Johannes 5 Years prep kitchen
sharon hicken 5 Years Nursing sister
Gina Clayton 5 Years prep Marketing Co-ordinator
Lettie Visser 10 Years Central kitchen
Felicia Bentham 10 Years Cleaning
patrick Jacobs 10 Years prep Maintenance
Mukesh Govan 15 Years Financial Manager
Wendy van heerden 20 Years pa to principal
Cheryl de Villiers 30 Years Biology Lab assistant

Appointments

this term we were pleased to welcome the 
following new staff members: Caroline 
Berry (pa to Guy pearson), Angela 
Fordham (housemother white house), 
iona Beukes (Music administrator), 
Cedric opperman (handyman), princess 
Fongoqa (teachers’ assistant Grade N), 
Marcelino Vincent (teachers’ assistant 
Grade N), Vuyani parafini (teachers’ 
assistant Grade N) and sharon hobson 
(part- time Marketing Co-ordinator prep).

Staff Development

Last year the school organised private learner’s 
license classes for interested support staff members. 
transport was also arranged for the staff to the 
book their learner’s license tests and then to 
write the test a few weeks later.  we wish all our 
successful learner drivers good luck on the road.

this term three of  our Bishops’ staff members, 
Julius Madolo, patrick Jacobs and 
robert Njokoya, who look after the school’s 
swimming pools, are having weekly swimming 
lessons at a nearby swimming school.

Cheryl de Villiers 

the annual Long service awards held on 6 November 2016 recognized 11 support staff that 
had been at Bishops between five and 30 years. special tributes were paid tribute to Wendy van 
heerden and Cheryl de Villiers. Guy pearson thanked all the support staff for their hard 
work and service through the years and wished them a well-deserved break at the end of  the year.

Long Service Awards
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 ACADeMiC AFFAirs
we are pleased to announce that the Matric 
Class of  2016 achieved exceptional results. 
we are extremely proud of  these results and 
congratulate every boy on his achievements, 
and thank all the Bishops teachers whose 
guidance and motivation made these results 
possible.  some of  the highlights are as 
follows:

•  151 boys wrote the exam of  whom 149 
(98,7%) achieved a Bachelors pass and two 
boys a diploma pass

•  there were 513 subject distinctions (3,4 per 
candidate)

• 15% of  all subject results were above 90%
• 48% of  all subject results were above 80%
•  16 boys achieved an aggregate of  90% and 

above
•  there were 59 a aggregates (39% of  the 

class)
•  the top student was Daniel Tate with an 

aggregate of  96%, followed by Nicholas 
Janisch with 95%

•  Nine distinctions were achieved by 
Nicholas Janisch

•  Eight distinctions were achieved by Ahmed 
Dhansay, Luke Baker, Jonathan 
rossouw, Francois stassen, Daniel 
Tate, Drew Turpin, stuart Mesham 
and Anton Volkel

•  20 boys achieved 7 distinctions; 11 achieved 
6 distinctions and 19 achieved 5 distinctions

•  39% of  the class achieved 5 distinctions or 
better

•  Ahmed Dhansay, Nicholas Janisch 
and Alexander peile scored 100% for 
Mathematics.

at the wCEd awards Ceremony held at 
the Leeuwenhof, home of  the premier of  
the western Cape, helen zille, Bishops 
received the following awards:
• Nicholas Janisch and Alexander 
peile received merit certificates 
for achieving full marks (100%) for 
Mathematics
• Nicholas Janisch and Daniel Tate 
received merit certificates for coming in 
the top 20 in the western Cape
• Bishops received a merit certificate for 
being one of  the top three independent 
schools in the western Cape.

we also heard the good news that Daniel 
Tate and Matthew perrott have been 
awarded allan Gray Fellowships.

 CuLTurAL AFFAirs
Bishops music boys did extremely well in the 
royal schools of  Music grade 5 theory exam.  
the following boys achieved a distinction for 
the exam (that is a mark above 90%): robert 
Dugmore, David straughan, Andrew 
Low, Liam Foxcroft and Jody Williams. 
Music pupils also wrote the exams in the trinity 
College of  London’s rock and pop category and 
did very well: distinction: Thomas Coombe 
(grade 2 drums), rory schram (grade 2 
drums) and Connor price (grade 5 drums).

 pAsTorAL AFFAirs
the Frank reid shield for the top average 
mark in the Bishops New Boy heritage test 
was awarded to Birt house.
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 sporTiNG AFFAirs
Murray Bruce (100m), ross Goodwin 
(400m) and richard Wellington (200m and 
400m) were awarded Full athletics Colours. 
Tom Barty (800m) and rob Macdonald 
(100m) were awarded half  Colours.

the following cricketers received a signature 
bat for scoring centuries: richard Baikoff 
(108* 1st X1 vs woodridge), Lukhanyo 
Mntonintshi (127 2nd X1 vs woodridge) and 
ethan Kieffer (112 u15a vs woodridge). 
Mounted cricket balls for boys who took 5 
wickets or more in a match were awarded 
to: rowan howard (19-11-34-6 u14a vs 
wynberg Boys’), rowan howard (10-1-15-5 
u14a vs woodridge), Na’eem Adonis (8-0-40-
5 2nd X1 vs woodridge), Gus Farara (5-3-7-6 
(including a hattrick) u14B vs Bellville u14a).

Grant Leslie was appointed Captain of  
Cycling.

Alaric McGregor was selected to the Junior 
south african Fencing team and will compete 
internationally this year.

Murray Gordon and stefan von der 
heyden were selected to the National team 
for Fly Fishing and will compete at the 16th 
Fips Mouche youth world Championships in 
prodnik, slovenia.

Dayaan Cassiem represented the proteas 
Men’s hockey team in a triangular competition 
against the Netherlands and Belgium.

a number of  Bishops’ hockey players were 
selected to represent various western Cape 

teams in the psi indoor hockey Nationals: u18: 
Christian rohrer (C), Wesley Gardener; 
Malachy Barbour, Chris hyslop, Nic 
rubin, Drew Turpin, Luke ranoszek, 
Dayaan Cassiem, Mustapha Cassiem and 
Warwick pitman; u16: idrees Abdulla, 
Daniel Nelson, Adam stonestreet and 
scott Jeffery; u14: Tim Kotze, Conor 
White and James Van Wyk. as a result 
of  their outstanding performances at the 
tournament, Dayaan Cassiem, Mustapha 
Cassiem and Christian rohrer were 
selected to the u18 sa all stars tournament 
team, and idrees Abdulla to the u16 sa all 
stars tournament team. Christian rohrer and 
Mustapha Cassiem were awarded distinction 
ties. Dayaan Cassiem was awarded his 
distinction tie in 2016. in addition, Christian 
rohrer was named player of  the tournament.

David Naude was appointed Captain of  
rock Climbing. Bishops finished second 
and the following boys received medals at 
the annual inter Club top rope and Lead 
Climbing Competition in the western Cape: 
Charles Carter won Gold in the top 
rope Boys Group; in the Beginner 1 Lead 
Boys section Alexander Bain Lee (Gold), 
ethan ellis (silver) and Thomas Kingdom 
(Bronze); Brian Daniel was awarded Gold 
in the Beginner 2 Lead Boys category and 
Tristan smith won a Bronze medal for 
intermediate Lead Boys.

the Bishops 1st Viii rowing team, consisting of  
stephane pienaar, oliver innes, Andrew 
McAdam, Calum Wehmeyer, Nicholas 
Bowden, stuart Boynton, Nicholas 
McAdam, Zola Baird and Andile Themba, 
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raced in the standard Bank schools Boat race 
held on the kowie river in port alfred and 
returned home with bronze medals. at the 
Buffalo regatta, Nicholas McAdam, shaun 
o’Brien, Francois Breytenbach, rhys 
Williams and Dominic Beaumont won gold 
for the u16 coxed four. the Bishops 1st Viii 
placed 3rd overall, the 2nd Viii placed 2nd, and 
the u16 eight place 2nd at the selborne sprints 
rowing regatta. the 2nd coxed four won 
comfortably, while Nicholas Mcadam claimed 
1st place in the u16 single sculls event. 

robert Macdonald and Felix Burt were 
appointed as Captain and Vice-Captain of  
rugby respectively.

Andre Truter, current Vice-Captain of  the 
shooting squad, achieved a bronze medal in 
the u21 ‘sporter’ class while shooting in a 
competition for the south peninsula schools’ 
shooting side.

Glenn Yates was appointed Captain of  squash.

James Morritt-smith was appointed 
Captain of  swimming. at the wp swimming 
Championships, Michael houlie broke his 
own sa record, for boys aged 16, in the 100m 
and the 50m breaststroke. Michael dominated 
the breaststroke events for seniors and won 
the award for the top male swimmer (highest 
FiNa points scorer). Michael was also part of  
a victorious south african swimming team 
that dominated the medals at the africa u20 
youth Games. in his individual capacity 
he won four gold medals – a remarkable 
achievement because Michael was the 
youngest male swimmer to medal. 

Brandon Burke was appointed as Captain of  
water polo, and Aidan Neill as Vice-Captain. 
Brandon Burke and James Morritt-smith 
were awarded their ‘century tie’ for playing over 
100 games for the Bishops 1st team. Aidan 
Neill was awarded Full Colours for water polo. 
Bingo ivanisevic and David Nivison were 
selected to the south african u17a team and 
toured zimbabwe. Tom Lee was selected for 
the sa u17a team to go to the Eu Nations 
Cup. this is the second time that these three 
boys have been selected as the top 13 players in 
their age-group in the country.

 AWArDs
JerseYs
Academic

Grade 12: ivan stassen
Grade 10: Liam Foxcroft

Ties
Distinction

hockey: Christian rohrer, Mustapha 
Cassiem

Accelerated Art

peter Thacker

All Rounders

Thomas Janisch, Joshua Mol, Ciaran 
Manca, Julian Mort, stefano Fernandes, 
Angus Longmore, Nivar rajoo and ross 
Tudhope

Interact

Luca powell, James Aron, ryan Lawson, 
Matthew hanssen, ross Tucker, 
Theodore psillos, Michael Beckurts and 
Thomas Barty
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Service

Library: Nicholas peile, Angus 
Longmore
Water polo: Matthew van 
Westenbrugge, Liam Gordon-Turner, 
Matt Klingenberg, robert Young, Tom 
Lee, Alex Jankovich, Will Linley, Nic 
Cattell, Tom Liefeldt, Matt smith, sam 
elliott and ryan sneddon.

PR GROUP

Victor Allen, Tom Barty, Thomas 
Coombe, Finn Geldenhuys, Liam 
Gordon-Turner, Dean Jacobs, Alex 
Jankovich, hugo Janssens, Terry Kim, 
Andrew Knight, Christopher Kotze, 
ryan Labberte, Jeff Malherbe, okuhle 
Minyi, harry Newman, Nicholas peile, 
Jonathan pletts, Theodore psillos, 
Connor price, Nivar rajoo, Kamal 
sacranie, Tim sharples, Calvin-Ziegler 
smith, Michael steytler, Logan Tait, 
John van Niekerk and Nic Vine-Morris.

OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL

head of  school:  
• Christian rohrer (kidd)
Deputy heads of  school:  
• Bulelani Ngqukuvana (school)  
• Michael Burton(kidd)
heads of  houses:  
• ivan stassen (Founders)
• Arthur Fisher (white)
• Felix Burt (Gray)
• Jamie Diggle (Ogilvie)
• Brandon Burke (Birt)
• sanele Myosi (Mallett)

 CLAss oF 2016:
 MATriC NsC resuLTs

Aspinall, redwald Bachelor
Baard, keagan Bachelor
Bailey, robert Bachelor
Baker, Luke Bachelor
Bakre, tito Bachelor
Baldwin, thomas Bachelor
Bassett, Jonathan Bachelor
Bawa, ziyaad Bachelor
Beachy head, Jake Bachelor
Berkeley, richard Bachelor
Bhorat, taahir Bachelor
Brake, Ned Bachelor
Burke, dylan Bachelor
Campleman, devon Bachelor
Cannon, Cade Bachelor
Cara, kinan Bachelor
Christy, Mitchell Bachelor
Clayton, Matthew Bachelor
Collins, ya’eesh Bachelor
Cooper, Lee Bachelor
Cottrell, James Bachelor
Cranswick, Byron Bachelor
Davis, Leo Bachelor
Dawray, tariq Bachelor
de Beer, Clyde Bachelor
De Mey, roch Bachelor
De Nysschen, rouxhan Bachelor
Dell, david Diploma
Dhansay, ahmed Bachelor
Diem, Cullum Bachelor
Dornford-May, hloni Bachelor
Downing, Oscar Bachelor
Dube, yazini Bachelor
Faure, James Bachelor
Fleming, Nathan Bachelor
Frost, Jonathan Bachelor
Gaibi, hussein Bachelor
Gardener, wesley Bachelor
Garlick, Jaime Bachelor
Glynn-Dicks, Cameron Bachelor
Goldberg, daniel Bachelor
Goliath, dylan Bachelor
Goolam Mahomed, Nabeel Bachelor
Gordon, alexander Bachelor
Gordon, stephen Bachelor
Gowar, andrew Bachelor
Gray, James Bachelor
Gruber, Christopher Bachelor
hendrieck, Josh Bachelor
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her, Jun hyeok Bachelor
hermans, tristan Bachelor
hofmeyr, Jason Bachelor
holliday, darren Bachelor
horrell, troy Bachelor
hudson, Jeremy Bachelor
hyslop, Christopher Bachelor
Jacobs, Curwin Bachelor
Jacobs, imaad Bachelor
Janisch, Nicholas Bachelor
Jewson, alasdair Bachelor
Jiang, Matthew Bachelor
Jones, Lloyd Bachelor
Kane, Boyd Bachelor
Kilpin, simon Bachelor
Knight, Marcus Bachelor
Kuhn, theuns Bachelor
Lancefield, robert Bachelor
Langerman, timothy Bachelor
Lehmann, Carl-phillip Bachelor
Linley, Joe Bachelor
Lupini, alessandro Bachelor
Macdonald, James Bachelor
MacGregor, rory Bachelor
Mailer, Christopher Bachelor
Majal, raziq Bachelor
Makin, harry Bachelor
Manjezi, akha Bachelor
Masha, amani Bachelor
McKirby, Matthew Bachelor
McNamara, ryan Bachelor
Meadows, George Bachelor
Mesham, stuart Bachelor
Mewett, Christopher Bachelor
Michaletos, alec Bachelor
Mitchell, Christopher Bachelor
Mitchell, James Bachelor
Morkel-Brink, philip Bachelor
Mujulizi, Mukisa Bachelor
Muller, toby Bachelor
Murinda, shingirai Bachelor
Murray, James Bachelor
Nel, Jordan Bachelor
Newbury, Max Bachelor
Nyangiwe, Musa Bachelor
oaker, zico Bachelor
pandiani, Evan Bachelor
peile, alexander Bachelor
perrott, Matthew Bachelor
peter, Michael Bachelor
pienaar, Jean Bachelor

pillay, kael Bachelor
piotrowski, Nikolai Bachelor
potelwa, aya Bachelor
prentice, sebastian Bachelor
price, sean Bachelor
proudfoot, Nicholas Bachelor
Quibell, Madison Bachelor
reid, warwick Bachelor
rhode, Christopher Bachelor
rissik, Matthew Bachelor
ross, Jordan Bachelor
rossouw, Jonathan Bachelor
rowell, dylan Bachelor
rubin, Nicolas Bachelor
scarles, tyla Bachelor
scheepers, kenhardt Bachelor
schlebusch, Julien Bachelor
schwulst, richard Bachelor
scott, Lubelo Bachelor
sebola, thabo Diploma
smith, Jean-pierre Bachelor
smith, Josh Bachelor
sneddon, Brett Bachelor
stassen, Francois Bachelor
stehlik, Christian Bachelor
stevens, Oliver Bachelor
steyn, Benjamin Bachelor
steyn, Christopher Bachelor
sutherland, angus Bachelor
Tait, Cal Bachelor
Tate, daniel Bachelor
Thomas, preston Bachelor
Thompson, tyger Bachelor
Turpin, drew Bachelor
van Breda, Joshua Bachelor
van der Linden, Jason Bachelor
Van Der Valk, daniel Bachelor
van der Westhuizen, Brandon Bachelor
Vavatzanidis, alexandros Bachelor
Viana, Michael Bachelor
Viljoen, Luke Bachelor
Viljoen, Nicholas Bachelor
Volkel, anton Bachelor
Wellmann, sven Bachelor
Wheeler, alexander Bachelor
Williams, alexander Bachelor
Wilson, Calven Bachelor
Wilson, James Bachelor
Wray, Matthew Bachelor
Wyatt-smith, taylor Bachelor
Yanta, siya Bachelor
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remembrance day was a splendid affair 
with flags flying as the servers marched into 
the Memorial Chapel. tony van ryneveld 
spoke about the Battle of  the somme and 
the particular part played by south african 
troops at the Battle of  delville wood. 
rousing hymns and sombre moments filled 
the Memorial Chapel as we as a school 
remembered those “who do not grow old as 
we grow old. we will remember them”. 

all too soon, the end of  the year was upon 

us with a host of  activities, which all followed 
one upon the other. Matric prize Giving 
and Valedictory were both celebrated with 
the pomp and ceremony that the occasions 
deserve, followed by tears and the loud and 
proud singing of  psalm 150 as the Matrics 
departed the Memorial Chapel for the last 
time. soon it was time for end-of-year exams, 
Matric finals and the 2016 Epic. the hikers 
were sent off from the Blessing of  the Boots 
service to complete 16 days of  personal 

ChapLaiN’s rEpOrt

Roses in bloom – and the Brooke Chapel The Blessing of the Boots

 ChrisTMAs AND epiphANY: DeCeMBer 2016 To MArCh 2017
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challenge and came back stronger, fitter and 
happy with their achievement. the Carol 
service followed with some breaks from the 
normal. prep school decided to host two 
evenings with half  the school at each service; 
pre-prep held their Nativity play and Carols 
as an early evening function on the lawns 
outside of  the newly built Grade N block, 
while College held their Carol service on 
the last day of  term before going off for the 
summer holidays. in that time we also said 
farewell to the rev. Natalie simons-arendse, 
Chaplain to st Cyprian’s diocesan school for 
Girls and welcomed the rev. andrew weiss as 
her replacement. we wish them both God’s 
richest blessings. Musically we enjoyed an 
amazing array of  guests including the Cape 
town Male Voice Choir, the VOX group 
of  John woodland, patrick Cordry and the 
true Voices Choral singers, richard Cock 
and his evergreen Christmas Concert in the 
Memorial Chapel. Our spirituality Leaders 
of  2016 were able to see the fruits of  their 
good idea and hard work as 300 Bibles were 
placed into the Chapels. peter hyslop (head 
of  art department) is hard at work inscribing 
the names of  donors into the books. the 
Christmas day service was well supported 
with a large number of  Ods, staff members 
and family members present. 

prayer Groups of  the College were hosted 
to a year-end function to say thank you for 
the love and support experienced during the 
year. it is always a blessing to know that the 
four prayer Groups (pre-prep, prep, College 
and Men’s Group) are there and continue to 
lift up the school in prayer. we are grateful for 
those who have prayed and continue to support 
us and look forward to meeting many new 

members in the months ahead. a little known, 
but interesting, event happened during the 
school holidays when Clergy of  the Cape town 
diocese were invited to Evensong with the 
Most rev. the archbishop of  Canterbury, Justin 
welby, at the st George’s Cathedral. he was 
on a private holiday and visiting archbishop 
thabo. a few days later, the two archbishops 
paid a low-key visit to Bishops. a highlight of  
the new term was the realisation of  the fact 
that the Brooke Chapel had celebrated 136 
years of  worship in the chapel in January 2016. 

2017 New Boys were invested into the 
school at a special New Boy service, held in 
the Memorial Chapel. the New Boys were 
encourage by Mr Guy pearson, principal, 
to promise to support and to uphold the 
traditions of  the school. he then presented 
each boy with a certificate of  welcome. Mr 
pearson’s charge read as follows:

priNCipAL’s ChArGe:

I charge you to strive in your power:
to uphold the values and traditions  
of  our College, Bishops,
to honour and enhance the spirit of  its founding Fathers,
and to be found worthy of  this privilege  
entrusted to you.

Will you be faithful to this charge?
 

RESPONSE: With God’s help, I will
   
I admit you to Bishops and welcome you and your 
family into this community 
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repairs to the Brooke Chapel continue. 
sadly, the long-term damage to the floors 
and foundations is even more apparent with 
the floors of  the sanctuary area sinking. it 
appears that the damp problem in the Vestry 
has been arrested. the team of  landscapers 
has determined that the level of  the Chapel 
Gardens must be lowered and that better 
drainage needs to be installed around the 
Brooke. at present, paving stones are being 
lifted, trenches dug and modifications are 
being made. Next door to this, the Founders 
driveway area is also undergoing a change as 
the tar is lifted and replaced with cobblestone. 
we are assured of  a beautiful ending to this 
hard work. 

as we look forward to the end of  the first 
quarter of  2017, we celebrate the opening 
and blessing of  the new Grade N classroom 
facilities, the arrival of  new boys and staff 
members at all levels of  the school. ash 
wednesday and the beginning of  Lent are 
upon us and we look forward to the promise of  
the resurrection at Easter. 

a number of  exciting events have taken 
place in the Chapels with the celebration of  
the marriages of  Chris raubenheimer to 
Corinna kaltenbacher; Jamie Faull to kelly 
hunt and the very special nuptials of  richard 
Morris (Od) to Bev Kemball (staff member). 
we also welcomed a number of  children into 
the faith with the baptism of  Mason Campbell, 
the trail twins (andrew and Oliver), Lula 
McVitty, amelie arenhold, Jack Lister, daniel 
Bruce and Marius Cornellisson. sadly, we 
have had occasion to also take our leave of  
a number of  prominent Bishops staff, Ods, 
and parents including, russel Morse, Giovan 
portuesi, Basil Bey, Gary Leach, Gerhard 

(Morkel) Morkel-Brink, Carolina pekeur (long 
serving staff member), Maureen Clapperton, 
John (dion) wright, humphrey worthington-
smith, and william (Bill) dallas. May they rest 
in peace and rise in glory. 

among the special moments in the last term, 
was the placing of  the portrait of  Chaplain 
the rev. Canon “Oxo” Bull into the Memorial 
Chapel. his portrait had previously hung in 
the dining hall of  school house in memory 
of  his time as a school house staff member. 
he was one of  the first staff members to sign 
up and go off to war at the beginning of  the 
First world war. he saw service during the 
war and eventually returned to Bishops after 
the war. 
Rev. Terry Wilke

Rev. Canon “Oxo” Bull
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Michael Hooper, Zander Brooks, Alex van Hoogstraten and Isaiah Wharton

this is a camp, i feel, that many boys seriously 
mistake for being only for surfing gurus and 
boys fluent in the lingo. it was quite the 
contrary. Needless to say we did do lots of  
surfing and spent many hours in the freezing 
waters of  the west Coast, with the constant 
reminder of  just how cold the water was every 
time we tried to move a limb – only to find it 
was partly subdued by the cold! apart from the 
many fun (and a few frustrating) surf  sessions, 
there was much free time to laze around and 
partake in other activities. One such activity 
was ‘30 seconds’ with the teachers – a most 
entertaining affair. i saw many a really positive 
side to many boys who would normally never 
have opened up in the school context, but who 
felt more than at home in the surf  or playing 
charades or even playing football or skating.  
Mornings we were up early with the sun, to 
the delight of  Mr Mallett, and after a short 

and greasy breakfast, piled into the bus with 
boards and all, off to find the best surf, with 
spirits high. after a fairly bumpy ride along the 
back-tracks of  the west Coast we would find 
our spot and off we went. wetsuits on, boards 
out, ready to ride some waves; and waves we 
did ride. after a tiring surf  we’d head to ‘hQ’ 
for a tasty lunch and often an afternoon sleep 
or some football or eBay missioning and even 
some more surfing for the more enthusiastic and 
resilient souls in the group. as all good things do 
this too had to come to an end; after three happy 
and memorable days we piled into the bus for 
the last time and headed home leaving behind 
nothing, but the residue of  happy memories and 
well-spent nights. i could not have wished for a 
better and more exciting camp and i can highly 
recommend it to any grade 9s deciding which 
camp to choose at the end of  their grade 9 year.
Alexander van Hoogstraten

ELaNds Bay surF CaMp
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it may sound trite, but for each boy doing the 
Bishops Epic it is his first one – this despite it being 
our tenth Epic. an over-riding impression we 
came away with was that boys had a wonderful 
time, took full advantage of  the opportunities on 
offer and certainly came away from Epic with life 
experiences that have made them better people 
and more understanding of  who they are and the 
role they play in life.

it is a fact that the boy we work with in Grade 
11 is a changed person compared to what he 
was like in Grade 10. in addition to that we have 
those coming back from Exchange who add their 
amazing experiences and growth into the mix  
and this results in a year group who is ready to 
take on positions of  responsible leadership.  
they also accept that they have to focus on 
obtaining the best possible matric whilst having  
a wonderful time.

the most significant change to Epic over the 
past few years has been how we prepare the 
group prior to Epic – our system has improved. 
a very direct consequence of  the fitness testing 
in LO, which is done from the start of  Grade 8, 
is to ensure we have all our boys aware of  the 
physical challenges they will be taking on whilst 
in the Cederberg. the knowledge that is passed 
on from the Grade 11s and 12s is also a vital part 
of  preparing oneself  – in fact we have a panel 
discussion in term 4 where a group of  Grade 11s 
are invited to comment on aspects of  Epic to the 
Grade 10s. Once the groups are announced, Epic 
takes on a new direction. the boys will have had 
their boot talk from the hi-tec representative and, 
by the time they have completed their final exams 
at the end of  term 3, they have their new boots 
and are ready for the post-exam practice hike.

in term 4, the LO lessons are run according 
to the groups (apex, krakadouw, tafelberg, 
sneeuberg and wolfberg) and topics such as: 
mental attitude; conflict resolution; orienteering 
and finding yourself  on the map; cooking and 
good health are covered. during the Civics 
period on thursdays, we do presentations on: 
what to expect on Epic; what food to take for the 
hikes; we have a snake show (always popular!); 
how to pack your bag; the Grade 11 panel 
discussion; and then we run our preparation 
week. in this week, boys do a first aid course 
appropriate to Epic (it is run by wildMedix 
who do our 24 hr standby); dr paul Murray 
does a talk on the history of  the Cederberg; 
we bring in a lecturer from uCt who presents 
on the Geology of  the Cederberg; there is a 
team building exercise run by ron Clark; we 
run a course on Biodiversity and then boys are 
briefed on the use of  bikes and have a chance 
to ride them (as a result of  this we have far 
fewer accidents and breakages). in addition to 
this we had two guest speakers – peter slingsby 
(Od) who spoke on the map we use (that he is 
responsible for producing) and a representative 
from the Cape Leopard trust who speaks on 
the work on leopards that has been done in the 
Cederberg over the years. rucksacks are checked 
by the staff who hike with the boy and the boys 
and staff go on a second practice hike, this time 
up devils peak. it is a week that is filled with what 
we hope are fun activities that hopefully pique a 
boy’s interest in what he is about to embark on. 
in addition to this, we try to keep a conference 
theme to our proceedings so there is something 
to eat and drink before school, at tea time and 
then we provide the boys with lunch.

EpiC 2016
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i was very impressed with this Grade 10 group 
– they got on with things and, with few exceptions, 
put in a great effort into all activities. there were 
the usual challenges of  those who walked too 
slowly and how to deal with this; no one seemed 
to complain too much about the food the school 
provided – in fact if  anything we were surprised the 
boys did not eat more!; 24 hour solos went well and 
there were many who were deeply moved with the 
letter/s received. we also had an Epic with no rain 
and this improved comfort levels on the hikes!

what stands out for me from this Epic was that 
we had no one admitted to hospital – this was a 
first! in addition, we were delighted to be able to 
use the jungle gyms donated to us by the pre-
prep and erect them at the school near Jamaka 
(Grootkloof  primary). a huge thanks to tyrone 
adams who put in a lion’s share of  the work and 
provided the continuity of  effort that was needed. 
it was a delight to see how each group who came 
to Jamaka helped so energetically. it was also 
wonderful to see how the programme designed for 
those who were not able to walk worked so well 
– particularly the one for Michael Beckurts. he 
completed some incredible artwork and the profit 
from the sale of  cards that have been made from 
some of  his work, are going to Elizabethfontein 
primary – a wonderful gesture from the Beckurts 
family and Michael in particular.

we’re hoping that the 10th anniversary movie 
of  Epic is going to be something this year’s group 
are going to treasure. it provides a delightful insight 
into what happens on Epic.

Epic does not happen overnight – there is a 
huge amount of  planning that goes into it and 
i’ve not yet found the preparation for each year 
becoming easier than the previous one, as there are 
always new challenges to be met. i am indebted 
to an extensive team of  helpers, academic staff, 
admin staff, retired staff, Old Boys, volunteers 
and a smaller group of  those who we have to 
employ (wildMedix; sailpro and team work 
through innovation). what is significant is that 
Bishops has the capacity to run this programme 
in-house, thereby being able to direct resources to 
the boys and, apart from those mentioned, not to 
external companies who need to run at a profit. 
My experience is that as a team we all want each 
Epic to be the best possible one and it is a real treat 
being able to work alongside all staff at Bishops 
who make this happen. it is no secret therefore 
that those of  us who go to the Cederberg have a 
wonderful time as well. we regard it as a pleasure 
and privilege to be able to travel alongside each 
Grade 10 as he learns more about himself, those 
around him and be in such a beautiful part of  our 
country.
Graham Robertson

Waterbase

ExAMPLES OF MICHAEL BECKURTS’ ARTWORK

Elizabethfontein
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the familiar a5 Bishops 
magazine with its light blue cover 
is one that Ods regard with 
nostalgia, reading up about ‘Old 
Boys’ news and school events, and 
one that the current boys scan 
to find mention of  themselves or 
remind themselves of  previous 
terms’ activities. 

after much debate, it has been 
decided that a change be made 
to better showcase the school to 
the Bishops family. as a result, 
the school section of  the magazine will undergo 
a major facelift in 2017 and move away from 
being published once a term. the new-look 
magazine will be a modernised, glossy-coloured 
a4 publication produced annually. it will cover the 
year that was in the College, prep and pre-prep as 
a celebration of  Bishops with larger photographs 
and comprehensive content, which will now be 
able to include boys’ artworks and literature, as 
well as all the other school news. 

this is, therefore, the last Bishops magazine in 
its current format and the new-look magazine, for 
2017, will be available in March 2018. it will be 
available online, as well as in hard copy.

please note that the Od union will continue 
to produce their own magazine. a decision is still 
to be made whether this will be on a quarterly or 
six-monthly basis. 

dr paul Murray, school archivist, takes a look 
back at the history of  the Bishops’ magazine:

‘the diocesan College and school Magazine 
College’ appeared on 16 October 1886 from the 

press of  w. a. richards, Cape 
town, in the time of  Bishops’ 
4th principal, Mr John sedgwick. 
this inaugural edition reported: 
‘a Committee was formed … 
to publish about once a month 
during term, a Magazine, to 
contain full information about 
College and school matters, 
and news concerning Old Boys, 
filling up vacant space with 
Miscellaneous articles of  interest, 
with correspondence and original 

poems.’  For the period 1886 until september 
1897 a total number of  95 editions appeared. 
the editors were amongst others, professor a. a. 
Bodkin, a. B. J. Coope, Mr F. aulesbrook, and 
the distinguished Od who co-founded the theory 
of  Continental drift, later dr alexander Logie 
du toit.  a ‘New series’ of  the magazine was 
initiated in december 1897 being the first of  a 
long tradition of  quarterly numbers which, it was 
hoped, would ‘remain as interesting as ever’ and 
that the contents would ‘meet with the approval of  
our readers …’ this tradition has lasted until the 
present, (except for between 1975 and 1977, when 
for economic reasons, only three issues a year 
appeared). From 2018, this will all change when 
for the first time in the school’s history, an annual 
will appear.  

From the time of  the magazine’s initiation in 
1886 until June 1903, the size of  the magazine 
changed to about a5 and from 1911 until 1942 it 
increased in size to around a4 again. From 1942, 
which was during wwii, the size was reduced 

histOry OF thE BishOps MaGaziNE
so FAr, 131 YeArs oF CoLLeGe MAGAZiNes 
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again and from 1978 it became the post box 
size that it still is today. in december 1909, J. M. 
solomon (Od), distinguished architect, produced 
the cover design which is the one currently in use. 
the cover mainly has been the characteristic light 
blue with the exception for special editions such as 
red print on white for the Centenary Edition (april 
1949); the Magazine Centenary edition (June 
1986); the Odu Centenary Edition in black print 
(March 1996) and the 150 edition (1999) with 
cover in black and gold on a white background. 
the list of  the different printers over the years is 
too long to mention, although of  interest must 
surely be that for a period of  approximately ten 
years (1977 – 1987), the late Mr Basil Bey, iconic 
rugby coach and schoolmaster, followed by John 
Lightfoot assisted by dot Maurer, undertook the 
whole publication in the press on site at Bishops. 

in the first years until 1903, the publication 
was known as ‘the diocesan College and school 
magazine’, with the combined histories of  the 
‘the diocesan College’ at woodlands and ‘the 
diocesan College school’ at Feldhausen (today, 
the Grove primary school in Claremont). after 
that it became the ‘diocesan College Magazine’. 
Between 1923 – 1928 the prep senior Master, 
Guy Mackarness, published a separate magazine 
called the dCps Magazine and after that, the 
prep school section was included in the College 
magazine, and from 1986 the pre-prep was also 
included.

a strong feature throughout the publications 
has been the news and history of  ‘Old Boys’. it 
has remained a vital part of  the history of  the 
school, especially the obituaries which can give a 
summing up of  a person’s life at school and after; 
as well as notifying Ods of  events and reunions 
and a lot more. From 2018, the recording of  the 
Od’s history will continue, under the auspices 

of  the Odu. Future editors will surely work as 
assiduously as have delré O’rourke, dr w. p. van 
zyl, tim and Caroline hamilton-smith, Brian 
de kock, Brian Bamford, herbie selfe, G.C.d. 
hodgson, G. C. hunneyball, Owen Owen-smith 
and all those faithful servants before them, who 
saw to the careful and interesting documentation 
of  Bishops’ Ods whose lives and histories have 
made the reading of  the magazine informative 
and colourful. One of  the great contributors was 
Mr Frank reid (Od) the Odu secretary from 
1907 until 1954 (except for war service between 
1914 – 1918), giving 47 years of  devoted service to 
the school and the magazine. 

Bishops’ histories, of  which the most recent 
is John Gardener’s ‘Bishops 150’, have drawn 
from the rich magazine archive as have others, 
and those to come. the current editorship under 
wayne tucker, and past editors shirley Lamb, 
John Lawrence, Michael king, Brian de kock, 
John Gardener, Gerald alanthwaite, Joe Lister, 
and others, have kept the tradition of  recording 
the school’s history, in over 100 volumes and 500 
editions.  

the contents of  the magazines have generally 
reflected a record of  school life, including news 
from the houses, Ods, the prep and pre-prep, 
reports on prize-giving, societies, sports results, and 
including literary work, photographs, drawings, 
articles of  general and historical interest and a lot 
more; quite frankly, too much to mention in this 
limited space.  

we wish the editor/s of  the new publications, 
well, and are reminded of  the words expressed 
by the editors 120 years ago, in the hope that the 
magazines will ‘remain as interesting as ever’ and 
that the contents would ‘meet with the approval of  
our readers …’  
Paul Murray
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Grade 8
Collins, a
Nicholas, J r
phillips, L k
Watson, J

Grade 9
Chishimba, N
Babade, a
Bloom, r h 
Gevisser, L d
hyne, r s
Krauss, t E
Krauss, t r
o’Neill, d F
sandell, h F
Turck, E d

Grade 10
Gray, B i
Kuttel, r J
Taverna Turisan, L
Vine, s J G
Whiting, a i

Grade 11
schoeman, G

Grade 12
Aspinall, r d
Baard, k M
Bailey, r d
Baker, L d
Bakre, O
Baldwin, t G
Bassett, J
Bawa, z
Beachy head, J w
Berkeley, r r
Bhorat, t
Brake, N s
Burke, d r
Campleman, d G
Cannon, C J
Cara, k

Christy, M
Clayton, M p
Collins, y
Cooper, L J
Cottrell, J p
Cranswick, B J
Davis, L p
Dawray, t
De Beer, C
De Mey, r
De Nysschen, C J
Dell, d O
Dhansay, a
Diem, C F
Dornford-May, h L
Downing, O L
Dube, y a
Faure, J p
Fleming, N
Frost, J a
Gaibi, h
Gardener, w s
Garlick, J G
Glynn-Dicks, C J
Goldberg, d J
Goliath, d C
Goolam Mahomed, N
Gordon, a r
Gordon, s d
Gowar, a r
Gray, J M
Gruber, C
hendrieck, J C
her, J h
hermans, t M
hofmeyr, J p
holliday, d G
horrell, t J
hudson, J r
hyslop, C G
Jacobs, C r
Jacobs, i
Janisch, N a
Jewson, a F
Jiang, M

Jones, L L
Kane, B r
Kilpin, s
Knight, M a
Kuhn, M w
Lancefield, r J
Langerman, t s
Lehmann, C-p
Linley, J L
Lupini, a
Macdonald, J J
Macgregor, r G
Mailer, C J
Majal, r
Makin, h r
Manjezi, a s
Masha, a
Mckirby, M
Mcnamara, r C
Meadows, G C M
Mesham, s M
Mewett, C s
Michaletos, a
Mitchell, C i
Mitchell, J p
Morkel-Brink, p E
Mujulizi, M J
Muller, t r
Murinda, J s
Murray, J s
Nel, J
Newbury, M J
Nyangiwe, M
oaker, z
pandiani, E O
peile, a J
perrott, M
peter, M a
pienaar, J
pillay, k
piotrowski, N d
potelwa, a
prentice, s
price, s r
proudfoot, N J

Quibell, M
reid, w a
rhode, h C
rissik, M d
ross, J i
rossouw, J C
rowell, d s
rubin, N B
scarles, t J
scheepers, k
schlebusch, t J
schwulst, r J
scott, L
sebola, t
smith, J-p
smith, J
sneddon, B a
stassen, F J
stehlik, C
stevens, O
steyn, B y
steyn, C J
sutherland, a G
Tait, C r
Tate, d M
Thomas, p L
Thompson, J t
Turpin, d w
Van Breda, J M
Van Der Linden, J
Van Der Valk, d
Van Der Westhuizen, B
Vavatzanidis, a
Viana, M p
Viljoen, L s r
Viljoen, N
Volkel, a s
Wellmann, s O
Wheeler, a a
Williams, a J
Wilson, C p
Wilson, J M
Wray, M s
Wyatt-smith, t
Yanta, s E

VaLEtE 2016
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Grade 8
Aitken, s L
Ammann, N a
Bacher, J
Bergh, t a B
Bester, t C M
Bicker Caarten, C r p
Brand, a d
Bruce, a a
Bruchhausen, L M
Brummer, J C
Buckham, t d
Burns, a r
Bury, s a
Ciolli, L r
Clarke, J G p
Currey, a h
de Klerk, k p B
De Kock, N
De romijn, M s
Dheda, k
Diemont, J M
elliott, J r
Farara, a C
Forbes, C M
Forbes, t p
Forsyth, B J

Geldenhuys, r r
Goodsell, r
Griffiths, J E
Gutuza, C J
habiyaremye, M p
halle, B C
hartzenberg, s
henderson, J O
ivanisevic, a G
Jack, B G s
Kader, a
Kerbelker, a M
Khojane, L p
King, r a
Kruger, d
Lee, J C a
Lewis, M V
Louw, C M
Lowe, M G N
Lwande, J
Malherbe, p a
Mason, J r N
Mbeteni, M
Michau, J w
Mills, k t
Mnyombolo, u
Morris, C h

Myburgh, p J
Myeki, a
Naidoo, s
Nicholson, L a
Nixon, s d
oelz, L E
oliphant, t G
pace, J d
pittaway, C d
pope, p h
pretorius, E a
reid, J J
rippon, a C
roche, J N G
ross, w d
ruiz von Walter, J z
samsodien, u
schuyling van Doorn, C i
searson, t a
smith, J J
sonn-pather, i
sproule, L E
Tait, s C
Tedder, F J
Turner, J p
van Veen, M s
Van Wyk, p p

von der heyden, s
Whittaker, J C
Wilkin, d F
Wood, d k

Grade 9
Bowman, M r B
Grindley-Ferris, L
smith, d

Grade 10
Adams, r
Beley, k
Croxton, J a
Fisher, B J
Fredericks, N 
spriestersbach, C M
sproule, s L
Vagn-Jensen, C
Vagn-Jensen, w
Vermaak, J d

Grade 11
Bowman, p t
Courie, d s
Leslie, G J
pettersen, t d
reddy, N
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 soCieTies
DANCe
Teacher-in-Charge: 
Mr and Mrs P Court
we have a keen new group 
of  matrics in the dance 
society this year along with 
grade 11 girls from herschel. 
so far they have learnt basic 
steps for the waltz, foxtrot and rock ‘n roll 
dances. the boys are already dancing with 
their heads up and looking the part!
Phil Court 

DeBATiNG
Teacher-in-Charge: 
Ms A Kritzinger
Chairperson: 
Nik Tapanlis
under the leadership of  
Alex peile (Chairperson) 
and Ziyaad Bawa (deputy) 
the debating society enjoyed a successful 
2016. Both the Juniors and seniors had an 
eventful year filled with a lot of  coaching 
and even an internal league. Our teams did 
particularly well at the local Rotary Debating 
League to make it through to the western 
province debating trials. the senior 
team consisted of Nik Tapanlis, Mac 
Cheminais, Giuseppe Guerandi and 
Derek reissenzahn of  which Guiseppe 
Guerandi was notably selected as a provincial 
trialist. the Bishops senior team presented 
fierce competition, making it to the quarter-
final round. Juniors, rohan Naidoo and 
robert Dugmore, both excelled at the 

competition with rohan Naidoo securing a 
ranking of  12th in the western Cape.
the society welcomes Nik Tapanlis 
(Chairperson), Mac Cheminais and 
Giuseppe Guerandi as its leadership 
team for 2017. we look forward to another 
wonderful year as the established society 
continues its integral role as a pillar of  the 
Bishops experience.
Nikolaos Tapanlis

DrAMA
Teacher-in-Charge: 
Mr CW Tucker
as in every year at this 
time, the drama society is 
involved in the major first term production. 
this year the american classic, One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo’s Nest, is being staged. Wayne Tucker 
will be directing and staging the production, 
with Carrie Bester as the assistant director. 

the roles of  randle patrick McMurphy, dale 
harding, Chief  Bromden and Billy Bibbit will 
be played by Logan Tait, Nicholas peile, 
Christopher haller and Jack Beare 
respectively. the inimitable roles of  Nurse 
ratched, Nurse Flinn, Candy starr and sandra 
will be played by Josi Beare, Caitlin dicker, 
Cara hudson and Jemma Morris, who join 
us from herschel. Members of  the society are 
involved in positions in the sound and lighting 
box, as production assistants, backstage and 
props. rehearsals have been intense and the 
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THE BISHOPS DANCE 

The ability to dance well is a great social skill

Membership is limited to ONLY 20 grade 12 boys

Get to meet and socialise with a group of Herschel girls

Grow in confidence as they progress as dancers

It is a lot of fun and some exercise!

Join because of your passion for Drama...it’s that simple! 

It is interesting, thought provoking and important to our culture 

We are all natural storytellers 

Life is improvisation – the spontaneous response to new 
and unexpected situations

The Drama Society helps with confidence and self-assurance 
and you will be ‘well-rehearsed’ for real-life situations

It makes you a much more fascinating and out-of-the-ordinary person

Become Anyone … Anywhere … Anytime!

Bishops SOCIETIES

SOCIETY 
THE BISHOPS DRAMA 

DEBATING

Bishops SOCIETIES

 Infinite possibilities

Grow your Intellect

Sharpen your analytical skills

 Persuade stylishly

Show unassailable panache

Use Invincible arguments

This year the American classic, One Flew 
Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, is being staged. 
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FORUM
Listen to and engage with high ranking speakers

You get elected to a place in this group, so once you’re in, you’re committed!

Internalise high order thoughts about a topic

Participate in discussions around a topic 

Formulate ideas as a result of listening and participating in discussion

Bishops SOCIETIES

THE

learners have been busy six times a week in 
preparation for what promises to be a power-
house production! the annual outing to see the 
Maynardville production was cancelled due to 
a lack of  interest again this year – a huge pity. 
with many exciting productions being staged in 
the greater Cape town area, we look forward to 
a few trips to the theatre in the near future – the 
start being Priscilla, Queen of  the Desert.
Wayne Tucker

ForuM
Teacher-in-Charge: 
Dr P Murray
the first meeting of  the 
second semester societies’ 
season was a presentation from 
dr Matthias dörrzapf, the 
senior tutor at st John’s College Cambridge uk. 
dr dörrzapf  gave an account of  st John’s College 
as part of  the university of  Cambridge and what 
it offered students. Much interest was derived from 
this lecture and several questions from the floor 
indicated that there were these academically-gifted 
young men interested in thinking about university 
abroad. the second meeting for the societies 
season was presented by dr paul Murray on the 
topic of  aesthetics. this was accompanied by 
a ppt show of  57 overhead slides consisting of  
different designs and different kinds of  design. it 
included different styles of  architecture, fashion, 
art and culture. dr Murray stressed how art and 
scale that suited the dimensions of  woman and 
man, were important for aesthetics and how we 
needed to see and appreciate it. this form of  
humanism was what drove the renaissance, and is 
still applicable today in our couture, tastes, fashion 
and in our daily living. 
Paul Murray

GLoBAL issues 
NeTWorK
Teacher-in-Charge: 
Mrs C Douglas
Chairperson: 
Jamie Diggle
For the readers who are 
unfamiliar with what the Global issues 
Network (GiN) is, it is an international 
network of  students that aims to promote 
globalization and to raise awareness of  the 
social responsibility of  “global citizens”, and 
develop solutions for modern global issues. 
the network is powered by schools around 
the world, Bishops being one of  these many 
institutions. the start of  this term and school 
year has seen many new faces joining this 
group, with 60 members currently a part of  
GiN, up from under 20 members in 2015. the 
society is open to all grades and encourages 
all members to actively get involved instead of  
coming with the sole intent of  listening. Last 
year saw the inception of  the Future-fitting 
Bishops policy for sustainable development 
on the campus. Many meetings were held by 
the sustainable development (sd) Committee 
which consists of  executives, staff, and boys to 
discuss how Bishops should progress in terms 
of  creating a sustainable environment in the 
years to come. GiN was heavily represented 
at these meetings having three committee 
members and, of  course, Mrs douglas present. 
it is due to these meetings that the GiN 
committee has decided to run our society’s 
goals parallel to the goals that were set in the 
sustainable development policy meetings. 
therefore, this year we are focusing on projects 
revolving around Bishops and how we run as a 
school in terms of  sustainability. the members 

(GLOBAL ISSUES NETWORK)

You can make a difference 

Turn ideas into actions

Collaborate rather than compete

Form satellite networks of schools around the world – use the 
latest technology to promote both face-to-face conferences 
and on-going communication.

Think about / research real issues and feel empowered to 
develop solutions for global issues such as water shortages, 
global warming, environmental degradation, infectious 
diseases, poverty, illiteracy, depletion of fisheries, peacekeeping, 
and the loss of ecosystems.

Bishops SOCIETIES

GIN
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of  GiN are free to do any project that has a 
notable cause. however, we are encouraging 
members who do not have a project in mind 
to carry out a visual water & Electricity audit 
of  their houses at school. we have many boys 
on board and are making great progress. Once 
completed, this audit will allow us to see how 
much we are wasting at our school, giving 
the sd Committee a better idea of  which 
strategies to implement in due course to make 
Bishops more sustainable. as stated, boys 
are free to perform any project that interests 
them. there are currently 11 projects running 
on top of  the water and Electricity audit. 
One project revolved around sustainability at 

Bishops is a research project into the possibility 
of  incorporating Elon Musk’s solar panel roof  
tiles into Bishops infrastructure, which would 
cut electricity costs with the goal of  creating a 
self-sustainable electricity system at Bishops. 
another notable project is based on the goal 
of  decreasing temperature and retaining hot 
water in informal settlements through the use 
of  water filled plastic bottles. this idea was 
created by Junho Ko which he presented 
in his Cape town science Expo project last 
year, for which he was highly awarded. Junho 
is going on to represent south africa at the 
iswEEEp expo in the united states this year 
with his project, an incredible achievement. 
with all of  our projects taking off, we are 
hoping to have made a noticeable, positive 
change by the end of  this year. if  you would 

like to find out more about the society,  
please feel free to contact Mrs douglas on 
cdouglas@bishops.org.za. 
Jamie Diggle

hisToriCAL 
BeNCh
Teacher-in-Charge: 
Dr P Murray
Chairperson: 
Ryan Acton
 the first meeting of  
the second semester societies’ season was a 
presentation from dr Matthias dörrzapf  the 
senior tutor at st John’s College Cambridge 
uk. dr dörrzapf  gave an account of  st 
John’s College as part of  the university of  
Cambridge and what it offered students. Much 
interest was derived from this lecture and 
several questions from the floor indicated that 
there were these academically-gifted young 
men interested in thinking about university 
abroad. the second meeting was presented by 
ryan Acton, and in fact, related somewhat 
to dr dörrzapf ’s talk. ryan presented a ppt 
on the current student protests analysing their 
origin, explaining its course, and implications 
for current students in south africa. it is 
clear that ryan had put in a great deal of  
research and thought and the ppt served as 
an excellent stimulus for discussion. there 
was exactly that, good discussion from the 
floor. the questions were relevant to the 
current members’ concerns for the future. the 
historical Bench is a society that stimulates 
thought about important issues that affect the 
lives of  our students who are able to come 
to important decisions. reading material 
based on the topic of  discussion at the society 

BENCH
Think critically about these issues

Learn about important issues in the world

Engage in conversation and debate
with others about the topic and issues

Be aware of current world situations – where are there crises, 
where are there contentious issues e.g. the referendum in 
Sudan, leaking Nuclear Reactors in Japan 

Engage in pre-reading to form a better understanding of issues in the world

Bishops SOCIETIES

THE HISTORICAL 

We are encouraging members who do not 
have a project in mind to carry out  
a visual Water & Electricity Audit  

of  their houses at school. 
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meeting, is distributed to the members so 
that they can keep themselves well-informed. 
the society was begun by dr paul Murray 
who started it in consultation with a previous 
member of  staff Mr Michael Fisher. Mr 
Fisher himself  initiated two societies, namely 
Forum and Lingua Franca. we continue to 

honour his memory in these societies. the first 
meeting of  2017 was chaired by ryan Acton 
where the relationship between the usa and 
russia was discussed. the main focus was that 
trump, when dealing with putin, is dealing 
with a much diminished russia compared 
to the time of  the Cold war. a further 
observation was the new relationship between 
the us and China – how would this develop 
and what would be the outcome? there 
was lively discussion from the floor, where 
approximately 30 students attended. 
Paul Murray

iNTerNATioNAL
Teacher-in-Charge: 
Mr P Court
there have been three 
meetings since the last 
magazine report: retired 
staff member peter Broster 
and his wife spent five months travelling around 
australia, New zealand, usa and England 
spending their kids’ inheritance and enjoying the 
hospitality of  friends and family on route. peter 
told us all sorts of  interesting and entertaining 
anecdotes about his travels and the places they 
visited – from rainy walpole in south west 
australia to hot water Beach on the Coromandel 
peninsula in New zealand – the spectacular 
yosemite National park in the usa to trinity 
College in Cambridge and sir isaac Newton’s 
apple tree. peter is a great example of  a ‘lifelong 
learner’. Mr Burgert Maree (staff) took long 
leave in term 3 and went off backpacking around 
south america. he came to share his adventures 
with us – from iguazu Falls, Brazil to torres del 
paine, Chile; salar de uyuni, Bolivia to tango 
dancing in Buenos aires, argentina. two 29-hour 
flights, a 30-hour bus trip, altitude sickness over 

SOCIETY
Broaden your horizons

Guest speakers will help you to:

Whet your appetite for international travel

Gain deeper insights into international issues

Learn about places, people, and cultures from around the world

Bishops SOCIETIES

INTERNATIONAL

Dr Dörrzapf with members in the  
Memorial Theatre

Members participating in Historical Bench  
on 10 October 2016

The Historical Bench is a society that 
stimulates thought about important issues 
that affect the lives of  our students who 
are able to come to important decisions.  
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a high pass in the andes – travelling is not for 
the fainthearted but well worth the wonderful 
places visited and the enriching experiences along 
the way. photojournalist and adventurer scott 
ramsay (Od) gave an amazing presentation on 
africa’s national parks. scott gave up his office 
job to go and explore and photograph and 
write about the continents national parks. he 
has recently published a beautiful coffee-table 
book called south africa’s wildest places and he 
showed us many of  the photos and told stories 
that are found and recorded in his book (https://
www.lovewildafrica.com/product/south-africas-
wildest-places-book/#intro). “we need wilderness 
as a counterbalance to the predictability, 
materialism and unrelenting pace of  modern-day 
society” writes scott. his talk inspired us to go out 
and explore more of  what south africa, the third 
most biodiverse nation on Earth, has to offer. 
Phil Court

LiNGuA FrANCA
Teacher-in-Charge: 
Dr P Murray
Chairperson: 
Gabriel Makin
the first meeting of  the 
second semester societies’ 
season was a presentation from dr Matthias 
dörrzapf  the senior tutor at st John’s College 
Cambridge uk. dr dörrzapf  gave an account 
of  st John’s College as part of  the university of  
Cambridge and what it offered students. Much 
interest was derived from this lecture and several 
questions from the floor indicated that there were 
these academically-gifted young men interested 
in thinking about university abroad. the second 
meeting for the societies season was presented 
by dr paul Murray on the philosopher albert 

Camus. it took the form of  a slide presentation 
and attempts were made to link up Camus’s work 
‘the rebel’ with some of  the political events 
currently prevailing in south african socio-
political society. approximately 30 members were 
present for the talk, followed by refreshments. 
the object of  the talk, 25-30 minutes long, is in 
keeping with a more than 50 year tradition in 
which to date two teachers heading up Lingua 
Franca (a society for a maximum of  30 boys at 
Bishops), attempt to stimulate the minds of  young 
persons. the talk on tuesday 17 January 2017 
at 12.45 in Classroom k2 covered a brief  review 
of  three movies with relevant snippets screened 
on the Ohdp; ‘the Browning Version’ based 
on the play by terence rattigan – 1948); ‘dead 
poets’ society’ (the 1989 Film) and ‘the paper 
Chase’ (1973). the idea was to look at some 
interesting teaching styles – in the first one the 
teacher adopts a classical approach in the teaching 
of  Greek, reading extracts from aeschylus with 
intense passion. it greatly inspires taplow who 
finds a copy of  the translation of  ‘agamemnon’ 
by the Greek playwright, by Browning and 
presents it as a gift to ‘the Crock’ mostly disliked 
because he is older and strict (Crocker-harris 
played by albert Finney) who cannot contain his 
emotions within bounds, having read the special 
inscription from the boy. the second one is about 
the totally-against-the-grain teacher keating who 
adopts methods unheard of, to teach English 
poetry and inspires his charges way beyond their 
wildest dreams. One of  the boys, Neil takes to 
acting and takes part in the school production of  
‘a Midsummer Night’s dream’, against his father’s 
will who wants him to do Medicine. Eventually 
Neil takes his life and this is blamed on keating 
– a witch hunt in which the anti-keating boys 
and those who want to ‘save their bacon’ name 

FRANCA
The issues of the day?

Learn about:

How other people think?

Forward thinking – engage with and develop the skill 

New ideas which challenge you – the practical impact on your life

The achievements of others – get inspired and motivated 

Bishops SOCIETIES

LINGUA
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him. Nolan, the head gives him his marching 
orders. ironically when Nolan, now standing in 
for keating, is busy with the class, keating comes 
in to collect his personals and the boys in the class 
one-by-one start to stand on their desks declaiming 
whitman’s first line ‘O Captain, My Captain’ in 
deference to their true master (as was Lincoln to 
whitman). the final is the classic from 1973 about 
a strict Law professor trying to use the socratic 
Method but possibly he is too strict. he wants the 
students to think for themselves, but his manner 
creates a sense of  odium for him, especially Mr 
hart who is seemingly ‘picked on’. Not really, the 
prof  has merely made a selection from the list of  
names of  the students. hart chats back, but the 
prof  rather uses it to his own advantage. hart and 
Co set up a study group, and eventually they come 
out with top marks, graduating cum laude in their 
Law degrees. Eventually they make paper jets from 
their degree certificates. the tension for further 
study in students is a real issue and they have to get 
through their courses, and this makes demands on 
them. this talk was then followed by a discussion 
of  the potential apprehension of  students who 
appear on the verge of  making important decisions 
about their future studies who stand ‘Between 
scary heavy-eyebrowed professors, the challenging 
sa landscape and the lure of  studying abroad’. 
students shared their deep concerns.
Paul Murray

phiLosophY
Teacher-in-Charge: 
Mrs C Douglas
the philosophy society at 
Bishops is unique in that 
it aims to create a space 
in which boys can learn 
incomparable skills that extend far outside 

the walls of  the classroom: the ability to learn 
about and engage with topics of  discussion 
that are thought-provoking and often 
controversial, and to formulate independent 
opinions on them. we invite knowledgeable 
and credible speakers to provide keen insight 
into a range of  different themes and provide 
a platform for learners to then take part in 
discourse and debate after lectures. it is our 
objective to stimulate and nurture a desire for 

learning that transcends the school syllabus 
and promotes critical free-thinking! Our 
first meeting of  this term involved a talk by 
wp van zyl, the executive director of  the 
Od union, on the subject of  “success”. the 
event was a highlight for the society, both 
because the lecture was incredibly rewarding 
and the students were more engaging than 
ever! Our second meeting for the term will 
be at 19:30pm on the 2 March and is an 
especially exciting one! Our speaker will be the 
internationally-renowned author and uCt 
department-head of  philosophy, professor 
david Benatar, who will be speaking about 
sexism towards males in the world today, 
which is the premise of  his well-received book, 
The Second Sexism. the evening is sure to be 
an enriching one and, given its prestigious 
nature, will be open to students and parents 
alike, however seats are limited! For more 
information on the Bishops philosophy  
society feel free to email Mrs douglas at 
cdouglas@bishops.org.za.
Cheryl Douglas

SOCIETY
Develop systematic approach to thinking and rational argument

Enjoy the opportunity to attend the UCT Foundations in Philosophy course

Helps develop the ability to think creatively 

Enjoy group discussion around interesting and relevant topics

Bishops SOCIETIES

THE PHILOSOPHY 

It is our objective to stimulate and nurture a 
desire for learning that transcends the school 
syllabus and promotes critical free-thinking! 
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COLLEGE spOrt
 CLiMBiNG
Captain: David Naude
2017 is proving to be a year of  growth 
for Bishops Climbing with our numbers 
having more than doubled. On Mondays 
and wednesdays, we take the boys to City 
rock and on saturdays the boys go out to 
various crags around the peninsula. Boys can 
look forward to a weekend sport Climbing 
in Montagu and also bouldering in the 
Cederberg. a number of  our boys have now 
registered with western Cape Climbing and 
take part in the youth bouldering series. the 
annual Inter-Club Top Rope and Lead Climbing 
Competition in the western Cape took place 
on sunday 12 February. Bishops finished 
second and the following boys received 
medals: Charles Carter won Gold in the 
top rope Boys Group; in the Beginner 1 Lead 
Boys section Alexander Lee received Gold, 
ethan ellis silver and Thomas Kingdom 
Bronze; Brian Daniel was awarded Gold in 
the Beginner 2 Lead Boys category and Tristan 
smith won a Bronze medal for Intermediate 
Lead Boys. 
Trevor Pasquallie

 CriCKeT
school cricket is probably the most enjoyable 
cricket one will ever play and i believe we, 
as coaches, parents and friends, have the 
responsibility and duty, as custodians of  
Bishops cricket, to ensure our boys are taught 
to enjoy and love the game of  cricket. 

the school cricket environment has changed 
considerably over the last 10 years and, 
although not always successful, our drive is to 

stay relevant within the parametres in which 
we operate. Our challenge as a school is to use 
our resources as smartly as possible in line with 
our vision of  becoming the most sought-after 
independent cricket school in south africa. 
although we have had mixed success in the 
longer format of  the game, our 1st Xi has 
made us proud by reaching the final of  the 
wp t20 competition two years running. as in 
2016, the Bishops 1st Xi made it to the finals 
of  the wp knockout t20 competition, first 
beating their old rivals rondebosch Boys’ in 
the quarter-final and then saCs in the semi-
final. 

in 2017 we will again field 13 teams 
throughout the different age groups. we have 
70 registered players in open cricket, 33 at u15 
level and 50 at u14 level. all together they will 
play an estimated 170 games. apart from the 
academic staff involved in coaching, we make 
use of  stooges, interns, our two professional 
coaches (Neil Carter and Bradley Barnes) 
and then three Ods, Justin rowe-roberts, 
Matthew rudston and Christo Burger. it is 
an absolute delight to have our Ods involved 
in the coaching structures as they understand 
the ethos and value system that we as a school 
uphold. Our two professional coaches, Neil 
Carter and Bradley Barnes, need special 
mention as the time and energy they pour into 

Our challenge as a school is to use our  
resources as smartly as possible in line 
with our vision of  becoming the most 
sought after independent cricket school  

in South Africa. 
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Bishops cricket is way beyond what is required 
from them. true to vision, we are committed 
to quality coaching and the development of  
our own players.

as a school we need to create opportunities 
for our boys to measure themselves against the 
best cricket schools in the country. in line with 
this philosophy the following tours and festivals 
are attended each year:
1st Xi: KZN ISCF (Michaelhouse, Hilton, 
Kearsney) and ISCF (St Alban’s)
u15A: ISCF (St Andrew’s, Grahamstown) and Grey 
Colts Festival
u14A: Charl van Rooyen Festival
1st Xi, 2nd Xi, u15A and u14A: Bi-annual 
tour to PE where we play Grey and Woodridge

in line with our vision we are again 
committed to our Outreach programme 
involving heathfield primary through a 
NGO called sport-4-kids. they visited us for 
three days last september where Neil Carter 
took them through their paces. we have 
furthermore committed to hosting a day/night 
game for heathfield primary on the Frank 
reid. 

in closing, i would like to encourage all 
players, parents and Ods to download the 
smartphone application at www.bishopssport.
org. this application allows you access to all 
relevant information about Bishops sport in 
general and cricket in particular (fixtures, 
results, team sheets, dates, times, etc).
Willem Steyn

 FeNCiNG
Alaric McGregor won bronze in u17 Men’s 
Foil at the recent Junior Nationals competition 
in Johannesburg. Terry Kim, Mark Bergh 
and Christian Garry also competed in this 
competition and performed well. alaric has 
been selected for the Junior south african 
Fencing team for 2017 to travel to the Junior 
world Championships in Bulgaria in april. 
we congratulate him on his achievements and 
wish him the best of  luck in the competition.
Jacky Withers

 roWiNG
the BrC was delighted to welcome Brad and 
kelly smith to Bishops in January and look 
forward to the positive impact Brad will have 
on rowing at Bishops. the second half  of  the 
2016/17 rowing season has been a great one 
for the BrC with the following highlights:

Alaric McGregor: SA Junior Fencing Team

 I would like to encourage all  
players, parents and ODs to download 

the smartphone application at  
www.bishopssport.org.
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Misverstand heads races
Our octs and eights crews participated in this 
event with the following results:
u15 – 2nd, First V111 – 1st

Gauteng Champs
Our u15, u16 and Junior open crews 
attended this event in November with the 
following notable performances: Nicholas 
McAdam 2nd in u16 sculls, 3rd place for the 
u16 quad and 3rd place for the u19 2nd 8.

Boat race
the first Viii achieved a bronze medal at the 
annual sa schools Boat race held on the 
kowie river in december – the best BrC 
result since 2005! 

Congrats to the crew members –  
Zola Baird, stu Boynton, ollie innes, 
Andrew McAdam, Nicholas McAdam, 
Andile Themba, stephane pienaar, 
Calum Wehmeyer and Nicholas 
Bowden.

Boat Race crew
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VLC
the Bishops rowing u15s recently toured to 
Johannesburg to compete in the annual Victoria 
Lake Club sprints regatta on 28 January.  
Or tambo international saw the arrival of  a 
group of  excitable, but well-behaved boys intent 
on competing with the best that Joburg has to 
offer on the water. the boys represented the 
school fittingly both on and off the water. One 
highlight of  the latter was their meeting the st. 
John’s College u15 crew and coach for a bit of  
friendly banter before a vigorous training session 
together on the water the day preceding the 
regatta. the boys performed worthily on the 
day of  racing. oliver Kane-smith finished 
an overall 6th out of  38 athletes in the single 
a-sculls event, followed by Mitchell Fussell 
and Noah Gonsenhauser in 17th and 29th 
place respectively. the B event of  the same boat 
class saw stefan Breytenbach place 4th out 
of  25 athletes, followed by steve Du preez and 
Nicky sieff in 6th and 9th place respectively. 
One of  the most impressive results of  the day saw 
the u15 B-quads place 2nd and 8th in the B quad 
event. the two a crews performed well with 
decent placings of  5th and 15th positions in the a 
event. Futhermore, Bishops put out two Octuples 
on the day, which also managed to obtain notable 
results, placing 3rd in the B event and 4th in the a 
event. after an exhausting but rewarding day of  
racing, a tired but content group of  boys returned 
home with greater racing experience under their 
belts, placing them in a more informed and 
determined position as they approach the latter 
stages of  the racing season.

selborne sprints
Bishops participated in the selborne sprints 
regatta while in East London, which saw the 

crews racing over 500m as opposed to the 
normal 2000m. the boys experienced some 
tight racing and the supporters were kept on the 
edge of  their seats to see who had crossed the line 
first according to the finishing cameras. Our 1st 
Viii placed 3rd overall, our 2nd Viii placed 2nd 
to st andrews, and our u16 eight came away 
with 2nd place to st Benedicts. the 2nd coxed 
four walked away with a comfortable win, while 
Nicholas McAdam just managed to cross the 
finish line ahead of  st Benedicts by 0,21 seconds 
to claim 1st place in the u16 single sculls event.

Buffalo regatta 
Bishops returned from the Buffalo regatta with 
a good idea as to where they stand against the 
other top rowing schools from across south 
africa ahead of  sa Champs. well done to 
Nicholas McAdam, shaun o’Brien, 
Francois Breytenbach, rhys Williams 
and Dominic Beaumont who won gold for 
the u16 coxed four ahead of  st. Benedicts 
from Johannesburg. unfortunately, the rowers 
at the regatta were greeted by an unfamiliar 
thunderstorm and due to lightning, the 
remainder of  the races on saturday were called 
off resulting in none of  the finals for the main 
eights races taking place. 

Western Cape Championships
Bishops once again had some fantastic results 
at Elgin, which ended off the local schools’ 
rowing calendar. the regatta ran smoothly in 

The boys experienced some tight racing 
and the supporters were kept on the edge of  
their seats to see who had crossed the line 
first according to the finishing cameras.
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the morning with races not being too affected 
by the wind. however, as the day progressed, 
the wind picked up and as a result many of  the 
races after lunch were cancelled. it was decided 
that a select few races would continue, but over 
a distance of  1000m and not 1800m for the 
senior crews. all crews still had a good day with 
our junior crews once again being commended 
on their sportsmanship.
Notable results were:
JM15A 8x: 2nd to Rondebosch
JM16A 2-: 1st, 2nd and 3rd
JM19 1st 4+: 2nd
JM 19 1st 4-: 1st
JM19 2nd 4+: 1st and 2nd
JM 19 1st pairs: 1st; 2nd; 3rd and 5th
JM14A 4x: 2nd and 5th
JM19 1st 8: 1st (1st 8); 3rd (u16A 8); 4th (2nd 8)
JM19 2nd 4x+: 1st

the BrC high performance Centre has been 
completed and has been used almost daily 
since the start of  the year. we recently achieved 
our fundraising goal! Our sincere and grateful 
thanks to all parents and Ods who have 
contributed to the building of  the Centre. the 
Centre will be officially opened in the 3rd term. 
Sue Beaumont

 shooTiNG
shooting started during the opening week 
of  this first term; inevitably our squad has 
shed some of  last year’s matrics who played 
a dominant role in ensuring that we beat 
the Od squad during our annual Founder’s 
day match. in terms of  other competitions, 
Andre Truter, the squad’s current vice-
captain, has been doing well in the western 
Cape air rifle shooting. Very recently, while 

The 2017 Bishops Shooting Squad
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Michael Beckurts shoots from the new stand and ramp adaption as Alie Hakizimana looks on

Shakir won the Shottist of  the Term 
trophy at the end of  the 4th term 2016 

and has embarked upon his current 
responsibilities with diligence. 

shooting for the south peninsula schools 
shooting side, andre achieved a bronze 
medal (3rd) in the under 21 ‘sporter’ class. 
shakir Dollie has taken over as Captain of  
shooting for 2017; shakir won the shottist of  
the term trophy at the end of  the 4th term 
2016 and has embarked upon his current 
responsibilities with diligence. Our practices 
are well attended and all the squad members 
are determined to use the opportunities 
to improve. Our most senior shottists have 
unsurprisingly taken the lead regarding the 
shooting averages; but newcomer Jack Beare 

(Grade 10) has also been doing well; Jack is 
currently lying 4th below ‘veterans’ shakir, 
andre and ethan ellis. Alizwa Ngcwengo 
has improved significantly while grade 8, Tom 
searson, currently looks the most promising 
of  our newcomers. the shooting range has 
undergone an addition whereby a ramp and 
raised stand have been expertly built and 
fitted by sean heuvel’s workshop team; this 
adaptation allows Michael Beckurts the 
opportunity to participate in shooting from 
within his motorised chair. Michael has already 
demonstrated a very good eye for the sport. as 
usual we are practising towards participating in 
our annual March Founder’s day competition 
against the Od team with the intention of  
retaining the Chippy robinson Founder’s day 
trophy for the College. 
Rodney Warwick 
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PRIzEGIvInG 2016
 HEADMASTER’S REPORT

chairman of  council, 
mr mike Bosman, 
mr and mrs Pearson, 
special guests, parents, 
staff and boys. Good 
morning and welcome.

In English we have 
many ways of  greeting, 
from the formal 
“Good morning, 
Good Evening” to 

the less formal “Hello” and the completely 
informal “Hi, Howzit” etc. In zulu and 
Seswati the word used to greet another is 
“Sawubona” meaning “I see you”. while the 
English is a form of  good wish, “I wish you 
a good morning”, the zulu “Sawubona” is a 
statement and a profound one at that; “I see 
you”, an amazing recognition. the boys have 
heard me talk about this at assembly and some 
have even taken to greeting me in this way 
around the school. 

we are here today to celebrate the end 
of  another academic year and various 
achievements over the year. But for the 
majority of  children in South africa the 
education system is dysfunctional. So-called 
“under-resourced” schools that are successful 
are the exception. as we know, the “Fees must 
Fall” movement that has played out across 
most South african universities is about much 
more than free or a more affordable university 
education but about the enormous socio-
economic disparities in our society, the lack of  
leadership and the lack of  real transformation 
in the lives of  the majority of  South africans. 
Similarly “Hair must Fall” is about more than 

hair; it is about the full acceptance of  everyone’s 
identity.

In his address at college Prizegiving, the 
Principal reminded everyone that the Bishops 
mission Statement calls us all to “respect, 
nurture and value each person; and to embrace 
and celebrate diversity in the communities of  
our school and South africa”. He went on to 
say that as a “member of  the majority culture 
as a white male at Bishops [he] was personally 
committed to making sure that [he] was sensitive 
to minority groups at Bishops”. minority groups 
can include race, religion, gender, disability, 
culture and sexual orientation. while we need to 
be sensitive to our differences and diversity, the 
Bishops mission statement goes further and says 
we need “to celebrate and embrace diversity”. 
It is not enough to be diverse – we need to 
engage with our diversity and be enriched by 
it. It can be easy for a school like Bishops (even 
unconsciously) to expect that the minority 
groups be assimilated into the dominant culture 
rather than the majority including and engaging 
with diverse groups.

a school is a complex place: on the one 
hand we talk about being Bishops boys and our 
Bishops values; we are all equal and everyone 
here, regardless of  background, has a right to 
be here and be treated in the same way. On 
the other hand, with young boys in the process 
of  developing their world views, it is an ideal 
time to be exposed to diversity and learn about 
different cultural or religious practices; to 
understand that we all have equal rights but we 
are not all the same and that it is okay, in fact, it 
is a fantastic opportunity to learn and grow in 
understanding as people of  South africa. while 
we teach respect for all, we also need to develop 

Greg Brown
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understanding and appreciation for difference 
not only among individuals but also for the vast 
array of  cultures and religions in South africa at 
Bishops.

Hence, my reference to the zulu greeting 
“Sawubona”. “I see you.” I asked the boys 
whether we actually see each other. we see the 
mitre, a khaki uniform, a pair of  hands that 
passes a rugby ball. Do we see a boy who will 
have his Barmitzvah when he turns 13? a boy 
who will go through a rite of  initiation in his 
early adulthood or fasts a number of  days every 
year, goes to mass on christmas day, or whose 
mother lights candles in a shrine at home, or 
expresses respect to elders in a very different 
way to how the majority of  us do? In a loose 

translation of  the Xhosa word “Ubuntu” – “a 
person is a person because of  others”. School is 
about enjoying what we all have in common but 
also learning to understand and celebrate the 
differences amongst us. the School Executives 
are reflecting on this, looking at our policies 
and practices in this light and engaging in the 
uncomfortable but essential conversations.

moving on to the Pre-Prep, we have a new 
group of  60 boys arriving, as you know, in the 
form of  the Grade ns, the youngest boys ever 
at Bishops; 4 year olds who turn 5 in 2017. as 
I keep telling the architects we have 60 boys 
signed up, three teachers and three teachers’ 
assistants employed – we just need completed 
buildings! But they are well on their way and we 
should be able to move in from 15 December. 
If  you have seen the Grade n classrooms you 

will have noticed that there are two and not 
three, but we do in actual fact have three classes. 
we are going to follow an open plan teaching 
methodology where even though each class has 
its own teacher, boys choose different activities 
during the course of  the day, whereby boys move 
across the classes to engage in different activities, 
not without direction or monitoring, but 
essentially very play-based. this is an exciting 
new chapter in the history of  Bishops.

Since the beginning of  this term we have 
had the use of  the new hall. Designed to pick 
up accents of  the woodlands Pavilion, it is a 
wonderful multi-functional space. the old hall is 
being transformed into two rooms: a library and 
art teaching room, leaving the old art room as 
a dedicated music classroom. It has been a hard 
year at the Pre-Prep as no one area has been 
exempt from jack hammers, angle grinders and 
the general noise of  a busy building site. Boys 
and staff have been amazingly accommodating 
and patient but will no doubt enjoy a return to 
a new normal next year. One often wonders 
if  boys notice what goes on around them, so I 
was very impressed when I heard that one of  
the architects had been stopped and asked by a 
Grade R boy, who he was (as only a Grade R 
can do). when he replied that he was one of  the 
architects, the boy’s reply was, “Oh, well, I must 
say that you are doing a very good job.” I would 
definitely agree.

at the Prep we have integrated iPads into 
teaching and learning from Grades 4-7. Every 
boy having an iPad at school, other than regards 
infrastructure, has proved easier than expected 
from a logistical perspective. we find blazers, 
lunch boxes, single shoes and have even found 
a flute on one occasion in Lost Property but we 
have never found an iPad. very few have been 
lost this year, even for a brief  period; it is one 

School is about enjoying what we all 
have in common but also learning to 

understand and celebrate the differences 
amongst us.
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thing boys are most careful about. In terms 
of  infrastructure we completed the rollout of  
wiFi across the campus. many of  you might 
have seen the learning portal that is being 
developed which boys can use in class and at 
home for follow up work or preparation. we 
have learnt a lot in the process this year and 
hope to see this integration of  technology 
further enhance the teaching and learning 
process going forward. we will hold another 
meeting with parents next year to feed back 
about the programme. I think we also need to 
talk about the potential over-use of  portable 
devices recreationally, particularly after school 
hours, and the realistic and age appropriate 
management thereof.

Each week we report to you on the 
achievements of  our boys in all aspect of  school 
life and even beyond and it is wonderful to see 
boys committing themselves with such passion 
and using the opportunities available to them. 
there were many highlights in the year, the 
Grade 7s would certainly see their ten-day tour 
to kwazulu-natal in the 2nd term as one. Our 
production of  “Smike” last term brought the 
horrors of  many of  the 19th century English 
schoolrooms to life in a delightful way and gave 
our boys and girls from neighbouring schools a 
chance to excel in different roles both on and 
back of  stage. Recently the associated Board 
of  Royal Schools of  music held their High 
Scorers’ concert in Jagger. we were thrilled 
that out of  the 20 performers, nine were 
Bishops boys and three of  these from the Prep. 
Last week the Pre-Prep held their annual music 
concert and the growth there is spectacular; 
at one stage there were six groups: strings, 
recorder, choir, xylophones, drums and piano 
playing together, eight rhythms simultaneously. 
a classic Pops on a junior scale.

many of  our boys have been selected to 
represent their Province in various sports 
this year. Sport remains a major passion for 
our boys and adds so much value to a boys’ 
education. a Sports Indaba held in the middle 
of  the year gave the academic staff of  all three 
sections of  the school a chance to reflect on 
the role of  sport at Bishops, the pressures that 
school boy sport now comes under, and our 
own philosophy and ethos of  sport. You would 
have seen the Principal’s communique on 
sport I sent out with my newsletter last week. 
we need to keep a balance in terms of  what 
we want our boys to do and experience and 
be true to an ethos that there is much more to 
playing sport than just winning.

at the start of  the year we were joined by 
mrs Linda Dinan to run the It Department 
and mr Jonathan kelly in the It Department. 
as mentioned earlier they arrived at a 
challenging time in terms of  infrastructural 
developments and over 300 portable devices 
all needing to operate on the same network. 
How well the first year has gone is testimony 
to their expertise. we say goodbye to our three 
interns, Luke Jacobs, mac kahla and vuyani 
Parafini. all three have become part of  the 
fabric of  the school over the last few years and 
made a significant contribution particularly in 
sport and in the boarding house. as a school 
we said farewell to vernon wood, the Deputy 
Principal, last term. He was enormously 
supportive of  the Prep and worked hard to 
inculcate a whole school view at all times. I 
thank him for his support and wise counsel. 

to you all as parents, thank you for your 
support and the value you place in education. 
I need to thank the Parents’ association 
committee, led by Sam Petersen, for all they 
do for the school. and this year particularly 
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for their galvanising the community to support 
and roll out a new library for St Paul’s Primary. 
also for the substantial contribution to the new 
library at the Pre-Prep. 

I want to thank all our staff, academic, 
administrative and support, for their work 
this year. they willingly go the extra mile and 
provide our boys with a happy, stimulating and 
nurturing environment.

I thank council for their support, especially 
for their bold decision to go ahead with large 
scale additions and renovations at the Pre-
Prep. thank you too to the School Executive, 
Guy Pearson, Sean king and Peter westwood. 
they are very supportive of  both Prep and 
Pre-Prep. But I might be running out of  luck 
with the Business manager after asking for 
inordinate amounts of  money for the Pre-Prep 

building. Guy Pearson leads the college but 
has oversight of  the school. I want to thank 
him for the space he allows us but also for his 
wisdom and guidance throughout the year.

to my deputies, Rob Riches, chris Groom 
and Sharlene Groom, thank you for your 
leadership and support. to my wife Lynne, 
for graciously opening our home to the 
Bishops community, and to my Pa, alison, for 
managing me so well.

Our Grade 7s move off from the Prep 
today. they are both ready and willing. they 
have been a good group of  seniors led by 
our Head Boy, Luke Parker. Luke has lead 
quietly, always being a good example to those 
around him and an amazingly compassionate 
and nurturing leader for all boys of  all ages. 
well done, Luke. I wish our Grades 7s all the 
very best as they move to college – we look 
forward to hearing of  your further progress 
and achievements over the next years. to 
you and all the boys who leave the Prep now, 
“may God hold you in the palm of  His hand”. 
thank you.
Greg Brown

Grade 4
Class Prize:
4D christopher Gray
4G Nicholas Basson
4L robert Forrest

Second in Class Prize:
4D Benjamin Karlein
4G michael Kotze
4L  reuben truter/ 

caden chuang

Grade 5
Class Prize:
5t Hasheel Govan
5m cole crawford
5S Jack Whitaker

Second in Class Prize:
5t Joshua Gevisser
5m Nicholas allison
 Nicholas macdonald
5S michael Kruse

Grade 6
Class Prize:
6a robert Kotze
6F Benjamin macFarlaine
6m mogammad Johaar

Second in Class Prize:
6a daniel Neuhoff
6F michael Beaumont
6m teboho mashologu 
(continued overleaf)

 PRIZE LIST 2016

I want to thank all our staff, academic, 
administrative and support, for their work 

this year. They willingly go the extra 
mile and provide our boys with a happy, 
stimulating and nurturing environment.
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Grade 7
Class Prize:
7c daniel Holgate
7m matthew tripe
7t christopher scheepers

Second in Class Prize:
7c aidin Nortje
7m Bruce campbell
7t armaan trikam

Scholarships to College
 Theron Scholarship: 
Gabriel dyssell-Höfinger
 Bishops Scholarship: 
Bruce campbell
 Maths Scholarship: 
oliver Foxcroft
 General Scholarship: 
charles carter

 Marjorie Blinkhorn 
Prize for English 
daniel Holgate

 Mathematics 
Gabriel dyssell-Höfinger

 Science Nicholas pabst

  Afrikaans 
aidin Nortje

  Xhosa Liam Harrison

  Social Sciences 
aidin Nortje

 
General Knowledge 
Senior: 
christopher scheepers 
Junior: 
Nicholas Basson 

 Art 
Grade 3: Kieran Hollis
Grade 4: sebastian Jack
Grade 5: morné ogada
Grade 6:  murrough epstein 

thandolwethu 
Kumalo

Grade 7:  irshad abrahams/  
dino Vavatzanidis

 Design Technology 
Grade 3: matthew maurel 
Grade 4: tristyn Wilson 
Grade 5: cole crawford 
Grade 6:  Benjamin 

macFarlaine
Grade 7: matthew reid 

Gertrude Peters Essay Prize
matthew tripe

Creative Writing Prize
Gabriel dyssell-Höfinger 
doug clarke

Reading Trophy            
callum musselwhite

Heather Donnelly Trophy 
for Public Speaking
daniel Holgate

Music                             

Piano 
Senior: max molyneux
Junior: Nicholas allison
String
Senior: robert Handley
Junior: morné ogada 
Guitar
mangaliso Nogantshi 
Woodwind
Senior:  peter Njoroge 
Junior: morné ogada 
Brass
Senior: John Fisher
Junior: Nicholas allison
Drums 
mikaeel darsot
ethan-Ben Voogt
Vocal
Senior: ethan topat
Junior: James Grieve 
String Ensemble
aidin Nortje
Wind Band
John Fisher 
Choir
daniel Holgate 
Marimba Band
charles carter

Performer’s Prize 
schyler Van der Westhuizen

Service to Music
ethan topat 

 PRIZE LIST 2016 con t inued
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Service to Cricket
daniel Holgate

Cricket Cup
Jake Greenberg/rowan Howard

Brad Gornall Rugby Cup
Liam Harrison

Hockey Cup
imad Khan

Water Polo Cup
Gregor John

SPEcIaL PRIzES
Bishops Prep  
Music Prize
morné ogada

Sheila Wolfe Prize  
for Chivalry
christopher scheepers

 
Craig Brown  
Memorial Trophy
daniel Holgate

 
All-Rounder’s Award
Gray Fogarty 

 
GC Charlton  
Prize for Sport
imad Khan

 
Pieter Van der Bijl  
Prize for Excellence
matthew reid

 
LEaDERSHIP 2017

Bramley
Deputy Head of  House:  James Barrett
Deputy Head of  House: oscar Baum
Head of  House: Bryce Herbert

Brooke
Deputy Head of  House: Luke van Wyk
Deputy Head of  House: sebastiano panieri
Head of  House: robert Kotze

Charlton
Deputy Head of  House: teboho mashologu
Deputy Head of  House: ronan dutton
Head of  House: timothy van Heerden

Van der Bijl
Deputy Head of  House: Ben macFarlaine
Deputy Head of  House: sipho Ndlovu  
Head of  House: daniel Neuhoff

  
Bishops Prep Head Boy: daniel Neuhoff

Luke Parker: Head Boy 2016

 PRIZE LIST 2016 con t inued
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LEavERS’ DInnER
 HEADMASTER’S SPEECH
26 November 2016
welcome to Guy and maree Pearson, Peter 
westwood, the new Deputy Principal at college, 
and his wife caro, wayne tucker and Stephen 
van Eeden, keith Griffiths and Julia, all our staff, 
parents and boys.

mr tucker and mr Griffiths are our extra 
special guests tonight. mr tucker to salute his 
extraordinary courage in taking on our Prep 
production half  way through rehearsals without 
having seen the script, or the music or the actors 
and actresses. and he did a magnificent job and 
kept his calm – most of  the time. and mr Griffiths 
– to salute 30 Years’ service to Bishops, 22 full time 
and eight part-time. I think he has attended every 
Leavers’ Dinner since 1997 when mr Hilton-
Green introduced them; that’s 20 dinners!  In 
addition, we owe our boys’ and parents’ camps to 
him, the Grade 7 tour blueprint that we follow 
and it is great to have him here in his second 
retirement from Bishops.  

we owe what we see and enjoy tonight to a 
group of  Grade 7 mothers led by carol Parker. 
thank you for a wonderful dinner with the mallet 
centre beautifully and simply decorated and all 
your special touches to make this a special end to 
your boys’ time at the Prep. to those who now 
move on from the Prep we say thank you for 
your support. we have shared many good times 
together, even difficult times and we will miss you. 
tonight is also about you, the parents.  
I was reminded of  this by a quotation mrs Groom 
used at out Grade n orientation earlier this term. 
She quoted Elizabeth Stone as saying, “making 
the decision to have a child is momentous. It is 
to decide forever to have your heart go walking 
around outside your body.” Such a powerful 

statement. You feel so passionately for and about 
everything that that your son does or has done 
to him. But you have also had to learn to let the 
heart beat on its own, strengthen its muscles, and 
develop resilience and independence as you move 
further away. So I hope tonight is an important 
milestone for you; you can be proud of  your son 
here tonight. thank you for entrusting him to our 
care; it is always a privilege to care for someone 
else’s child and we have tried to do our best.

Grade 7s, I am sure it is hard to believe that 
you have almost finished eight years of  schooling. 
many of  you started here in Grade R and others 
joined along the way. You are a happy and talented 
bunch of  boys ably lead by your Head Boy, Luke 
Parker. For the first time in my memory we were 
inundated with candidates for the Sheilagh wolfe 
Prize for chivalry. a credit to you. You have made 
mistakes, some of  you have gone where angels fear 
to tread and hopefully you have learnt from it, but 
you have also shown some wonderful friendship, 
care for each other and acceptance of  the range of  
young people that you are.

Last week you voted for the williamson trophy, 
for the classmate who has showed significant 
fellowship and friendship to all. I am pleased 
to announce that it goes this year to Liam 
Harrison.

On a more light-hearted note, some events and 
characters stand out:
• the scandal after the first week of  term with 90 
pink papers being issued in 7m followed by the 
vociferous cries of  “mitchell must fall!”.
• always having to keep a lookout for Daniel 
Holgate on his “Ferrari” flying around a corner 
at great speed.
• On the Student council, the strong, silent 
Rayaan Hendricks, a man of  few words, 
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and Solomzi Tshiki whose observations were 
always delivered with mandela-like gravity.
• Dino Vavatzanidis regaling 7c with ghastly 
tales of  Youtube videos which always seemed to 
be dominated by mutating aliens.
• the trendsetters with hairstyle – two boarders, 
Dylan Redding and Clayton Warner; Luke 
Solomons’ style was in a league of  its own 
though.
• Nicholas Kotze announcing in Lifeskills that 
he intended being quite a “player” with the ladies 
in his early adult years before settling down in his 
late 20s.

I have enjoyed you all.
I am going to talk about cricket this evening. 

Don’t worry if  you are not particularly interested 
in cricket yourself  – this is not going to be very 
technical. I am not much of  a cricketer myself, I 
watch a lot and enjoy watching it but can glaze 
over when a discussion becomes too technical. 
But the sound of  leather on willow on a summer’s 
day is a magnificent memory of  generations of  
school boys who have played the game for a while 
in their lives. You know it’s summer and life seems 
slower and more relaxed and boys have a unique 
opportunity to learn the life skills of  patience, 
marrying one’s own needs with that of  the team’s, 
endurance, consistency and support for each other 
during a two hour innings and so forth.

But I saw two articles recently; one the 
transcript of  a speech by one of  cricket’s famous 
players and the other a reflection on the 2016 
Proteas and their success (even though Lollygate 
has reared its head).

Brendan mccullum (former new zealand 
cricket captain) was asked to deliver the very 
prestigious mcc “Spirit of  cricket” lecture 
at Lords in June this year. He has an amazing 
cricketing pedigree. the only player to score  
2 000 runs in t20 Internationals. He was the first 

new zealander to score three centuries in a test. 
In February this year, playing against australia, 
he scored the fastest test century (off 54 balls). He 
retired shortly afterwards. He is the most successful 
captain across all formats of  the game. In his 
speech at Lords, he looked back on an excellent 
career and, much to the surprise of  the audience, 
said there was much he regretted and, in fact, 
was ashamed of. not what one expects to hear at 
Lords on an auspicious occasion. He remembers 
when he joined the new zealand ODI team, 
many of  the chaps who were his heroes in the 
team, swaggered around, they were entitled and 
arrogant. as he says, “Did I want to be like them? 
You bet I did!” winning was everything and he 
didn’t really care how he won. In fact he was 
proud of  being known as brash, arrogant and 
aggressive. But in his speech he regrets how he 
behaved and how he acted towards the opposition 
even though he had much success. He gives an 
example: the story of  how he ran out muttiah 
muralitharan. Playing Sri Lanka in christchurch 
in 2006, kumar Sangakkara had just scored a 
century in the second innings. the ball was still 
in the air being returned to him as wicket keeper 
when muttiah left his post to congratulate kumar. 
as mccullum caught the ball he hit the wickets, 
dislodging the bails and appealed. muttiah was 
given out and new zealand won the match. the 
Sri Lankans were stunned. their captain said 
afterwards, “It’s not the way to play cricket.”

Reflecting on this, Brendan mccullum said, “If  
[he] could turn back time, he would. my actions 
were within the laws of  the game but not the 
spirit and there is a very important difference.” 
kumar Sangakkara was in the audience and he 
apologised to him and to muttiah for his actions 
on that day. Quite something for a successful and 
admired cricket professional to do so publically at 
Lords in front of  the aristocracy of  cricket.
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He then went on to relate another incident. In 
January 2013, he was captaining the team and he 
went out confidently to the newlands pitch to toss 
the coin with Graeme Smith, won the toss and, 
as we say, elected to bat. 19 overs and two balls 
later and they were all out for 45. the 10th lowest 
total in 2 069 tests. things could not have been 
worse. that night back in the hotel he sat with the 
coaches and manager and they spoke from their 
hearts about who they were as a team and how 
the public viewed them. they agreed that they 
were seen as arrogant, distant, self-centred and 
uninterested in their fans. as a team they were 
not offering young players a great environment. 
In fact they acknowledged to each other that 
they lacked character – the team had no soul. 
they recognised they had to change – sledging 
didn’t make you tough, to be respected by your 
opposition you had to respect them, for your fans 
to have pride in you, you had to be humble and 
work hard.

they went back to basics, made the game 
less complicated, started to value sportsmanship, 
appreciate excellent play in their own team and 
the opposition. “In fact,” as he said, “if  every 
sportsman simply tried to be the best that he 
could be, and attempted to behave decently 
along the way, you’ve pretty much summed up 
every available optimal strategy in one simple 
sentence.”

this is reflected in the Proteas team of  
2016. Firdose moonda, writing from Hobart, 
reported in her article that she had asked the 
South african team members what had been the 
most important factor for their recent successes 
in australia and surprisingly they did not talk 
about runs, wickets, catches or individuals but 
about culture. after throwing away the 2015 
world cup semi-final followed by a few series 
in Bangladesh, England and India, they were 

not in any way inspiring. after the hype about 
transformation and quotas and the negative 
predictions, something had to change. and so 
earlier this year they held a culture camp and as 
a result they say the team is a lot more united, 
they respect the diversity of  their teammates, the 
different faiths each adheres to and relationships 
and communication have become crucial to their 
success.

what I have spoken about here could just as 
well apply to any aspect of  life and your lives. 
It’s not about sports, it’s about life and character. 
How we do what we do and how we interact with 
others is all important. what are our values?

In recent weeks in Lifeskills, I asked you, “what 
makes a good man?” at the Grade n and R 
orientations this week, mr Pearson, in speaking to 
the parents, said, “after 13 years, we want Bishops 
boys to leave here and be good men.” So what 
did you say was a good man? It was interesting 
and all three classes ultimately agreed: a good 
man has the courage to stand up for what is right; 
he protects those who need protection; he cares 
for others; he never abuses his physical strength; 
he respects women. all about others!

You are on the next five years of  your journey 
to be good men. School is the time to practise it 
and learn to be good men. You are all capable 
of  becoming good, adult men. Learn as much as 
you can at college, participate in as much as you 
can, do your best and remember how you are 
towards others is as important as any other results 
you may achieve.

as Brendan mccullum said at Lords, “try to 
be the best that you can be and behave decently 
along the way.”

we wish you all the very best and God’s richest 
blessings. we have great hopes for you all and will 
watch your progress with interest.  thank you.
Greg Brown 
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2017 SALVETE
Grade N
Abrahams, taufeeq
Andersson, Felix 
Arkcoll, matthew
Arrison, caid 
Barton, Jude
Breslin, alexander
Burns, max Jon
Campbell, Dex 
Cobbledick, thomas
Coetzer, Finnegan 
Constantinou, Leandros
Cossie, kuhle 
Davies, Benjamin 
De Wet, Eduard
Ebrahim, Farhad
Eedes, Luke 
Eskinazi, tariq 
Ferrao, Oliver
Ganyeka, kunashe
Gebhardt, william 
Gordon-Davis, zachary 
Haripersad, Shikar 
Hartog, thomas
Hirsch, connor 
Hopkins, nicholas 
Jeram, nityam 
Joseph, mohammed F
Larcombe, Ethan 
Le Cordeur, Daniel
Lee Pan, Ethan
Leger, Xavier 
Lucas, Jack 
Lunn, william 
Lunn, Seth 
Mabin, Luke 
Maelane, Onalenna
Magoro, Leatile 
Mapukata, Oyama
Masterson, Joshua 
Messaris, matthew
Mpikashe, anothile 
Mulder, Luca 
Nelson, adam 
Nicol, Luca 
Pfaff, Rupert
Pooler, Joshua 

Raja, Emaad
Reeves, alexander
Rinquest, Raadi
Salie, christian
Schultz, Oliver
Stuart-Findlay, John
Titley, kyle
Truter, martin
Van Zyl, Damian 
Van De Ghinste, noah 
Vickers, Oliver
Von Hoesslin, nathan
Watkins-Ball, Francis
Yazdanpanahi, Samuel 

2017 SALVETE
Grade R
Allen, matthew
Allen, Joshua
Amanjee, wazir
Badroodien, zayd
Botton, alex 
Cursi, Henk
Davidge, James
Du Preez, Ethan 
Fried, Joshua
Gibson, Liam 
Gibbon, Jack 
Gorgens-Haupt, Luke
Gräwe, konstantin 
Grever, Daniel 
Hattingh, Harry 
Hendrickse, adam
Hoeks, Luke 
Horrell, Sebastian 
Huntingford, Samuel
Jordaan, kian
Khalfey, Sahil
Khan, Liam 
Kilpin, Oliver 
King, micah 
Kleye, callum 
Kula, Yingwe 
Latham, Dylan 
Lesbirel, macen
Lord, william 
Luck, Harry 
Macleod, marc 

Mackenzie, Drummond 
Manolas, achillies 
Mason, carter
Mccollum, thomas 
Menage, maxime
Middleton, Liam 
Moran, Farley J
Moran, Gus a
Mpikashe, Likhanye 
Naidu, nirvaan
Newborn, william 
Norris, Shaun 
Papa, Gianluca
Pentz, michael
Ranger, cameron
Richards, Bonnar
Richards, Yusuf
Roberts, Ethan
Saloojee, zayaan 
Schluter, Jamie
Singh, Rylee 
Snyman, adam
Stansfield, Jack 
Symons, Robert 
Thomashoff, matthew 
Toll, Qiran
Townshend, charles 
Townshend, thomas 
Traill, charles 
Turck, nicholas 
Van Dijk, tyson
Van Schalkwyk, kaleb 
Venn, James 
Verhage, william 
Vomacka, troy 
Wakefield, matthew 
Weingartz, Luke
West, Evan 
Whiffler, michael 
Wierzycki, Sebastijan

2016 and 2017 SALVETE
Grade 1-7
Allan, michael
Barton, thomas
Brand, kieran
Carey, Oliver
Cotterell, Ben

Creedon, cullen
De Fondaumiere, alex
Dicey, Luc
Dicey, Patrick
Esposito, alessandro
Esposito, Sebastian
Gilson, Patrick
Gordon, connor
Gordon, Rynard
Grawe, max
Head, toran
Jantjie, Siya 
Levick, Dayne 
Norris, aidan
Nyarashe, anam
Skillicorn, Jacob
Stewart, Ross
Vermaak, Harry
Whiffler, nathan
Whiffler, Ryan

2016 VALETE
Bull, James
Bull, matthew
Campbell, warwick
Chang, Hong-Jhen
De Villiers, Jean
Farmer, Dominic
Gilbert, Joseph
Jamieson, James
Joubert, Jem
Koor, muhammad zia
Koor, zayan
Krenski, karl
Mihalik, Daniel
Patterson, Luke
Patterson, mark
Poole, Sebastian
Salie, Reece
Schuurmans-Stekoven, 
mico
Sixaba, khanya
Stephen, James
Thomson, James
Thomson, Luke
Ventura, Jaoa 
Watson, conna

vaLEtE 2016 and SaLvEtE 2017
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 ATHLECTICS
Captain: Bruce campbell
Vice Captain: daniel Nelson
we came full circle with the changes in our 
athletics calendar. we now complete our two 
days of  trials in november for the following 
year’s Sports Day qualifying standards. we 
then have Sports Day, Bishops Quadrangular 
and the Boys’ Schools’ Pentangular as our 
term 1 events. In term 4 we pick up again 
with our mass participation event, the Inter 
House Relay Sports and end with trials.  also 
in the fourth term we have two small Inter 
School events taking place. we prepare for the 
annual Rhenish Primary School Foundation 
Phase athletics meeting in Stellenbosch 
(20 October) and the Paarl Boys’ Schools 
athletics Pentangular in Paarl (27 October). 

Results from the Rhenish Primary 
School Foundation Phase Athletics 
Meeting:
the boys participated in sprints with two 
heats of  five per age group for a total of  ten 
runners. all ten runners were timed and the 
top four fastest times were awarded with 
certificates. 
The following positions were obtained:
U9
1 Ben Koenig: 2nd in his heat: 100m 
2 Rowan Piorkowski: 4th in his heat: 100m
U10
1  David Handley: 1st  oVeraLL in 100m & 

1st oVeraLL in 80m
2   James Grieve: 3rd in his heat: 100m & 2nd 

in his heat: 80m 

Results from the 
Paarl Boys’ Athletics 
Pentangular:  
Bishops once again 
outdid themselves at this 
meeting with fantastic and 
couragous performances 
by all. 

Out of  28 events Bishops 
made medal positions 
in 18 of  them: Gold: 7; 
Silver: 6; Bronze: 5.

PREPaRatORY SPORt

Paarl Boys’ Pentangular

Participating 
Schools: Bishops, 
paarl Boys, sacs, 
Wynberg and rondebosch
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Paarl Boys’ Athletics Pentangular results
AGE ITEM NAME OF ATHLETE RESULTS
U10 800 m Lucca Mynhardt 1st (2:42.88)
U11 800 m Connor Watson 2nd (2:35.24)
U12 800 m Ben MacFarlaine 2nd (2:32.61)
U13 800 m Matthew Tripe 4th (2:23.46)
U10 400 m David Handley 1st (1:12.32)
U11 400 m Ethan Probert 2nd (1:10.84)
U12 400 m Karl Smit 4th (1:07.58)
U13 400 m Daniel Nelson 5th (time not recorded)
U10 200 m Adam Constant 3rd (32.42)
U11 200 m Callum Jenman 3rd (30.39)
U12 200 m Dylan Krause 1st (28.86)
U13 200 m Luke Parker 3rd (27.48)
U10 100 m James Grieve 4th (15.05)
U11 100 m Devon Marshall 4th (14.84)
U12 100 m Jack Ryan 1st (13.96)
U13 100 m Imad Khan 5th (time not recorded)
0/7 80 m (race a) James Lesbirel 4th (13.52)
0/7 80 m (race B) Andrea Mynhardt 3rd (13.43)
0/8 80 m (race a) Tristan Thirion 1st (12.36)
0/8 80 m (race B) Reve Tuscher 2nd (12.66)
0/9 80 m (race a) Ben Koenig 2nd (12.06)
0/9 80 m (race B) Rowan Piorkowski 2nd (12.23)
0/7 – 0/9 6 x 80 m relay AS ABOVE 4th (1:18.65)

U10 4 x 100 m relay 1. Lucca Mynhardt, 2. David Handley, 1st (59.74)
  3. Adam Constant, 4. James Grieve
U11 4 x 100 m relay 1.Ethan Probert, 2. Callum Jenman, 4th (1:01.80)
  3.Connor Watson, 4. Devon Marshall   
U12 4 x 100 m relay 1.Ben MacFarlaine, 2. Dylan Krause, 1st (55.52)
  3. Karl Smit, 4. Jack Ryan    
U13 4 x 100 m relay 1.Luke Parker, 2. Daniel Nelson, 3rd (52.97)
  3. Matthew Tripe, 4. Imad Khan 

many thanks to all during this short athletics season.
clayton turner
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 CRICKET

1ST XI
Team: Jake Greenberg (c), imad Khan (Vc), 
ismail Bhorat, Bruce campbell, Josh carnell, daniel 
davidson, Johnny Fisher, Kian Gounder,  rowan 
Howard, Ben macFarlaine, seth Nieburg, Luke 
parker, armaan trikam, scorer: daniel Holgate.
 after a good start to the season, it was evident 
that we needed to be more consistent in our 
batting displays if  we were going to develop into 
a formidable team. we had shown glimpses of  
being a well-balanced team that on any given 
day could perform superbly in the three major 
disciplines of  batting, bowling and fielding. 
consistently binding all three together on match 
day would be the key to our success. Playing  
longer versions of  the game than what the 
boys were previously accustomed to meant that 
concentration in the field and when batting also 
had to be addressed. 

Our master plan at the beginning of  the 
season was to go on tour to Johannesburg prior 
to the cape Schools’ cricket week. On this 
tour, we had set a goal of  teaching the boys to 
enjoy batting first in a match, being positive when 
the ball was there to be hit and learn how to 
build an innings. the tour proved to do just that. 
we returned unbeaten with many milestones 
achieved for the team and certain individuals 
alike. we were able to gain momentum on the 
tour and at the cape Schools’ cricket week. 
we were also able to stamp our particular brand 
of  cricket going forward into the fourth term. 

a two-week break and some rain on the first 
weekend did somewhat disrupt this excellent 
progress early into the term. In particular, our 
patience when batting seemed to suddenly elude 
us at times, which was very frustrating, as so 
much work had gone into this component of  

our game. However, we did enjoy some very 
good performances this term and came back 
well to finish strongly against Rondebosch in the 
final match. we owed this good performance to 
ourselves, for all the effort we had put in on the 
training ground and for what we had achieved in 
Johannesburg and especially against Selborne at 
the cape School’s Festival. 

the boys always showed tremendous 
commitment in the field and were able to 
generate pressure on the opposition batsmen. 
after an injury to Bruce Campbell, we did 
lack a sixth specialist bowler. this meant that our 
top five bowlers couldn’t afford an off day and 
each bowler was then expected to complete their 
designated overs, which was not ideal. 

Jake Greenberg, a most talented cricketer, 
proved to be a very good captain who led from 
the front. He is a flamboyant batsmen who 
is prepared to play his strokes and to try to 
dominate bowling attacks. He has done it all 
in our team over the past two years. this year 
he kept wicket, taking some super catches and 
stumpings, while last year he bowled very well. 
He was ably assisted by our immensely gifted 
all-rounder Imad Khan. His fielding was 
outstanding while he also opened our bowling 
with many passionate opening spells. He is a 
quality top order batsman who, on his day, can 
tear an attack apart.

Ismail Bhorat came into our team late 
in the season and as an U12 gained valuable 
experience. much will be expected of  him as a 
top order batsman and spin bowler next year. 
Bruce Campbell opened our bowling and was 
just finding some very good form when he was 
injured. we missed his swing bowling and lower 
order batting. Josh Carnell was a ‘live wire’ in 
the field who not only fielded brilliantly, but also 
kept the team motivated. He proved to be an 
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effective top and middle order batsman. Daniel 
Davidson had the opportunity to join the team 
late in the first term as a middle order batsman. 
He toured to Johannesburg and participated 
in the cape Schools’ Festival. this experience 
will ultimately be good for his cricket. Johnny 
Fisher came on well as an opening batsman 
who played some scintillating innings and in 
full cry was an absolute pleasure to watch. He 
has the potential to develop into a prodigious 
run maker at college. Kian Gounder was 
also one of  our opening batsmen this year. as 
a talented and enthusiastic U12, he was thrust 
into the deep end acquitting himself  well. He 
must use the experience gained this year to kick 
on next season. Rowan Howard, a stalwart 
from last season, once again had to take on 
much responsibility in saving us with the bat 
as an effective middle order batsman. He also 
bowled the most overs in the team, taking the 

most wickets for the second consecutive year. 
we relied heavily upon his consistently excellent 
spin bowling where he was able to hold up an 
end, bowling long economic and wicket taking 
spells. Ben MacFarlaine, an U12, also had to 
shoulder much responsibility as a frontline seam 
bowler. His superb accuracy and competitive 
nature was an asset to the team, taking many 
vital wickets. Seth Nieburg worked hard on 
perfecting the art of  leg spin. He displayed the 
ability to take crucial wickets and, on his day, 
produced unplayable deliveries and was a match 
winner. I look forward to monitoring his progress 
at college. Luke Parker was happy to bat 
down the order and fielded as if  his life depended 
on it, saving many a run with his ‘body on the 
line attitude’. He is what every team needs, an 
ultimate team man, always putting the team 
before himself. Armaan Trikam enjoyed a 
wonderful season. He was a tremendous strike 
bowler whom we became highly depend upon 
with his economic spells. He caused problems 
for every batsman that encountered him. It was 
also great to see his batting come on so well 
throughout the season with a few fine innings.    

I would like to thank our scorer, Daniel 
Holgate, for his magnificent service to us a 
team. His commitment to cricket over the years 
has been greatly appreciated. we have enjoyed 
his commentary and relied upon his statistics. 
well done. my gratitude also goes out to my 
assistant coach, vuyani Parafini. His passion and 
enthusiasm for the game is infectious. the boys 
loved his input as a coach and mentor.    

I would also like to thank the parents for 
their positive support this year. It has been an 
absolute pleasure and privilege to coach your 
boys who have been exceptional ambassadors 
for the school and a credit to you as parents.   
murray anderson 

Ben MacFarlaine follows through
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U13B
Team: L Harrison (c), m Koor (c), d davidson, 
K Hassan, d redding, o Kennedy-smith, c 
macdonald, J Bull, G Fogarty, J Lander, o Nicklin, 
a tyer, i arnold, m rebe.
this was a team that took no prisoners and 
didn’t die wondering whenever they played a 
game. Our thursday t20 matches were played 
at a frantic pace with all the batsmen terrified 
of  being retired by the coach if  they used 
up too many dot balls. we always managed 
therefore to score at an incredible rate despite 
losing wickets regularly. In the field we usually 
managed to put the opposition under pressure 
with really good swing bowling, cunning spin 
and athletic fielding. we took some really 
spectacular catches to stun our opponents. 
Sayings such as, ‘clap twice if  you’re awake,’ 
would always ensure we never drifted off in the 
field. this was a team that simply loved their 
cricket and always played the game in the right 
spirit, often applauding an opponent’s good 
shot or ball. thanks to the parents who created 
such a wonderful atmosphere on the boundary, 
your positive support through thick and thin 
was greatly appreciated by the boys.
Bruce mitchell

U13C
Team: s sturrock, c scheepers, J Walker, p smith, 
a clarke, c musslewhite, m darsot, L ridgeway, B 
audinwood, G Walsh, N claassens, N Kotze.
2016 started very slowly for the team. 
However, at this level, winning isn’t 
everything, as long as the boys are having 
fun and show-casing their skills on the day. 
there was a positive vibe to the team. Due 
to consistent performances, three boys were 
promoted to the B team. this was well 
deserved! a special mention to these boys: 

Callum Musslewhite – top run scorer in 
the first term; Benji Auwdinwood – most 
wickets; Phillip Smith – best catch of  the 
season. Great effort was displayed by all 
the team and good fun was had by all its 
members. 

U13D
Team: alex, c carter, d davies, B Graaff, G 
John, s magai, s Ndlovu, m Nelson, m Nogantshi, 
c potgieter, N tiaden, c toy, c Warner.
the team is made up of  a great bunch of  boys 
who are filled with energy and love to have fun. 
However, in order to make full use of  their time 
at practice, they need to learn to listen rather 
than talk. there is a great deal of  talent in every 
single one of  the players and it is a pity that 
many say that they intend finishing their cricket 
careers at Prep school. Each one of  them has 
the potential to move up if  they put their mind 
to it and put in extra hours of  practice. 
Jonathan smuts

U12A
Team: r Kotze (c), L van Wyk (Vc), i Bhorat, J 
Boustead, B Herbert, d Neuhoff, s panieri, J ryan, r 
thakersee, r Handley, Ym Johaar, d Krause, K smit.
Once again this term was an exceptional one. 
the players executed their skills to perfection. 
they dominated most of  their matches which 
resulted in the team only losing one limited 
over match in the fourth term. there were 
some remarkable individual performances, 
but what makes me so proud of  this team is 
the fact that they always pulled together and 
made sure that each one of  them played a 
role in each victory. the final match against 
RBPS is testament to this. RBPS set a colossal 
total, which seemed a bridge too far for my 
team. Little did I know that they were so 
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resolute to win their final match. they won the 
match conveniently with time and overs to spare. 
an astounding win. I would like to thank all the 
players for an unbelievable season. Playing a 
full year of  cricket and only losing two mid-
week matches, a magnificent achievement. the 
individual commitment to a team effort. that is 
what made this team achieve such exceptional 
results. Enjoy your final year of  Prep cricket. 
Grant de sousa

U12B
Team: r alfredo, r Handley, B Horn, d Levick, 
m Naude, m olbrich, r sayed, K spotswood, c 
Green, c Border, d Krause, d ramiah.
the U12B team had a very successful 4th 
term only losing one of  their five games. the 
boys’ attitude to training was always top class 
and they should be proud of  the way they 
conducted themselves on game days. we did 
a lot of  work on consistently bowling the ball 
in the same area and, towards the end of  the 
season, I saw a massive improvement. It was 
a very enjoyable season and the boys were a 
pleasure to coach.
d penberthy-Hutchings

U12C
Team: J Barrett, t Barton, d Border, o carey, 
s Khalfey, t Kumalo, a Lotter, m molyneux, z 
moyo, z muleya, c selb, o selb, s terblanche, d 
Wharton-Hood.
the team had a slow start to the season. after 
two weeks of  disappointing results, the boys 
managed to turn the momentum their way, 
finishing off the season with two wins from four 
matches. It’s wonderful seeing boys develop 
and get chances to display their skills in the 
higher teams. all in all, the boys displayed great 
enthusiasm, character and love for the game of  

cricket. they ended with eight wins from  
12 games. 
Nanele tyali

U12D
Team: L Brilus, s schluter, c selb, o selb, a selby, 
t turner, L Van der merwe, t Kumalo, z moyo, t 
Barton, o carey.
there has been great improvement and some 
notable performances from the team. we 
started the term with a game against wPPS at 
Lutgensvale. the boys played superbly, but just 
succumbed to a powerful, well-drilled bowling 
consistency, losing by 24 runs on 97/3. my 
favourite part about this game was watching 
the discipline of  the boys, with batsmen retiring 
without contesting the decision, giving a 
chance to everyone to bat and also supporting 
one another – a wonderful illustration of  
an excellent team spirit. we had two of  our 
players invited to play for the c team and one 
player later promoted to the B team. we then 
played three games against SacS and we won 
all of  them. In these games the accuracy of  the 
bowling was outstanding, fielding superb and 
also showed determination in our batting.  

Trae Turner watches the ball closely
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It has been a wonderful experience to 
coach such a skilful, motivated and healthy 
competitive group of  boys. 
tLG siko

U11A
Team: cole crawford, andrew dallas, seb 
Griffiths, Kashief  Joseph, Nicholas allison, tom 
Jacobs, Jack crafford, dylan de Groot, matthew 
Brodziak, ethan probert, andrew Williams-ashman. 
this very talented side had an excellent 
year and thoroughly enjoyed their cricket. 
they played 19 games during the year 
winning 13, drawing four and losing only 
two. the bowling unit had incredible success 
bowling out sides on many occasions. the 
two opening bowlers, Matthew Brodziak 
and Tom Jacobs, took 55 wickets between 
them. Ethan Probert, Andrew Williams-
Ashman and Jack Crafford were the front 
line spinners and achieved an incredible 86 
wickets amongst them during the year. the 
batsmen were very successful in building 
partnerships, batting quickly or slowly and 
more carefully depending on the situation. 
there were 16 scores of  25 and over and 

six fifties. the opening pair of  Andrew 
Dallas and Cole Crawford were solid and 
dependable. Seb Griffiths and Kashief  
Joseph batted three and four and always 
adapted quickly to the situation and scored 
accordingly. Nicholas Allison was the 
all-rounder in the side, batting very well at 
number five and bowling at number six often 
causing problems with his genuine pace. 
Dylan de Groot, the team’s keeper, was 
always on the move with his ever improving 
leg work and hand speed taking catches and 
making stumping’s on a regular basis. Each 
individual had his role to play, practised hard 
and played with passion and a genuine love 
for the game. Each member of  the side was 
positive, encouraging in all situations, allowing 
the team always to develop and play well in tight 
situations. a huge thank you to the parents for 
their amazing support at every match. 
rob riches

U11B
Team: r Horton, c smith, c Watson,  
N chahwahwa, d marshall, o Blatch, m Kruse,  
z Koor, K Jaga, t stewart, J Whitaker.
this team is a well-balanced side with a lot 
of  depth in both the batting and bowling 
departments. It is a team with a lot of  
potential. It has a number of  all-rounders 
and others with the potential to become all-
rounders in future. Our top three of  Richard 
Horton, Cayden Smith and Conna 
Watson were very consistent run scorers. the 
left hand/right hand opening combination 
of  Richard and cayden regularly provided 
us with great starts while conna added 
important runs from number three. Nashe 
Chahwahwa was the keeper batsman who 
did a good job behind the stumps and at the Great focus from Dylan de Groot
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crease from number four. Devon Marshall 
brought energy to the side, contributing 
runs, wickets and was always lively in the 
field. Oscar Blatch scored quick runs in 
the middle order with his aggressive stroke 
play. Michael Kruse provided regular 
wickets and vital runs for the side, while 
Jack Whitaker is another all-rounder who 
was very accurate with the ball and scored 
handy runs with the bat. Zayan Koor is a 
nippy bowler who took consistent wickets 
throughout the season, while Kayan Jaga 
did a very good job opening the bowling every 
match and providing early breakthroughs. 
Tye Stewart was our leg spinner who often 
troubled opposition batsman with his flight, 
dip and turn and picked up the only five 
wicket haul of  the season, a brilliant 5/12 
against Rondebosch. 
matthew riches and Vuyani parafini

U11C
Team: s Berrisford, B Norton, L Kakaza, L 
patterson, J steyn, d Botha, z Heyns, N macdonald, 
d cooper, X Ngxangane, d Fletcher. 
the team had a successful term winning three 
out of  five games, losing one and the other 
ending in a tie. the boys improved massively 
throughout the term and were an enjoyable 
team to coach. they were enthusiastic at 
every training session and their attitude 
towards cricket was excellent.  
d penberthy-Hutchings 

U11D
Team: a Graaff, c Harrod, t Lambrechts, J 
traut, t callum, d Hendricks, N augostatos, J 
morkel, F Gaertner, t Walsh, L day, s Whitelaw.
we started the term with much excitement 
as we looked forward to completing the year 

undefeated. Sadly though, a short sporting 
term, other activities on our match day, and 
an opposition team that failed to arrive on the 
day, meant that we only played two matches. 
against SacS we showed our domination 
beating them with 41 runs to spare. three 
SacS boys lost their wickets to sharp run-
outs. then, the last game of  the season… 
Rondebosch. Bowling first we looked good, 
restricting Bosch to 111 runs. Surely “nelson” 
would be their downfall. after a good start, we 
lost batting momentum and ended three runs 
short. Good sportsmanship prevailed, helped 
by a delightful cake and cookies baked by Jill 
walsh to celebrate a great season.
mark erlangsen

U11E
Team: B Bechis-Finotto, L Bolus, L elliott-
Jaaback, W Gibbs, a Kleye, B swift, B Wagener, J 
Whiffler, s Whitelaw.  
the team enjoyed a highly-pleasing season. 
the boys showed a great deal of  energy and 
commitment. an aspect needing attention 
is that many of  the boys do not concentrate 
and engage fully during practices. I truly hope 
the boys continue with the game of  cricket 
because I can see passion in each of  them. 
that being said, you can only improve and 
develop if  you are willing to put in extra hours 
of  practice. my wish is that every single player 
hones his particular skill to make the game of  
cricket that much more enjoyable. 
Jonathan smuts

U10A
Team: andrew Betty, adam constant, Jordan de 
sousa, James Grieve, david Handley, michael Kotze, 
tiaan Louw, Jacob oelz, michael davidson, albert 
steyn, christopher Gray.
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these boys matured tremendously over the 
2nd and 3rd terms resulting in an enjoyable 
and exciting season. Despite the fielding being 
somewhat erratic, there were many excellent 
catches held, some awesome direct hits and 
even a few stumpings. this has been an exciting 
cricket season and I have enjoyed coaching these 
boys. I wish them well as U11 boys and look 
forward to following their progress over the years 
ahead. many thanks to the parents for all their 
support and assistance throughout the season.
Greg shuttleworth

U10B
Team: Josh anderson, thomas Ludlam, alexander 
smith, daniel malan, cayden ridgway, Luke Johnstone, 
christopher Gray, storm Grewe, michael davidson, James 
Kotze, carwyn davies, michael Voogt, Luke Jacobs.
many of  the boys developed as cricketers and 
improved in their different roles. a few boys 
had the opportunity to play a-side cricket. 
the boys adapted well to U10 cricket as they 
hadn’t played hard ball cricket before in the 
Southern Suburbs. they also fielded well and 
improved throughout the year. we put a lot of  
emphasis on enjoyment while playing. I loved 
working with the boys and I will certainly miss 
coaching and interacting with them.

U10C
Team: avumile mngxekeza, Josh van Wyk, max 
estcourt, Jamie stevens, ross Walker, robert Forrest, 
zachary Berman, daniel de rauville rohm, Nicholas 
Basson, arun Nayar, Luke Johnston.
It was pleasing to see that the majority of  this 
group worked hard during the winter months 
in order to hit the ground running. On the 
bowling front we certainly improved in terms 
of  accuracy, and we started to limit the number 
of  extras during matches. It made for much 

lower targets to chase, and the improvement 
in terms of  batting was evident in the way that 
our middle order expressed themselves when 
the chips were down. the boys continued to 
improve their knowledge of  the game, and it 
was pleasing to see that some were rewarded 
with promotion into the B team halfway through 
the term. Josh van Wyk continued to improve 
as a wicket keeper, and it was evident that some 
hard work was done in this area during the 
winter months. we had a mixed bag of  results, 
but the gradual improvement in terms of  skill 
levels was pleasing to see. the more you watch 
and play cricket, the better you understand the 
game. I would like to thank all the parents for 
their support throughout the year. I thoroughly 
enjoyed this bunch of  boys and will monitor 
their progress closely in the future.
Willem Louw

U10D
Team: U calana, J colyvas, s Jack, a Jackson, c 
Logie, K moonsamy, a muir, t siko, c Wallace, t 
Welsh, J Lappin, r Walker, W moolman, z Berman.
Every player improved on his batting and 
fielding. In the last couple of  matches we 
started to find form. next term the boys need 
to work on their bowling, aiming to bowl with 
the right line and length. If  they can do this 
then they will really improve their cricketing 
ability. they were a pleasure to coach and take 
for matches and they all wanted to be there. 
they always wanted to improve their cricketing 
ability. the boys should be proud of  how they 
conducted themselves on game day.

U9
the boys had great fun this term and it was 
clearly evident that all of  them had improved as 
cricketers from when we first saw them in the 
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first term. It was very obvious that some boys 
had worked on their cricket during the off season 
and they moved up to a higher team for the latter 
part of  the season. the improvement in bowling 
and fielding performances during matches were 
most pleasing to see. In terms of  batting, most 
boys showed great skill and a good eye for the 
ball when presented with opportunities on the leg 
side. It is when balls were bowled on the off side 
that some boys found run scoring difficult. as 
they get older it is important that they can score 
on both sides of  the wicket. we introduced the 
boys to hard ball cricket on a Friday afternoon in 
the Stefan coutts-trotter Indoor centre. these 
sessions were voluntary and it was unfortunate 
that some boys did not make use of  this 
opportunity. the boys cannot be faulted for their 
enthusiasm during practice sessions and matches 
alike. On behalf  of  all the coaches I would like 
to thank the boys and parents for making match 
days such festive occasions. the U9 coaches 
must also be thanked for their input this year – it 
has been a pleasure working with all of  them 
and their hard work has not gone unnoticed. 
a special mention must be made of  matthew 
Riches (cobras coach) who leaves us at the end 
of  the year. He has spent the past three years 
coaching U9s at Bishops and the boys under 

his guidance have certainly benefited from his 
expertise and incredible passion for Bishops and 
cricket. the boys showed great sportsmanship 
throughout the season, and I wish them all the 
best as they continue on their cricketing journey. 

The following boys played mini-cricket 
this term:

chris Groom

aberdein,L
day, c
Jenman, r
owen, m
thakersee, a
arendse, J
de Villiers, J
Johnson, a
piorkowski,r
thomson, J
augoustatos, a
du plessis, V
Joubert, c
pironi,B 
thunstrom, J
Bhorey,m-z
edmunds, N
Koenig, B

prestage,W
van den Heever, d
Bolus, J
Fair, m
Lind,G
reynolds, L
Von Bormann, s
Bosch, J
Fletcher, c
Logie, K
robb-Quinlan, J
Wagener, F
Bottega,G
Geyer, t
macNab, N
rossouw, r
Walker, m
Breslin, J

Gomes, J
maki, B
sara, L
Watt, B
Buswell, d
Heath, W
martin, G
schierenberg, a
Wolfson, B
carter, L
Hunt, m
mushonga, c
setai. K 
comitis, G
irvine-smith, F
Ngcwangu, U
sixaba, s 

The U9A cricket team Rowan Piorkowski about to 

release his delivery
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17 TO 20 OCTOBER

Under 13A vs Sweet Valley  Bishops 128/7 (J Fisher 31, J Greenberg 25, J carnell 23) 

Sweet valley 67/10 (a trikam 4/4, B macFarlaine 2/2, R Howard 2/5,  

S nieburg 2/37)

Bishops won by 61 runs

Under 13B vs Sweet Valley  Bishops 179/3 (D Redding 52*, c macdonald 30*, L Harrison 21*) 

Sweet valley 66/10 (I arnold 5/8)

Bishops won by 113 runs

Under 13C vs Sweet Valley  Bishops 85/7 (G walsh 40, n claassen 30) 

Sweet valley 65/10 (L Ridgway 5/7)

Bishops won by 20 runs

Under 13D vs Forres  Bishops 123/10 (c warner 29, G John 15) 

Forres 98/10 (G John 3/6, S magai 2/12)

Bishops won by 25 runs

Under 12A vs Sweet Valley  Bishops 103/8 (J Boustead 35, D neuhoff 18) 

Sweet valley 104/6 

Sweet Valley won by 4 wickets

Under 12B vs Sweet Valley  Bishops 106/4 (c Green 36*, R Sayed 23) 

Sweet valley 94/7 

Bishops won by 12 runs

Under 12C vs Sweet Valley  Sweet valley 99/6 

Bishops 87/10

Sweet Valley won by 12 runs

Under 12D vs WPPS  wPPS 121/8 (O carey 3/17) 

Bishops 97/3 (t kumalo 22)

WPPS won by 24 runs

Under 12D vs SACS  Bishops 107/7 (O carey 23*) 

SacS 91/6

Bishops won by 16 runs

Under 11A vs Sweet Valley  Bishops 101/3 (c crawford 34, k Joseph 21*)  

Sweet valley 87/5 (E Probert 1/8, m Brodziak 1/9, t Jacobs 1/10)

Bishops won by 14 runs

Under 11A vs Wynberg  wynberg 120/10 (a williams-ashman 4/10, J crafford 2/28,  

E Probert 2/28) 

Bishops 124/5 (a Dallas 38, D de Groot 26*)

Bishops won by 5 wickets

BISHOPS PREP CRICKET RESULTS TERM 4 2016
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Under 11B vs Sweet Valley   Bishops 146/7 (O Blatch 29*, c Smith 23, R Horton 22, c watson 21)  

Sweet valley 78/10 (D marshall 3/10, m kruse 2/6, k Jaga 2/13)

Bishops won by 68 wickets

Under 11C vs Sweet Valley  Sweet valley 54/10 (J Steyn 3/8, D Fletcher 3/10) 

Bishops 55/3 (n macdonald 25*)

Bishops won by 7 wickets

Under 11D vs Sweet Valley  Sweet valley 67/5 

Bishops 68/0 (Grewe 24*, malan 22*)

Bishops won 10 wickets

Under 10A vs Wynberg  Bishops 69/8 (c Gray 22, m kotze 16) 

wynberg 70/5 (a constant 1/9, J Oelz 1/11)

Wynberg won by 5 wickets

Under 10B vs Wynberg   wynberg 71/10 (m Davidson 2 wkts) 

Bishops 72/9

Bishops won by 1 wicket

Under 10C vs Wynberg  wynberg 46/7 (c Davies 2/7) 

Bishops 47/5 (t Head 11)

Bishops won by 5 wickets

Under 10D vs International Bishops 59/9 

School Hout Bay  ISHB 60/5

ISHB won by 5 wickets

Under 9 Cobras vs WPPS  (D van den Heever 12, J Gomes 8)  

(D van den Heever 3/7, B koenig 2/6, a thakersee 2/10, J Gomes 1/7)

Bishops won by 4 runs

Under 9 Dolphins vs WPPS  (m Fair 16, G comitis 11, n macnab 10) 

(m walker 3/14, n macnab 2/6)

Bishops won by 2 runs

Under 9 Sharks vs WPPS  (c mushonga 12, S von Bormann 11) 

(c mushonga 1/4, a Schierenberg 1/4, S von Bormann 1/7, F wagener 1/9)

Bishops won by 2 runs

Under 9 Lions vs WPPS  (m Owen 11, w Heath 7) 

(B watt 1/3, D Buswell 1/6)

Match Tied

Under 9 Knights vs WPPS  (v du Plessis 10, G Lind 9, U ngcwangu 9, J thunstrom 8)  

(G Lind 2/2, B Pironi 2/3, v du Plessis 2/4, U ngcwangu 2/4)

Bishops won by 24 runs

Under 9 Titans vs SACS  (k Logie 10, L Reynolds 6) 

(m Hunt 1/5, c Joubert 1/6)

SACS won by 26 runs
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BISHOPS PREP CRICKET RESULTS TERM 4 2016 continued

24 TO 29 OCTOBER

Under 13A vs SACS  Bishops 109/10 (R Howard 32, B macFarlaine 22) 

SacS 110/1

SACS won by 9 wickets

Under 13B vs SACS  Bishops 145/8 (L Harrison 50*, c macdonald 32) 

SacS 85/10 (O nicklin 4/22)

Bishops won by 60 runs

Under 13B vs SACS  SacS 136/7 (I arnold 2/16, O nicklin 2/25) 

Bishops 142/2 (D Davidson 52*, D Redding 59*)

Bishops won by 8 wickets

Under 13C vs SACS  SacS 46/6 (a clarke 3/6, B audinwood 2/5) 

Bishops 47/2

Bishops won by 8 wickets

Under 13D vs St Georges  St Georges 111/4 (c warner 2/11) 

Bishops 52/10 (S magai 15)

St Georges won by 59 runs

Under 12A vs SACS  Bishops 84/8 (S Panieri 21, J Boustead 18) 

SacS 84/10

Match Tied

Under 12A vs SACS  SacS 130/10 (L van wyk 3/10)   

Bishops 131/4 (R kotze 47*, S Panieri 28)

Bishops won by 6 wickets

Under 12B vs SACS  SacS 98/4   

Bishops 99/4 (R Sayed 43, c Green 19, R Handley 17*)

Bishops won by 6 wickets

Under 12C vs SACS  SacS 69/8 (z muleya 3/13, O Selb 2/13)  

Bishops 66/10

SACS won by 3 runs

Under 12D vs SACS  SacS 91/5 (z Heyns 2/6)  

Bishops 93/5 (z Heyns 53)

Bishops won by 5 wickets

Under 11A vs SACS  Bishops 94/10 (n allison 25, k Joseph 15) 

 SacS 85/7 (J crafford 2/6 in 5, m Brodziak 2/16)

Bishops won by 9 runs

Under 11A vs SACS  SacS 162/10 (E Probert 4/11, t Jacobs 2/29)  

Bishops 107/7 (S Griffiths 28, n allison 27*, R Horton 24)

Match Drawn

Under 11B vs SACS  SacS 107/9 (J whitaker 3/8, k Jaga 3/16) 

Bishops 34/10

SACS won by 73 runs
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Under 11C vs SACS  Bishops 80/8 

SacS 81/5 (X ngxangane 2/9)

SACS won by 5 wickets

Under 11D vs SACS  Bishops 161/8 (F Gaertner 27*, J morkel 21*, n augoustatos 14) 

SacS 120/6 (t walsh 2/11)

Bishops won by 41 runs

Under 10A vs SACS  SacS 86/4 

Bishops 62/9 (a Steyn 11)

SACS won by 24 runs

Under 10A vs SACS  SacS 142/7 (m kotze 5/16 in 12) 

Bishops 132/8 (a Steyn 30, a constant 19, D Handley 18, J de Sousa 15, 

m kotze 14)

Match Drawn

Under 10B vs SACS  Bishops 72/7 (R Patel 24*, S Grewe 18) 

SacS 73/7 (R Patel 3 wkts)

SACS won by 3 wickets

Under 10C vs SACS  SacS 95/5  

Bishops 81/10 (a nayar 31*)

SACS won by 14 runs

Under 10D vs SACS  Bishops 111/6 (a Jackson 30, a muir 25*, S Jack 10) 

SacS 112/5 

SACS won by 5 wickets

Under 9 Cobras vs  (B koenig 11, a thakersee 10, J Bosch 9)

Rondebosch (a thakersee 1/7, R Piorkowski 1/7, B koenig 1/12)

Rondebosch won by 12 runs

Under 9 Dolphins vs (G martin 17, J Bolus 11, J Robb-Quinlan 9, n macnab 9)

Rondebosch  (m walker 2/0, G comitis 2/13, J Robb-Quinlan 1/8)

Bishops won by 18 runs

Under 9 Sharks vs SACS  (a Johnson 9, S Sixaba 7) 

(F wagener 3/6, w Prestage 1/4)

Rondebosch won by 32 runs

Under 9 Lions vs SACS  (c Day 12, J de villiers 9, w Heath 7) 

(B watt 2/3, J arendse 2/6)

Bishops won by 8 runs

Under 9 Knights vs (B Pironi 9)

Rondebosch  (J thunstrom 1/6, G Bottega 1/7)

Rondebosch won by 47 runs

Under 9 Titans vs (F Irvine-Smith 8)

Rondebosch  (c Joubert 2/8, c Fletcher 1/1, R Jenman 1/2)

Rondebosch won by 10 runs
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BISHOPS PREP CRICKET RESULTS TERM 4 2016 continued

31 OCTOBER TO 5 NOVEMBER

Under 13A vs WPPS (T20)  Bishops 120/5 (R Howard 39, a trikam 32) 

wPPS 113/6 (I khan 2/14, B macFarlaine 2/21)

Bishops won by 7 runs

Under 13A vs Wynberg  Bishops 145/10 (J Fisher 37, J Greenberg 31) 

wynberg 146/2 (a trikam 2/15)

Wynberg won by 8 wickets

Under 13B vs Wynberg  Bishops 67/10 (k Hassan 11, D Redding 10) 

wynberg 68/5 

Wynberg won by 5 wickets

Under 13B vs Wynberg  wynberg 196/3 (O kennedy-Smith 2/41) 

Bishops 142/9 (k Hassan 48, G Fogarty 26*)

Wynberg won by 54 runs

Under 13C vs Wynberg   Bishops 102/5 (c musselwhite 30, m Darsot 29) 

wynberg 103/5

Wynberg won by 5 wickets

Under 13D vs Wynberg  Bishops 147/7 (c warner 28, S magai 24, c toy 18*) 

wynberg 149/9 (c warner 3/24)

Wynberg won by 1 wicket

Under 12A vs Wynberg  Bishops 104/6 (D neuhoff 45*, S Panieri 21) 

wynberg 74/10 (R thakersee 4/11, m Johaar 3/22)

Bishops won by 30 runs

Under 12A vs Wynberg  Bishops 139/4 (S Panieri 56, R kotze 44) 

wynberg 68/10 (B Herbert 5/35)

Bishops won by 71 runs

Under 12B vs Wynberg  Bishops 88/9 (m Olbrich 22, B Horn 18) 

wynberg 89/6 (D krause 3/14)

Wynberg won by 4 wickets

Under 12C vs Wynberg  wynberg 86/10 (J Barrett 3/11) 

Bishops 89/6 (D Border 24)

Bishops won by 4 wickets

Under 11A vs Parklands  Bishops 86/9 (D de Groot 21, n allison 13, a williams-ashman 11) 

Parklands 84/9 (E Probert 5/15, J crafford 2/12)

Bishops won by 2 runs

Under 11A vs Wynberg  Bishops 102/9 (k Joseph 21, n allison 16) 

wynberg 93/10 (a williams-ashman 3/14, t Jacobs 3/26)

Bishops won 9 runs

Under 11A vs Wynberg  wynberg 142/10 (t Jacobs 3/21, J crafford 4/21) 

Bishops 143/5 (n allison 56*, a Dallas 46)

Bishops won by 5 wickets



Under 11B vs Wynberg  Bishops 112/5 (c Smith 29, n chahwahwa 27) 

wynberg 44/6 (J whitaker 2/4, m kruse 1/5, z koor 1/6)

Bishops won by 68 runs

Under 11C vs Wynberg  Bishops 120/4 (z Heyns 30, S Berrisford 25*) 

wynberg 50/10 (L kakaza 3/2)

Bishops won by 70 runs

Under 10A vs WPPS  wPPS 142/4 

Bishops 143/6 (a constant 43, m kotze 38, J de Sousa 18*)

Bishops won by 4 wickets

Under 10A vs Wynberg  Bishops 175/8 (D Handley 46, a Steyn 40, J de Sousa 39) 

wynberg 86/10 (J Grieve 6/13 in 9, t Louw 2/7 in 5)

Bishops won by 89 runs

Under 10B vs WPPS  wPPS 76/8 (J anderson 2/18) 

Bishops 77/7

Bishops won by 3 wickets

Under 10C vs WPPS  wPPS 61/10 

Bishops 62/2 (R walker 16, a Dyaphu 15)

Bishops won by 8 wickets

Under 10D vs Sweet Valley  Bishops 64/7  

Sweet valley 65/6

Sweet Valley won by 4 wickets

Under 10D vs St Josephs  Bishops 56/8  

St Josephs 57/2

St Josephs won by 8 wickets

Under 9 Cobras vs SACS  (J Gomes 12, B koenig 11, J Bosch 10, a thakersee 10, R Piorkowski 10) 

(B koenig 1/6, D van den Heever 1/10, G martin 1/11, a thakersee 

1/11, J Gomes 1/12, J Bosch 1/12)

SACS won by 6 runs

Under 9 Dolphins vs SACS  (n macnab 15, m walker 10, m Fair 9, J Bolus 9, L Sara 9) 

(m walker 5/7, n macnab 2/5)

Bishops won by 3 runs

Under 9 Sharks vs SACS  (c mushonga 8, S Sixaba 8) 

(S von Bormann 2/8, w Heath 1/2,w Prestage 1/5, c mushonga 1/7)

Bishops won by 7 runs

Under 9 Lions vs SACS  (R Rossouw 8, m Owen 8) 

(m Owen 1/3, R Rossouw 1/4)

SACS won by 6 runs

Under 9 Knights vs SACS  (J thunstrom 7, G Bottega 5) 

(m Bhorey 1/2, t Geyer 1/5, U ngcwangu 1/8)

SACS won by 12 runs

Under 9 Titans vs SACS  (B maki 8, k Logie 7, c Fletcher 7) 

(L carter 1/7, m Hunt 1/9, c Fletcher 1/11, k Logie 1/12)

SACS won by 24 runs
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BISHOPS PREP CRICKET RESULTS TERM 4 2016 continued

7 TO 12 NOVEMBER

Under 13A vs Rondebosch  Bishops 173/8 (J Fisher 57, J Greenberg 35, I khan 23*, J carnell 20) 

Rondebosch 126/6 (S nieburg 2/30, R Howard 2/32)

Match Drawn

Under 13B vs Rondebosch  Bishops 131/8 (D Davidson 45, L Harrison 23, O kennedy-Smith 21) 

Rondebosch 73/10 (I arnold 3/17)

Bishops won by 58 runs

Under 13B vs Rondebosch  Bishops 138/9 (c macdonald 38*, L Harrison 36, O kennedy-Smith 20) 

Rondebosch 115/10 (G Fogarty 4/8, D Davidson 2/9)

Bishops won by 23 runs

Under 13C vs Rondebosch  Bishops 75/10 (S Sturrock 15) 

Rondebosch 76/3 

Rondebosch won by 7 wickets

Under 13D vs Rondebosch  Bishops 143/4 (B Graaff 40, S ndlovu 24) 

Rondebosch 126/9 (D nelson 3/22, J walker 2/7, c warner 2/8)

Bishops won by 17 runs

Under 12A vs Rondebosch  Rondebosch 109/5 (B Herbert 3/19) 

Bishops 105/4 (S Panieri 50, R thakersee 20)

Rondebosch won by 4 runs

Under 12A vs Rondebosch  Rondebosch 159/9 (L van wyk 4/33) 

Bishops 161/2 (R thakersee 59*, J Boustead 53)

Bishops won by 8 wickets

Under 12B vs Rondebosch  Bishops 133/4 (m Olbrich 47, B Horn 31, R Sayed 20*) 

Rondebosch 97/7

Bishops won by 36 runs

Under 12C vs Rondebosch  Bishops 104/5 (a Lotter 27, S khalfey 23) 

Rondebosch 91/10 (a Lotter 3/7, D Border 2/2, z moyo 2/8)

Bishops won by 13 runs

Under 12D vs SACS  Bishops 108/6 (t kumalo 24) 

SacS 71/10 (L Brilus 3/2)

Bishops won by 37 runs

Under 11A vs Rondebosch  Rondebosch 103/8 (a williams-ashman 3/14 in 5, m Brodziak 2/21,  

t Jacobs 1/12 in 5) 

Bishops 88/4 (c crawford 50*)

Rondebosch won by 15 runs

Under 11A vs Rondebosch  Rondebosch 224/7 (a williams-ashman 2/30, E Probert 2/37) 

Bishops 143/2 (c crawford 65*, k Joseph 52*)

Match Drawn
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Under 11B vs Rondebosch  Rondebosch 89/10 (t Stewart 5/12, J whitaker 2/14) Bishops 87/6 (n 

chahwahwa 32*, m kruse 21)

Rondebosch won by 2 runs

Under 11C vs Rondebosch  Rondebosch 92/10 

Bishops 92/10

Match Tied

Under 11D vs Rondebosch  Rondebosch 111/5  

Bishops 108/8 (n augostatos 33, J morkel 26*)

Rondebosch won by 3 runs

Under 10A vs Rondebosch  Rondebosch 124/2 

Bishops 105/7 (a constant 27, J de Sousa 26)

Bishops won by 70 runs

Under 10A vs Rondebosch  Rondebosch 140/6 (m kotze 2/23, t Louw 2/32) 

Bishops 90/10 (a constant 15, a Betty 14*)

Rondebosch won by 50 runs

Under 10B vs Rondebosch  Rondebosch 80/7 (J anderson 4/20) 

Bishops 64/10

Rondebosch won by 16 runs

Under 10C vs Rondebosch 

 

Rondebosch won by 60 runs

Under 10C vs WPPS  wPPS 61/10 

Bishops 62/2 (R walker 16, a Dyaphu 15)

Bishops won by 8 wickets

Under 10D vs Rondebosch  Bishops 92/8  

Rondebosch 93/2

Rondebosch won by 8 wickets

Under 10D vs SACS  Bishops 83/6  

SacS 62/6 (a Jackson 2 wkts)

Bishops won by 21 runs

Under 9 Cobras vs WPPS  (J Bosch 12, n Edmunds 11, B koenig 11, J Gomes 11, a thakersee 10)  

(J Bosch 2/5, a thakersee 2/9)

WPPS won by 4 runs

Under 9 Dolphins vs SACS  (a Johnson 14, m Fair 9) 

(G comitis 1/5, G martin 1/7, J Bolus 1/7, a augoustatos 1/9)

WPPS won by 13 runs

Under 9 Titans vs Islamia 

 

Islamia won by 28 runs
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 SWIMMING
what a successful term of  swimming we have 
had. Our squads, from U9 to U14, have worked 
extremely hard in the afternoons, under the 
guidance of  viv williams, and it has been evident 
to see the improvements in their stroke, diving, 
turning and breathing techniques. viv is passionate 
and pushes the boys to bring out the very best in 
them.  the heating of  the water, constant cleaning 
and monitoring of  chlorine levels, covering of  the 
pool in the evenings to keep the heat in, are all a 
result of  the dedicated work of  mr wolfhardt and 
his team. they ensure that our water is crystal clear 
and the envy of  all other schools in our zone and 
this has been a huge help to our swimmers. what a 
privilege to be able to swim in a pool like ours.  On 
the swimming front, we took part in an a, B and c 
league gala this term and performed very well in all 
three. In the a league gala, hosted by Rondebosch 
Boys, we finished 3rd overall, narrowly missing out 
to SacS and Rondebosch by a few points. the B 
league gala hosted at Bishops saw our swimmers 
turn the tables on Rondebosch, to finish in 2nd 
place overall behind SacS. the boys swam 
beautifully and had to work hard to beat some 
very stiff competition.  Our c league gala hosted at 
wynberg Girls’ indoor center was a great occasion 

and gave more of  our squad swimmers the 
opportunity to swim competitively against equally 
strengthed swimmers. although official results are 
not kept at this gala, it was a fun afternoon and 
enjoyed by all who swam and attended to support. 
Our U7, U8 and U9 swimmers enjoyed their 
annual SQUID gala hosted at SacS. Swimming 
in glorious weather the day after another league 
gala, they did their school proud and achieved 
some fabulous results. It has been wonderful to see 
the commitment amongst our swimmers this term. 
Putting the time into training, listening to advice 
and implementing it effectively are some of  the 
reasons for the vast improvement in our results this 
term. a huge thank you to all our swim coaches. 
Your passion and dedication towards ensuring 
development and improvement in our swimmers 
is admirable and I can’t thank you enough for all 
you have done this year to support both myself  
and our swimmers. I would like to thank Irshad 
Abrahams and Gregor John, our swimming 
captain and vice-captain for 2016, for their 
leadership, commitment, support and motivation 
of  our swimmers. they have been superb 
ambassadors for the sport and lead by example 
throughout the season.
steve mendes

Bret Horn flies into the water Reyne de Klerke swimming well
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 TENNIS
Captain: Khaleel Hassan
Vice Captain: chris macdonald
this year we entered three teams in the western 
cape Primary Schools League.
U13A: B MacFarlaine, J Crafford, K Hassan, 
C Macdonald, J Whitaker and O Blatch.
U13B: B Horn, A Clarke, K Spotswood,  
T Slauck, B Audinwood and D Border.
U11A: O Blatch, J Whitaker, R Truter,  
N Macdonald, L Elliott-Jaarback and  
J Marcoplous.

LEAGUE RESULTS
U13A
Lost to RBPS A 1-5
Beat WPPS 4-2
Beat Reddam 5-1
U13B 
Drew Grove 3-3
Lost to WPPPS B 2-4
Drew Reddam B 3-3
U11A
Lost to Reddam 2-4
Beat WPPS 4-2
Drew SACS 3-3
Lost to RBPS 0-6

AWARDS
the cup for the best U13 player was won by 
Ben MacFarlaine while the junior cup went to 
Jack Crafford. 
THANKS
a big thank you must go Bruce mitchell, mark 
Erlangson, cindy anstey, Grant de Sousa 
and thami Siko who have coached the boys 
throughout the term.
di Judge

WATER POLO
U13
the U13 water polo season was an enjoyable 
and successful one. the a team competed very 
well in the league and at the Grey and SacS 
tournaments. they lost in the semi-final at the 
Slabber cup (western Province league); ended in 
the top eight at the national tournaments. Gregor 
John must be commended on his selection to 
the western Province a side to compete at the 
Inter Provincial in Durban during the December 
holiday. the B side had an excellent season, 
winning many of  their games and playing a free 
flowing style of  polo. many of  these boys will 
be pushing hard over the next few seasons for a 
team selection. the c and D teams had equally 

Adam Clarke returns  

with ease

Ben MacFarlaine positioned  

well to return

Chris Macdonald just  

manages to make his shot
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good seasons playing good polo and enjoying 
their practices. the challenge for all the players 
is to try and improve their swimming prowess. 
this forms an integral part of  the game. we wish 
all these boys the best of  luck and many years of  
enjoyment playing this wonderful game recently 
adjudged to be the “toughest game” in the world. 
Brendan Fogarty 

U12
the U12a and B teams began the 4th term by 
playing in a two-day tournament at Rondebosch 
Boys’ High School. the tournament was open 
to U12 and U13 teams, so our teams were often 
drawn against teams where the boys were bigger 
and stronger in physique. Our boys played their 
hearts out, losing most matches, but coming away 
with valuable experience that will stand them in 
good stead in the new year. all four teams enjoyed 
Friday afternoon matches against our traditional 
rivals. we won some and lost some with each 
boy giving of  his best. It is an exciting game with 
few players in a team and plenty of  opportunity 
to score goals. It is a game of  contact, skill, tactic 
and team work. Fitness is such an important part 
of  a boy’s development and this game, where ball 
possession changes often, requires plenty of  it! 
Every time possession changes, boys are expected 
either to sprint forward on attack or swim back 
to closely shadow an opponent and prevent 
him scoring. It only takes a few minutes before 

replacements are needed from the bench and the 
boys climb out physically tired but enthused by 
their efforts in this exhausting and exhilarating 
game.  thanks to the coaches who came out twice 
a week to teach the boys at their practices.
tom campbell

U11
term 4 proved to be a great term, and it was good 
to see the growth in the boys from term 1. Usually 
it takes them a while to acquire their skills again 
from the beginning of  the year. However, they did 
well in getting into the swing of  things from the 
start. this group of  players was always eager to 
learn new things at every polo session. they can 
be very proud of  their efforts. a big thank you to 
the college polo players who came down to assist 
with coaching from time to time. their input was 
invaluable. well done to all the boys on a great 
year of  polo. Good luck to you all next year. 

U10
the U10 boys had a bumpy start to water polo in 
the fourth term.  It is a sport that requires a certain 
focus and discipline unlike most other sports. the 
games are short and require high levels of  focus 
and fitness. the boys in every team gave it their all 
during matches, often working very well as team; 
unfortunately, the outcome of  the matches wasn’t 
always what we had hoped for.  Each boy had a 
chance to work hard as well as have fun and grow 

in appreciation for the sport. the 
boys can be proud of  the skills 
they learned, their determination 
and never-say-die attitude. thank 
you to the outside coaches, referees 
and the U10 water polo boys for 
making the season enjoyable and a 
great success. 
Justin Woolls

Irshad Abrahams  

about to shoot

Seb Griffiths looking to pass
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If  ever there has been 
a year to remember, 
this would be it. 
not only have we 
interviewed 132 
new families to join 
Bishops in 2017, 
we have embarked 
on enormously 
ambitious building 
improvements to our 
section of  the school 

(new hall, library and art room, new ablutions), 
as well as adding a whole new grade of  three 
extra classes with a brand new building and 
revamped playgrounds. we therefore also 
welcomed six new staff members, ms fiona 
Stuart, ms melody durrheim and ms Siophan 
wright (teachers), mr Vuyani Parafini, mr 
marcellino Vincent, ms Princess ntsomi 
(teacher assistants). 

Patience and understanding was certainly 
the prescription for this success and our 
teachers and boys definitely rose to the 
occasion and facilitated this completion. 
despite jackhammers, drills and dust, we got 
about our business and never compromised 
what we did in the classroom, delivering the 

top quality education that one would expect.
Our new hall was able to house our new 

meet and Greet for our two new intakes of  
Grade R and Grade n parents. Our Grade R 
playground was in upheaval and our Grade 
n buildings were not near completion. But, 
the faith that Bishops would deliver went 
unquestioned and we were confident that it 
would all come together. 

Our classes continued with exciting outings 
to various venues and we had visits to the Prep 
to facilitate the move of  Grade 2 boys to their 
new part of  the school over at the Prep. 

Our music concert which showcased all our 
musicians, facilitated no less than 100 boys from 
the Pre-Prep playing an instrument on the stage. 
mrs Swanich needs to be congratulated on her 
attention to detail and enormous passion for 
teaching little people to make music.

Our Bishops family welcomed little Samuel 
fraser, born to Heather and Rowen fraser 
in december. Congratulations to the fraser 
family and we hope to welcome little Samuel to 
Bishops in a few years’ time. 

we all left the campus, happy but equally 
excited about the new year and being able to 
use our new facilities in 2017!
Sharlene Groom

The 4th term started off on a busy note. 
The boys learnt about Ancient History with 
our Castles theme, and were creative in 
their beautiful depictions of  Castles. They 
thoroughly enjoyed learning how the soldiers 
survived battle and especially discussing the 

methods used for ambush! Some creative 
ideas came flowing from the young minds! 
Our Scientific Investigations theme was a 
hit! The teachers all performed experiments 
across the classes and each class visited 
another to see a different experiment. The 

HEAd Of dEPARTmEnT’S REPORT

Sharlene Groom

nEwS fROm GRAdE R
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boys so enjoyed recording daily data with 
our bean-growing experiments, but the most 
popular ones were definitely the explosive 
ones! BOOm! we began preparing for our 
Carol service soon after, and our boys’ singing 
talents shone! Our parents joined in, and our 
live band was an exceptional treat! Straight 
after, was the family picnic which everyone so 
enjoyed as a farewell to 2016. Our final week 
brought a treat from Experibuddies! The 
boys conducted an experiment individually 
and were treated to a take-home treat as well! 
This made the idea of  having to leave Grade 
R a little easier for our little boys all grown 
up! we were ready to move on to Grade One, 
and went to meet our new teachers and  
came back with a Smarties treat! Happy boys 
all round!

Such interesting visitors in Grade R

Grade R boys proudly presenting their Carols 

Nativity
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nEwS fROm GRAdE 1
As always the fourth term is a very busy and 
exciting one. Our first theme for the term was 
learning all about money and the jobs that people 
do. during our numeracy lessons the boys learnt 
all about money, the value of  it, and how to use 
it in a practical way. Each classroom set up a 
shop where the boys could buy and sell goods. 
we also visited Rosen Castle, a play centre where 
the boys had fun role-playing some of  the jobs 
that people do. Some of  the play stations were: 
Capitec Bank, Checkers, and eTV. what a lot of  
fun they had! The highlight of  this theme must 
be our Entrepreneur’s day. The boys come to 
school with a prescribed amount of  money and 
10 articles that they have made. The classroom 
is arranged into a shop by the teachers and 
each boy sets up his stall. After advertising his 
wares, the shopping begins. Once again this has 
all been carefully planned and each boy has a 
chance to buy and sell. At the end of  the day 
everyone is happy, having sold all their wares 
and having a full bag of  goodies to take home. 
As our outreach for the term, we supported the 
Sunflower foundation with the boys wearing 
bandanas to support this very worthy cause. we 

also had a civvies day where we collected money 
for others. It is important that we encourage our 
pupils to think of  others. All the Grade 1 classes 
had a turn to ‘host’ an assembly this term. Each 
class chose a relevant message to share through 
acting and singing. Even though we do get a turn 
to have regular chapel services with father Terry, 
the Bishops Praise is a special highlight for us 
all. It’s also the one time that we all get together, 
the whole school, from Grade 1 to Grade 12, to 
praise and worship God. The little boys really 
get a sense of  belonging to the greater Bishops 
family. This year the school has decided that it 
is very important to instill good habits of  healthy 
eating and being fit. As a result, in addition to our 
usual Phys Ed. programme, we have concentrated 
on developing an appropriate Physical Literacy 
programme. This daily time on the field is 
thoroughly enjoyed by us all. Before we knew it, it 
was time to prepare for Christmas. Each boy was 
given a special Christmas Book to work in and 
the classrooms were decorated with Christmas 
decorations and art. Together with the Grade 
Rs, the whole of  the Pre-Prep had a wonderful 
Carol Service in the memorial Chapel followed 
by a family picnic on the field. what a fun way 
to end a great year, all together, giving thanks 
and praising God. The last term in Grade 2 has 
been a busy, but blissful end to the year. Term 4, 
as always, flew by, but was jam packed with many 
exciting events! The boys happily shared some 
of  their highlights of  their time spent at the Pre-
Prep, Joshua Moolman loved it, “when miss 
fry brought her dogs to school.” Murray Finch, 
“when I was mowgli in the Jungle Book concert. 
Gabriel Lind, along with many of  the other 
boys, specially loved, “all the friends that I made.”Grade 1s discovering the art of banking
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nEwS fROm GRAdE 2

An outing to Polkadraai Farm, Stellenbosch

All of  our Grade 2 Bishops boys had the 
privilege of  singing at Red Cross Children’s 
Hospital Tracheostomy department’s end-of-
year party with our music teacher, mrs Swanich. 
The boys sang charmingly with all that they 
had as they felt happy to be a blessing to the 
children recovering. Emre Senol said that he 
liked singing to the children and their parents 
and seeing his aunty who works at the hospital. 
Noah Souter said that he was so thankful 
that he was not sick and that he hopes the 
children feel better and live a happy life, forever. 
James Kilkenny felt proud to be a Bishops 
boy while they were singing as they always did 
good things for other people. It was a scorcher 
of  a day in Stellenbosch when we visited the 
Polkadraai Strawberry farm on an outing, but 
Cape Town’s heat was not going to spoil the boys 
experience at the farm as they had a jolly fun 
time. Tristan Thirion was the master picker. 
He said, “I loved picking juicy strawberries for 
mrs Osborne.” Rohan Ganyeka, “I liked my 
time at the farm, but all the bees made me a 
bit scared.” Jack Stewart said, “miss Lassen 

helped me find the best strawberries.” There is 
one incredibly special event that the boys look 
so forward to for the entire year, the father and 
Son Camp Out! Henry Hughes, “I had a blast 
scaring the boys in their tents!” Tiago Premion 
McPherson enjoyed showing off his amazing 
chain rope talent. “The boys watched what I did 
in astonishment.” Tristan Thirion said that 
they were allowed to sleep at whatever time they 
wanted to, “How cool!” The boys thoroughly 
enjoyed spending time with their dads. A job 
well done to mrs Swanich and her fantastic 
musicians. The boys practiced hard and put on 
an amazing performance in front of  family and 
friends in the Bishops memorial Theatre. The 
parents and teachers were blown away and could 
not stop talking about the show for weeks! Luke 
Hofmeyr, “The soloists were really good.” 
Michael Whitelaw, “I really liked watching 
the other people play.” Cullen Creedon, “I 
liked Travis and Alexander’s dances the best!” 
Our term ended with our Pre-Prep Christmas 
Carols and nativity play on the grass outside 
our new hall. The boys captivated us with their 
musical and singing talents. we all had so much 
fun with our family and friends, picnicking 
together. Oliver Howie, “we had lots of  fun 
when singing the Christmas carols and lots of  fun 
playing afterwards.” “It was cool when we were 
singing to the adults,” James Gordon. Noah 
Coleman thought the Grade Rs were brilliant! 
we ended off our year celebrating with an 
exciting treasure hunt and a fun-filled Christmas 
party with lots of  special treats. we wish our 
boys everything of  the best as they continue their 
journey through Bishops!
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ROLL OF HONOUR
Their name liveth forever

  In March we remember

THE GREAT WAR 1914-19
Gerald Bolus (1900-03) Pvt, 2nd Rhodesians. East Africa, 11 March 1916. 
John Brown (1907-08) Lieut, 4th Suffolk Regiment. France, March 1917. 
Paul Farmer (1899-1901) Lieut, SAI. France, 23 March 1918. 
John Fawcett (1905-14) Lieut, RGA. France, March 1918. 
Arthur Goodall (1907-10) Lieut, 8th SAI. East Africa, March 1916. 
Harold Goodall (1907-10) Lieut, RFA Trench Mortar Battery. France, 22 March 1918. 
Edward Hare (left 1905) Lieut Royal Flying Corps. France, 24 March 1917. 
Charles Howe-Eliot (1900-02) 5th SAI. East Africa, March 1917. 
Eugene Markus [MC] (1907-15) Lt. Royal Scots Fusiliers. France, 22 March 1917. 
Cecil Mountford (1895-1900) Lieut, ASCMT. London, 3 March 1919.
James Rimer (1911-14) Lieut, Royal Flying Corps. France, March 1917.

THE WORLD WAR 1939-1945
Ian Allister (1933-37) Gnr, SAAA. Somaliland, 19 March 1941.
John Blanckenberg (1931-40) Lieut, Parachute Regiment. Italy, 9 March 1944.  
Michael Bomford (1933-35) Trp, Royal Tank Corps. Middle East, 2 March 1943.
Charles Chabot (1937-41) WO, SAAF. Italy, 16 March 1944.
Colin Croxford (1937-39) Flying-Officer RAF. Italy, 4 March 1944.
Alistair Duff (1928-33) Pilot Officer RAF. Norway, 22 March 1942.
Gordon Duff [DFC] (1928-35) Flt-Lieut, RAF. Germany, 10 March 1942. 
Peter Griffiths (1934-35) Capt, Botha Regt. Germany (escaping), 8 March 1944.
Clive Holmes (1926-29) Lieut, SAAF. North Africa, 30 March 1944.
John Lindbergh (1934-37) Capt, SAAF. North Africa, 26 March 1943. 
Ernest Nason (1931-35) A/M RAF. Scotland, 5 March 1941.
Anthony Newman (1934-37) Pilot-Officer RAF. Off Holland, 23 March 1943.
Oscar Michael Stohr (1933-39) Sgt RAF. North Africa, 22 March 1943.
Dennis Tattersall (1932-41), Lieut SAAF. East Mediterranean, 9 March 1945. 
Angus Taylor [DFC] (1933-36) Flight-Lieut, RAF Mediterranean, 7 March 1944.
Stanley Waud (1919-21) Cpl, De La Rey Regiment. Egypt, 7 March 1944.
Ronald Wicht (1934-43) W/O SAAF. Italy, 2 March 1945.
Andrew Newton-Thompson (1943-60). Oudtshoorn, 23 March 1965.
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 In April we remember

THE GREAT WAR 1914-1919 
Kenneth Breach (dates unavailable). SA Infantry France, April 1917.
Prescot Brounger (1896-98) Lieut, Northumberland Fusiliers. France, April 1917.
Roy Bullen (1902-03) Capt, 2nd KRR. France, 29 April 1916.
Gerald Callender (1900-09) Lieut, Royal Scots. France, April 1918. 
Horace Girdlestone (1907-13) Lieut, RGA attached RAF. France, 30 April 1918. 
Reginald Hands (1899-1907) Capt, SAHA. France, 20 April 1918.
Cecil Horne (1897-99). Pvt SAI. France, 12 April 1917. 
George Murray [MC] (1905-08) Capt, RFA. France, 15 April 1918. 
John Reid (1898-1901) Pvt, SA Infantry, France, 10 April 1918.
Greyville Seymour (1907-15) Lieut, 1st Dorsets. France, 15 April 1917.
Lawton Smuts (1906-10) Lieut, RAF. England, 23 April 1918.
Robert Stegman (1895-99) Cpl, SAHA. France, 9 April 1918.
Frederick Stephens (1900-06) Lieut, West Yorks. France, April 1918. 
Brett St Leger [MC] (1906-10) Lieut, Coldstream Guards. France, 27 April 1918. 

THE WORLD WAR 1939-45
Charles Adcock (1929-37). Flt-Lieut RAF. Ceylon, 9 April 1942.
Oliver Bell (1916-21) [MBE]. Major SAEC. North Africa, 7 April 1943.
Newton Bird (1919-25). Flying-Officer RAF. Holland, 9 April 1943.
Ian Bocock (1919-28). Sqn-Ldr RAF. England, 23 April 1943.
Cyril Collier (1903-06) Capt AA Pioneer Corps. Union, 17 April 1942.
Charles Cowell (1930-38) Lieut. SAAF. Italy, 21 April 1945.
Lindsay de villiers (1914-17) Lieut-Comdr, Royal Navy. Narvik, 10 April 1940.
Angus Duncan [DFC] (1917-26) Lieut-Col. F/C-CTH. Italy, 16 April 1945.
Anthony Fry [DFC] (1926-34). Flt-Lieut. RAF. Europe, 28 April 1941.
Robin Frost (1932-40) Cpl, SSB. Italy, 6 April 1945.
Neville Howes (1918-25) Lieut, SAAF. Union, 28 April 1944.
Edward King (1928-30) Capt, RA. North Africa, April 1943.
Anthony Lee (1923-27) Capt, Royal Fusiliers. North Africa, 30 April 1943.
Denis McCarthy (1932-34) Pilot-Officer, RAF. England, 20 April 1941.
Norman Ross (1936-38) Lieut, SAAF. North Africa, 16 April 1942.
Rae Thomas [DFC] (1928-35) Flt-Lieut, RAF. Off Ceylon, 9 April 1942. 
Peter versveld (1932-39) A/B RNVR. Off Ceylon, 5 April 1942.
Richard Wingfield (1932-41) Lieut, SAAF. Italy, 12 April 1942.
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… I want you both to understand that all of  us 
here know that we may not see the end of  this 
war – but there is a feeling in most of  us which 
prevents one worrying about it – much as we 
all wish to live to see a happy world come out 
of  all this misery. And that feeling is a conviction 
that what we are doing here is of  service to 

humanity and that it is going to bring good to 
millions of  men and women – and perhaps to 
generations yet to come. It is a wonderful thing 
that so many millions of  people of  all nations 
have spontaneously risen against this damnable 
and horrible thing which greed and hate have 
brought upon us all. The misery, death and 

Roy Yates (1931-34) Petty-Officer, RNVR. Off Ceylon, 9 April 1942.
Reginald Briggs (1968-81). On active duty in South West Africa, 27 April 1984.
Martin Silberbauer (1959-69) Capt. SAAF. Pietersburg, 5 April 1979.

 In May we remember:

THE GREAT WAR 1914-19
James Christie (1893-97) Pvt, King Edward’s Horse. France, 24 May 1918.
Douglas Jackson (1899-1901) Lieut, Royal Artillery. France, 3 May 1917.
Frank Saunderson (1909-11) Sgt, SA Infantry. Died at sea, 31 May 1918.
Charles Townsend (1904-08) Trooper, 2nd Rhodesians. East Africa, 8 May 1915.

THE WORLD WAR 1939-1945
Quentin Bagshawe-Smith (1930-34) Seaman RNVR. Off Crete, 22 May 1941.
Leonard Bangley (1927-29) Flt-Lieut RAF. North Africa, 23 May 1942.
Oliver Collins (1931-35) Sgt Air-Gnr, RAF. Eritria, 15 May 1941.
John Delbridge (1921-26) Sgt, Amd Cars. Union, 30 May 1943.
Andrew Duncan [DFC] (1934-38) Major SAAF. North Africa, 31 May 1942. 
Laurence Hull [DFC] (1924-30) Wing-Cdr RAF. England, 7 May 1946. 
Patrick Moore (1936-38) Lieut, SAAF. Italy, 11 May 1944.
Douglas Patterson (1928-34) Lieut, CTH. North Africa, 29 May 1942.
Douglas Rail (1924-30) Flying-Officer, RAF. Czechoslovakia, 13 May 1943.
Leonard Straker (1930-37) Lieut, SAA (RA). Italy, 12 May 1944.

It is incredibly inspiring to read stories of  those we remember. For example, listen to this beautiful 
letter that was written by Angus Duncan (1917–26), to a father who had lost a son in 1945:
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destruction which is part of  our daily lives now 
is a constant goad. This must be stopped once 
and for all, whatever the cost. And if  we are lucky 
enough to survive, then we shall keep faith with 
those who are gone, by seeing that the ideals for 
which we have all fought are placed again high 
before the world – and by doing whatever each 
of  us can to help all the peoples of  the world to 
a sane and happy way of  living. And so I want 
you to know that most of  us feel that there is 
a purpose in what we are doing – and I know 
George felt that way. He hated it all as much as 
anyone – but he was determined to have a hand 
in fighting for ideals, too, whatever the cost. So 
you must both feel a great pride in his spirit and 

courage. It is George and thousands of  lads 
like him who are building the foundations of  a 
New World – and God knows those wretched 
people of  Europe need one – and so helping 
to re-create those ideals without which there 
can be no progress or peace or happiness. Out 
of  all this evil we shall and must make good 
to come – and if  we do make it so, George’s 
sacrifice and yours will have helped. Please feel 
proud of  him – and not too sad. Be happy that in 
his generation again the cynics are confounded. 
There are people in the world who value ideals 
more than themselves – millions of  them!
Angus was killed not long after writing these words, and 
we remember him on 16 April.
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NOTES FROM THE OD UNION OFFICE
CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
Once again I sit down to write this quarterly 
report and my enthusiasm for what we are 
achieving at the ODU is undermined by 
the chaotic and unstable surrounding world. 
Precipitated by dangerously flawed leadership 
without values, the dictating rhetoric is of  
parochial exclusivity and self-centred narcissism. 
Corruption, short-sighted greed and fear-fuelled 
war-mongering destabilise and disenfranchise. 
Never have the values we hold dear at Bishops 
been more needed to balance this bedlam.

The response to this unsettling, structureless 
world at the school and within the OD family 
must be to refocus on our core values of  
inclusivity, self-sacrifice, community upliftment 
and service to the greater good. Our example 
will serve as critical inspiration, but we need to 
work together and with clarity of  purpose.

The last six months has primarily been about 
ensuring our own structures, human resources, 
processes and procedures are solid. The ODU 
employs two people based at our home, The 
Mitre, on the school campus. WP van Zyl 
(1997K) was appointed towards the end of  
last year as the Executive Manager of  your 
Union. He is supported by Delré O’Rourke in 
her capacity as Office Administrator. Nicky 
Bicket (1973F) is retained on a consultancy 
basis to facilitate the highly successful and 
inspiring ODU Mentoring Programme. Your 
committee serves your union on a purely 
voluntary basis. Together with our branch 
secretaries this team has made significant strides 
forward in the last six months. An exhaustive 
report of  the events and initiatives undertaken 
last year will be prepared by WP van Zyl and 

published in the next edition of  your magazine.
As our team takes shape, and our priorities 

become clearer, my role as Chairman is slowly 
reverting to a traditional, more hands-off 
one. Simultaneously, your committee is being 
asked to commit more time and effort to the 
initiatives already underway. We are also pulling 
in passionate ODs into the fold to bolster our 
sub-committees.

Besides running the ODU Mentoring 
Programme from the UK, Nicky Bicket 
continues to pour superhuman amounts of  
energy into the organisation of  our many events 
there, as well as supporting the efforts of  The 
Bishops Trust in the UK. His plans for the 
next year are characteristically dynamic and 
engaging.

Similarly, the year ahead for The Mitre team 
will be very busy on numerous fronts. Besides 
the everyday responsibilities of  welcoming 
and hosting ODs, continually communicating 
with ODs and interacting with school staff and 
boys, the team at The Mitre are responsible 
for arranging a never-ending stream of  events: 
funeral receptions, reunions, lectures, ad hoc 
OD sporting events, Young OD functions, 
special interest meetings, etc., as well as 
supporting our branch secretaries around the 
world. The weekly newsletter, the Diocesan 
College magazine and of  course our AGM, 
Annual Dinner and Founders Day all take an 
enormous amount of  organisation.

Months of  planning and preparation work 
will shortly result in the launch of  our new 
website and an extended list of  special interest 
clubs for ODs.

Above and beyond these, the next year will 
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see the prioritising of  the following four new key 
focus projects:
■ The Bishops Benevolent Fund
■ Supporting The Bishops Trust 175 Campaign
■ The OD Entrepreneurial Society
■ The formal affiliation between the Old Boy 
(and eventually Old Girl) organisations of  our 
neighbouring Cape schools.

More information on the above will be 
communicated throughout the year in our 
weekly newsletter and future editions of  this 
magazine.

Your committee exists to serve our OD 
community, to bring ODs together and 
to facilitate their connection to Bishops. 
Your extended team at The Mitre, branch 
secretaries and involved ODs also act as 
a conduit for pertinent information and a 
two-way channel of  communication. Just 
as the school will be needing your financial 
support for the 175 Campaign, I urge you to 
use your insights, experience, talents and skills 
to contribute to the fabric of  your Union by 
getting involved and supporting our initiatives.
Bruce Jack (1987G)
Chairman

ExECUTIvE MANAGER’S 
NOTES
“They never taught us this at school!”
This is a comment often repeated by ODs 
whilst being taken on a tour of  Bishops by Dr 
Paul Murray. It’s a joy to watch ODs learn 
more about how their current-day alma mater 
operates, and through this insight developing a 
greater understanding and love for Bishops.

My eyes have been particularly opened to 
the giving heart of  Bishops. Robert and Sophy 
Gray gave up their lives in England to serve 

here, and to start, amongst other schools, 
Bishops. From early on Chapel collections 
were taken for the needy. Over the years there 
have been many outreach programs: building 
churches in Zululand; Athlone School for the 
blind; Night School; Silvertree Club; Interact; 
Leap Schools – too numerous to mention. So 
many ODs served in the World Wars, and 
so many gave the ultimate sacrifice. Reading 
about their individual stories in our Diocesan 
College Magazine warms the spirit with tales 
of  extraordinary courage, leadership, and 
dedication to others. Similarly, the stories of  the 
White House heroes, Hamilton Mvelase and 
Sebastian Petersen, serves as further evidence of  
this core value of  Bishops.

And ODs are still giving today: in your 
workplace, your community, and your family. 
Some give time to serve, others run shelters 
for the homeless, schools for farm children, or 
support charities generously. Bishops doesn’t 
boast about its giving heart. Long may this 
humble characteristic continue.

Thank you for giving of  yourself; for your 
commitment to this Bishops value. Thank you 
for being generous with your resources towards 
others. Thank you, ODs, for treating your 
neighbours with compassion. And thank you 
to those who continues to contribute back to 
Bishops – thank you for every minute, every 
cent, and every sacrifice. Thank you, ODs, for 
being Bishops, to others.

And lastly, thank you to our Diocesan College 
Magazine for bearing witness and providing an 
archive for this core value of  Bishops. Thank 
you for 130 years of  service.
Pro Fide et Patria.
WP van Zyl (1997K)
Executive Manager
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I recently read a Louis L’Amour Western, Lonely 
on the Mountain, where the hero tells his posse of  
cowboys: “There will come a time when you believe 
everything is finished. That will be the beginning.”

The idea of  a DC magazine was started at a 
Debating Society meeting, and the first edition 
appeared on 16 October 1886.
The aim was threefold:
1) “To contain full information about College 
and School matters…”
2) “To glean news concerning the doings of  

Old Boys, and to keep up their interest in their 
place of  education…”
3) “To fill up vacant space with miscellaneous 
Articles of  Interest and original poems.”

130½ years later, a problem has arisen in 
that there is simply too much information to 
be contained in one edition of  the magazine, 
never mind space for original poems. This 
concern has been raised for quite a few years 
already, and has been frequently reported in 
past magazines.

Whilst looking at this Bishops ashtray, it is 
enlightening to imagine that probably at one 
stage a committee would have been given a 
sample of  such an ashtray to discuss its value 
as Bishops memorabilia. They would have 
brainstormed, argued, and discussed the pros 
and cons of  it. Then a vote would have been 
held, and consensus reached that such an 
ashtray would be popular amongst the Bishops 
community, and eagerly sought as a valuable 
piece of  Bishopsona.

Today it is hard to imagine that one would 
get a seconder for the proposal of  a beautiful 
Bishops ashtray!

It illustrates how change occurs before our 
eyes. Note, however, that at the heart of  the 
ashtray, is the Bishops escutcheon.

Coming back to the Bishops campus after 
20 years, one learns how much change has 
occurred in what feels like a short period of  
time.

Rest assured, at the heart of  our school the 
values and principles that made us love it still 
hold firm. Teachers are working hard, boys 
are having fun, and everyone working on the 
campus feels happy to contribute to the school. 
The school keeps their focus on providing 
support structures to produce good men, good 
boyfriends, good husbands, good fathers, and 
good citizens.

Change can be emotional. It can be 
uncomfortable. It can be uncertain. As you 
page through this edition, please keep in mind 
that change is also motivated by improvement. 
The heart of  Bishops will always be there!

CHANGE IS THE ONLY CONSTANT

NEW DAWN FOR THE DC MAGAZINE
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The magazine, which largely reports on the 
activities of  the previous term, is not popular 
amongst the school boys, nor the parent body.

Please keep in mind that Bishops has its 
own form of  internet, called the Intranet. This 
platform largely fulfils the requirements of  the 
first aim of  the magazine.

And it does so in great detail. Furthermore, 
on a daily basis, there are about 2000 devices 
connected to the internet at the College 
alone. Bishops is exposed to a vast ocean 
of  information. And this has made the 
effectiveness of  the school section somewhat 
obsolete in this regard.

ODs have also utilised access to information, 
and easier communication channels. A 2015 
survey indicated that 45% of  ODs preferred 
e-mail as a communication platform. 
Subsequently the OD Office receives more 
information on a daily basis. Better access to 
cameras has also increased the amount of  
visuals that accompanies information.

Subsequently the OD section of  the 
magazine is also getting bigger.

In the same 2015 survey, over 
80% of  ODs from all age 

groups indicated that they 

agreed to separate School and OD magazines. 
This information supported the school’s desire to 
produce an annual, A4-sized magazine, allowing 
the ODs to produce their own magazine. That 
decision has now been implemented.

We do realise that ODs read the School 
section of  the magazine. This news might bring 
sadness to many ODs. We acknowledge that 
feeling. May we encourage you to look deep 
inside the ashtray?

Going forward this will be the last DC 
magazine as we know it.

The school will produce an annual school-
focused magazine, with clear pictures, and as 
much detail as possible. This magazine will 
contain a smaller section (possibly 15 pages) 
for OD news/about ODs. It will be available 
electronically, and ODs will be able to purchase 
hard copies.

The ODU will produce its own magazine. 
We have set up a sub-committee to agree on the 
frequency and format of  the OD magazine. If  
you would like to give feedback, or share your 
thoughts or ideas, then please feel very free to 
contact the OD Office.

Please remember, both the School and the 
ODU are striving to make it better!
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Back row: Rohan Vos (1964S); Peter Georgeu (1964S); Derek Wollaston(1964O)
Third row: Stephen De Wet (1964W); Louis Messaris (1965G); Geoff  De Wet (1964G);  

Paul De Wet (1964S) ; Les Masterson (1963O);  David Clegg (1964O)
Second row: David Rawbone (1964S); Derek Stuart-Findlay (1964O); Hoogie van Hoogstraten (1964F); 

Ian Bartley (1963S); John Brimble (1965F); Peter Berry (1964W); Richard von Hoesslin (1964S)
Front row: Tony De Smidt (1964O); John Smuts (1969S); WP van Zyl (Executive Manager OD Union); 

Colin Boyes (1965G)

On behalf  of  the ODU I would just like to 
thank ODs for opportunities to speak about 
the activities at the Office. The management 
really appreciates invitations to be amongst 
ODs, to listen to your stories, guidance, and 
feedback.

Thank you to the group of  guys from 
the ’60s that invited me for lunch at Kelvin 

Grove; thank you to the 1977 40-year 
reunion group for allowing us to address 
you at the Mitre; and thank you to the 1947 
70-year reunion group that invited us to 
their lunch gathering. It is a sincere pleasure 
and privilege to be amongst you. Thank you 
for your inspirational examples of  making a 
difference in this world.

THANK YOU FOR OPPORTUNITIES
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COMPETITION

Simply answer the following two questions:
1) What is the title and name of  this past Bishops teacher?
Clues: ■ He discovered a little disa on Table Mountain in 1884. It was later 
named after him. ■ He once rescued three people from drowning at Simonstown. 
■ He was an expert mathematician, and came to Bishops in 1881 in charge of  
Mathematics. ■ He formed Bishops’ first choir, becoming the first choirmaster 
and organist. ■ Quite fittingly to this issue, he was the first editor of  the DC 
Magazine. ■ His nickname was A²B.

2) Where in the OD building are you likely to find this picture?

Note: Please e-mail answers to wpvanzyl@bishops.org.za.
One hoodie will be awarded to the 10th correct answer from both the digital and the hard 
copy magazine. Winners need to collect hoodie from OD Offices.

WIN AN OD HOODIE WORTH R420, IDEAL FOR THE UPCOMING CHILLY 
WINTER MONTHS!
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2016 finished on a rousing note, with over 
50 ODs gathering for the year-end drinks, 
hosted by Hamish Sinclair (1992S) at the 
offices of  Stonehage Fleming where he is a 
partner. Adrian Bottega (2000W) gave the 
welcome speech and together with Hamish 
and Thomas Whittington (2000W) almost 
constitute an independent Stonehage OD 
branch.

UK REPORT 

Towards the end of  the year, Trevor 
Torrington (1978F) was appointed as the 
Group CEO of  the Priory Group, the UK’s 
largest provider of  mental healthcare. The 
Group employs over 30 000 staff including 
highly qualified clinical practitioners. Our 
congratulations to Trevor.

Anthony Record, MBE (1956S) is a very 
successful serial entrepreneur with a passion 
for creativity, innovation and the young 
achieving their potential – or at least being 
given the opportunity to do so. He very kindly 
invited me for a tour of  the Innovation Centre 
he runs in Caerphilly, Wales, where I was able 

Charles McGregor (1969F) and Hamish Sinclair (1992S)

Choppy Bands (1990K),  
Bernard Kelley-Patterson (1974S) 

and Nigel Buchan-Swanson (1966G)

James Pickering (1997O),  
Nick Bell (1998S)  

and Chris Olds (1999O)

Rupert Hare (2008G),  
Chris Price (2001F) and  

Stuart Commins (2006F)

Anthony Record (1956S), MBE  
and John Parker-Wood (1960G)

Tom McLennan (2009G),  
Chris Molteno (2010G)  

and James Husband

Tim Rideout (1978W),  
Thomas Witthington (2000W)  
and James Gardener (1975W)
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firsthand to witness and absorb the energy and 
optimism of  more than a hundred people from 
the community nurturing ideas, some of  which 
in time will surely become the next big thing.

The UK Branch hold monthly pub get-togethers 
for ODs who happen to be in the area and in 
January Chris Leach (2008S), Adam Franke-
Matthecka (2002F), Natale Labia (2001S), 
Martin Calder (1991B) and Peter Arthur 
(1965W) did their best to drain Shepherd’s 
Market. These gatherings do not require RSVPs 
and offer the chance to ODs to come together and 
meet fellow ODs and build their network.

It is always fun to meet ODs up here off-line, 
as it were, and in the last few months those 
have included Michael and Chris Leach 
(both 2008S) newly-arrived in the UK, 
Trevor Torrington, Tom Baigrie and 
Chris Anderson (all 1978F). In a slightly 
different context, Matthew Golesworthy 
(2011K), Peter Beare (2011M) and  
I attended a Saturday morning service at the 
Liberal Jewish Synagogue primarily to listen 
to Tim Farrell (1961G) playing the organ. 
What a treat. 

The UK Branch has set up two new Groups: 
the Asset Managers’ Group for any OD 
interested in any form of  investment, either 

Nicky Bicket (1973F), Chris Leach (2008S), Adam 
Franke-Matthecka (2001F), Natale Labia (2001S), 
Martin Calder (1991B) and Peter Arthur (1965W)

Nick Koster (2007F)

Well done to Nick Koster (2007F) who 
has been accepted to read for his Masters 
in environmental science at Cambridge. 
He follows, most recently, Peter Beare 
(2011M) who is reading for an M.Phil in 
Engineering for Sustainable Development.

Peter Beare (2011M)

Tim Farrell (1961G), Matthew Golesworthy (2011K) 
and Peter Beare (2011M) 

Thomas Withington (2000W), Eric Louw (1998W) 
and Nicholas Bell (1998S)
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as a career or hobby. There are roughly forty 
ODs who have signed up for the Group. The 
inaugural meeting was held in the Bishops’ 
Room at Ye Olde Mitre (it doesn’t get closer to 
home than that) in February. The objective is 
for the unusually high number of  ODs in this 
field to get to know each other, share stories 
and experiences, and from time-to-time listen 
to non-OD experts.

The second Group is a classical music group, 
formed of  ODs interested in this genre who 
seek out and attend inexpensive, high-quality 
professional concerts and recitals both in and 
outside of  London. The first concert was a 
recital at the very grand London Townhouse, 
22 Mansfield Street where the owners have 
been hosting recitals for many years. While not 
a huge group, it is another way of  segmenting 
the OD base and enjoying relevant and fun 
functions.

Events for the rest of  the year, aside 
from the monthly drinks, include:
■ the Senior OD lunch with Alec Hogg, the 
well-known South African finance and political 
journalist and founder of  BuzzNews as the guest 
speaker on 10th March
■ two walking tours of  London, led by David 
Jordan (1962W), one on 20th May (The 
National Gallery) and the second on 7th October 
(The City of  London)
■ the annual black-tie dinner on 30th June
■ our annual golf  match against the Old 
Tonbridgians (this is the third year with the ODs and 
OTs having won one match each) on the 10th June
■ the OD Tour of  the Western Front from 3-5 
October
■ the Oxford Lunch on 4th November.
These events and functions are for all ODs and 
it is always a pleasure to welcome ODs from 
around the world when they visit the UK.
Nicky Bicket (1973F), UK Branch Secretary

UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA: Eastern Branch

The ODU would like to thank Barrie Arnold 
(1993K), who is stepping down as secretary, 
for his devoted service to that branch. The 
ODU appreciates all your sacrifices, efforts, 
and energy for keeping ODs connected.

Thank you, Barrie! We wish you the very best 
with your work commitments.
Matthew Douglas (2004S) has kindly offered 
to take over from Barrie. He reports:

“Thought I’d pass along the pic attached. We 
recently had a great evening brainstorming on 
potential new OD Union events and initiatives on 
the East Coast in the US and reminiscing about 

NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES

From left to right: Chris Ryall (White, Headboy 2005 
– currently at Finsbury Global Communications in 
New York), Matt Douglas (School, Headboy 2004 – 

currently at Accenture Strategy in New York), Devan 
Knoetze (White, 2009 – currently at Morgan Stanley 
in New York) and Marc van Heerden (School, Head-
boy 2008 – currently finishing his Business & Law 

certificate at Wharton in Philadelphia). 
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our time at Bishops.”
Matthew, we wish you well, and thank you for 

your service to the ODU. 
■ Contact e-mail for Matthew is: 
matthew.s.douglas@accenture.com
 

UNITED KINGDOM
The ODU Offices had the pleasure 

of  a visit by the UK branch secretary, Nicky 
Bicket (1973F), who came to Cape Town for 
the launch of  the Bishops Trust 175 Campaign. 
Amidst his very busy schedule, Nicky found some 
time to share a ‘Worsie with WP’ on the Mona 
Leeuwenburg bench. We discussed how much she 
enjoyed laughter, her passion for Maths, and her 
infinite capacity for loving. A wonderful mentor!

 

SCOTLAND
Dr Robert Murray (1968S) 

reports from Scotland:
I’m afraid our membership here in Scotland 
is rather quiet. I’ve just retired from full time 
NHS practice, so I hope to keep in better 
contact now, especially with the more remote 
ODs.

Last Saturday I was at Murrayfield to watch 
a famous victory: Scotland beat Ireland against 
all the odds and to everyone’s amazement.

One of  the Scottish stars was Huw Jones, 
about whom I’d not heard before, but is 
probably known to you? This comes from the 
Scottish Rugby website and Wikipedia:

Stormers centre Huw Jones was included 
in the 27-man Scotland squad for the 2016 
summer tour to Japan, where he made his 
debut with a replacement appearance in 
the second Test win in Tokyo (21-16). In 
November 2016, Jones played for Scotland 
against Australia, scoring the first try of  the 
match. He followed this with Scotland’s second 
try in the first half. He was subsequently 
named Man of  the Match.

Born in Edinburgh and educated at Millfield 
School in Somerset, it was a gap year to 
Bishops Prep in 2012 that sparked Jones’ rugby 
career, after he elected to stay and study at the 
University of  Cape Town, winning the Varsity 
Cup in 2014 and scoring in the final.

He was then selected for Western Province, 
first in the under-21 squad and then the senior 

WP van Zyl and Nicky Bicket

Huw Jones
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Vodacom Cup team, before being called up 
for the Stormers last year and making 21 
appearances to date.

So even though we had no ODs on the field 
to cheer, ex-gap-year staff was close enough!
Best wishes,
Robert

MAURITIUS
Welcome to the very latest OD 

Branch! Thomas van Poucke (1999O) 
reports:
“Just to give a quick update on the Mauritius 
OD Branch: we had our first meeting at the 
Gran Baie Yacht Club on Friday the 17th 
of  February. It was attended by Michael 
Robb (1999G), David Axten (1985S), 
Thomas van Poucke (1999O) and Daniel 
Romburgh (1999B). Unfortunately both 
Johan “Soapy” van Zyl (1999G) and 
Richard Thurburn (1958W) were unable 
to attend.

It was agreed that Thomas Van Poucke 

would be the Secretary and Chairman of  the 
Mauritius OD Branch. We agreed to host 
regular meetings and will be meeting up to 
play golf  to commemorate Founders Day next 
month. It was also proposed that we host an 
annual December get together so as to include 
ODs who are on the island on holiday or 
passing through for some or other reason. We 
were hoping this could be posted in the weekly 
OD newsletter closer to the time.”

Congratulations Thomas on this very 
exciting new venture. We wish you all the best! 
■ Contact details for Thomas are: 
landline (office number):  +230 210 9334 ; mobile: 
+230 5943 9787; e-mail: tvanpoucke@gmail.com.

 
NAMIBIA
Steve Galloway (1974W) has 

resigned as secretary of  the Namibia branch 
after doing service since 2005. Steve, the ODU 
would like thank you, and your wife, Clare, for 
your courageous support of  Bishops. Thank 
you for all the time, effort and resources that 

both of  you have invested in the 
well-being of  Bishops. We wish you 
both good health in retirement.
Steve’s place will be taken over 
by another White House man, 
Charles Loots (1992W). Charles 
settled in Windhoek a few years 
ago and is an executive at B2Gold 
and Chairman of  the newly-
formed Namibian Chamber of  
Environment. 

Charles, we wish you all the best, 
and thank you for serving the ODU 
in this manner. 
■ Contact e-mail for Charles 
is: cloots@b2gold.com.

Michael Robb (1999G), David Axten (1985S), Thomas Van Poucke 
(1999O) and Daniel Romburgh (1999B)
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NORTHERN PROvINCES 
Simon Grose (1977F), branch 

secretary, reports:
A core group of  Johannesburg-based ODs met 
together at Giles on Friday 25 November 2016.

This will be a bi-monthly get-together which 
has been driven by Nic Raubenheimer 
(1999B) and the younger ODs.

14 ODs attended what became a mirth filled 
evening which lasted longer for some than 
others.

We were delighted to be joined by Henry 
Blagden who matriculated from School 
House in 1949; therefore we had ODs 
spanning some 60 years. It also turned out that 
he and the Raubenheimer brothers had lived 
in the same house in Cape Town some 30 to 
40 years apart.
ODs that attended were:
Alexander Corder (2009F); Nicky Greig 
(2009F); James Plimsoll (2007G); Theo 
Louw (2005W); Nic Raubenheimer 
(1999B); Brendan Raubenheimer 
(2005F); Warwick Smith-Chandler 
(1975S); Richard King (1974S); 
Jonathan De villiers (1977F); Simon 
Grose (1977F); Tom Horne (2007B); 
Henry Blagden (1943S); Chris Reeler 
(1988K); with Beverley Sabbagh (Warwick’s 
partner) being the “rose amongst the 
thorns”and keeping the level of  conversation 
above board!

This initiative will continue as a casual 
get-together/networking, with the next one 
scheduled for 24 March at the same venue.
Regards,
Simon
■ Contact details for Simon are:  
Cell: 083 234 5859; e-mail: simon@graphica.co.za.

 GARDEN ROUTE
Francois Moll (1978W) has 

resigned as secretary of  this branch. Francois has 
been branch secretary since early 2015. Francois, 
on behalf  of  the ODU we thank you for your 
willingness to serve ODs in the Garden Route 
area. Thank you for serving the ODU in this 
manner, despite your many other responsibilities. 
We appreciate everything you did. Thank you!

Blyth Thompson (1946S) has moved down 
to George, and offered his services, if  no-one else 
is enthusiastic about taking over from Francois. 

If  anyone would like to discuss serving as the 
branch secretary for the Garden Route, please 
contact the ODU, or else Blyth himself  on 
telephones: 0448735254 or 0832887288. His 
e-mail address is: blyth@computerbird.co.za.
In the meantime, Blyth has already began 
planning for a possible performance by the 
Bishops acapella group Simply Blue, on their way 
to the Grahamstown Festival at the end of  July.
 

LANGEBERG/OvERBERG
Patrick Henderson (1958G), 

branch secretary, reports:
This new branch of  the ODU got together on  
3 March with their partners for drinks, a braai, 
(and an “after party” for the younger members!).

Those present were  David (1958G) and 
Sally Carter,  John Koster (1979F) and 
his wife, Peter (1958F) and Petra Micklem, 
Duncan (1978F) and Natasha Barry, Chris 
versveld (1958S), Mauro Fioravanti 
(1985W), and Ian Gird (1983) and partner. 
Apologies were offered by vaughan Koster 
(1999F), Peter de Wet (1995W), Stephan de 
Wet (1964W) and James Jeffrey (1976F).

The venue, called “Shamrock” (doubtless 
named after a fine stallion raised by John)  is 
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absolutely terrific. It is located at the top of  a hill 
on John’s Klawervlei Stud farm, and virtually 
all the building materials were sourced from his 
farm, notably blackwood for the bar counter and 
flooring, slate-stone for the walls, and crushed 
stone set into the concrete ceiling. There is a 
fully stocked bar, which was supplemented  by 
Robertson Winery kindly donated by Duncan 
Barry (1978F) (whose Riverton vineyard is a 
supplier), and by Peter Micklem who presented 
some fine blends from David Lombardi’s 
(1958) family estate near Somerset West.

It has comprehensive kitchen facilities and the 
best indoor barbeque set up I have ever seen – 
cleverly designed so that no smoke comes into the 
room, and with a pit to gather coals.

David Carter and Boetie Versveld did the 
braaing, Petra Micklem the potato salad and 
Barbara Henderson the green salads and dressing.

The emphasis was on informality, apart from 
our host’s insistence on short toasts to Bishops and 
the ODU – no loyal toast to our head of  state 
naturally!

Carter and Henderson left at a respectable 
hour, and the rest partied and danced on to 1am.

We missed you W P van Zyl – this was much 
more fun than the OD golf  matches you had to 
attend! 

Other branch secretaries have also came 
to visit the ODU Offices:
■ From Zimbabwe:  
Leonard Thomas (1957S)
■ From Boland:  
Martin versfeld (1977S)
■ From Northern Provinces:  
Simon Grose (1977F)
■ From Free State:  
Mark Webber (1970S) 
■ From Central Karoo:  
John Hayward (1967F)

 
The ODU would like to thank these, and all 
branch secretaries for their continual efforts, 
dedication, and willingness to make personal 
sacrifices in order to keep ODs in contact with 
each other. Thank you for being custodians 
of  the OD Union. Your efforts are much 
appreciated, and we are very thankful for your 
wonderful service. 

At the bar in the Shamrock entertainment centre, 
from left to right: Peter Micklem (1958F), Duncan 
Barry (1978F), and our host John Koster (1979F)

David Carter (1958G), Duncan Barry (1978F),  
George Gatt (1982), Patrick Henderson (1958),  

Mauro Fioravanti (1985W), Chris Versveld (1958S), 
John Koster (1979F), Peter Micklem (1958F)
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SOCIAL REGISTER

On 6 January 2017, 
Jack Samuel Lister, son 
of  Neil (1999O) and 
Mikaela Lister, was 
christened by Father 
Terry Wilke in the 
Brooke Chapel.

Richard Burnett,  
Neil (holding 
Cameron Lister), 
Mikaela Lister, 
Adam Herringer 
(holding Jack 
Lister), Sarah 
Wiggins, Chippy 
Burnett and Gordon 
Lister

birThS

To Jonathan Shaw (1997G), and his lovely 
wife, a third son was born, Fraser, on 20 October 
2016, at Kingsbury Hospital in Cape Town.

Rebekah Marx was born on 6 October 
2016, to dad, Marius Marx (2006F), 
mom Nicola and brother Daniel.

It was with joy and pride that Stephen 
Andrews (2005K) and his wife, Laura, 
welcomed their son, Dylan Etienne 
Andrews, into the world on 10 December 
2016 in Vancouver.

ChriSTENiNGS AND bAPTiSMS

James Johnson Charles Louw 

ErrATuM 
We would like to apologize to Ross (2002B) and 
Tracy Johnson, and Nicholas (2001K) and 
Rosalie Louw for the faux pas made in misplacing 
the photos of  James Johnson and Charles Louw 
above the incorrect announcement.
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Justin de Freitas (2006S) 
married Gayle in Howick, 
KwaZulu-Natal on 24 
September 2016. The two 
met during their varsity days 
studying medicine at UCT, 

and have continued to grow closer ever since. 
They are currently living in Malawi, volunteering 
for a hospital close to Lilongwe.

Makis Laskarides 
(2006O) married Cherie 
Louise, in Johannesburg, 
Gauteng on 8 October 
2016. Cherie hooked Makis 
after she saw him sing in 
Perfect Score (Simply Blue 

after school) in 2009. They currently live in 
Johannesburg where Makis works for a Greek-
owned property listed fund, Accelerate Property 
Fund.

Adrian Miller (2007K), 
son of  Philip Miller and 
Renate Taljard, was 
married on 5 November 
2016 in Cape Town 
to Bronwyn Dorfling, 
daughter of  Gus and Ilona 

Dorfling of  Henley on Klip. Adrian is currently 
based in Jeddah in Saudi Arabia.

Timothy William 
Graham Holford 
(1994S), son of  Graham 
(1959S) and Dianna 
Holford, married Yvonne, 
daughter of  Nicholas and 

Maguy Nassif, at Lourensford Wine Estate, 
Somerset West on Friday, 2 December 2016.

OD marries OD
On 7 January 2017 
Richard Morris 
(1970F, and past 
Honorary Treasurer) 
got married to Bev 
Kemball (College 
Staff) in a beautiful 
ceremony at Elgin 
Country Club. Bev’s 
son-in law is an OD, 

many staff members were present, the service 
was conducted by the School Chaplain, and 
the OD Chairman’s beverages were present to 
cool the guests down. Quite an OD affair!

Michail Scholiadis 
(2006B) married 
Raphaella, at Cavalli 
Estate, Somerset West, 
Cape Town on 7 January 
2017. Michail and 

Raphaella started dating when Michail moved 
to Johannesburg in 2013. At this stage he was 
the president of  the National Association of  
Hellenic Youth and Students Organisation of  
South Africa (NAHYSOSA). The couple live 
in Cape Town.

Jan van Zyl Smit (1996K) son of  Dirk and 
Betine van Zyl Smit, got married on 7 January 
2017 to Kathleen Lara Collett, daughter of  Philip 
Collett of  Port Elizabeth and the late Gill Collett. 
The wedding took place at Lowlands Country 
House, near Cradock, Eastern Cape.

wEDDiNGS
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ANNivErSAriES

Eileen Shean joined the 
Bishops family in l973 when 
she became part of  the  
team responsible for raising 
R1 000 000 for The Bishops 
125 Campaign. When work 
was finished there, Eileen 
went to work in the OD 
Office with the late George 
Hodgson. Here she was 
responsible for keeping 
records up to date, typing 
all the material for the 
magazine, and running the 
accounts. In those early days 
computers were not widely in 
use and everything had to be 
done manually and typed.

Some years later, when 
the school decided to 
start another fundraising 
project, it was The Bishops 
150 Campaign and John 
Charlton who called for her 
help, because of  her previous 
fundraising experience, 
and deep knowledge of  the 
Bishops family and ODs in 
particular. This time it was 
different, however, because 

everything was computerised 
and she had to learn to operate 
the computer. Having raised 
well over the R3 000 000 
target, John went back to the 
Prep School and Eileen stayed 
on to ensure the money came 
in – perhaps an even harder 
job. Before she could escape 
at the end of  this process, 
she was asked, once more, to 
work in the OD Office, this 
time with Brian De Kock, 
who had retired from being 
a schoolmaster. With Brian’s 
calm and keen manner and 
Eileen’s 35 years of  Bishops 
experience, they made a 
brilliant team.

They both retired at the end 
of  2008 after many years of  
dedicated service to Bishops. 
Eileen and Jack were married 
in the St.Albans Anglican 
Church in Green Point, Cape 
Town in June l957. They have 
two sons, keep in good health, 
both playing regular sport. 
Congratulations, you are an 
inspiration to us all.

60 YEAR WEDDING ANNIvERSARY – 35 YEARS AT BISHOPS

Then and now – 
Eileen and Jack Shean

Chris Raubenheimer (1997O) married Corinna 
Kaltenbacher in Franschoek on 2 February 2017. Rev. Terry 
Wilke (Staff) presided, and the best men were Aarjan Snoek 
(1997O) and Pierre Huchon (1997O). The lovely couple 
now live in Frankfurt, Germany. 
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ANDRé AND GILL LOUBSER’S 
GOLDEN WEDDING 
ANNIvERSARY 
On December 3, 2016, André and Gillian 
(Gill) Loubser celebrated their 50th wedding 
anniversary.

André, who matriculated in 1957, was the 
eldest son of  Albert (Lobby) Loubser, a teacher 
at the Prep for 42 years. Lobby’s subjects were 
Afrikaans, Geography and History, but he was 
also a housemaster and sports coach. He died 
in July 1990 aged 81.

After spending two years at the Porsche 
factory in Stuttgart, Germany, André was 
lured to London in mid-1964 to join the 
Stirling Moss Paint-a-Car System, a company 
that sold respray and light body repair centres 
on a franchise basis throughout the UK and 
Europe. At that time Gill Scott, who hailed 
from Woking in Surrey, was secretary to the 
sales director at the Rootes showroom at 
Devonshire House, Green Park, Piccadilly. 
(Rootes produced Hillman, Humber, Singer 
and Sunbeam motor vehicles. Sadly no more!) 
The couple met at the end of  1965 and were 
married in St Peter’s Church, Old Woking, 
Surrey, on 3 December 1966.

But there’s a twist to the tale! On 29 October, 
shortly before the wedding, André attended 
that year’s OD dinner at London House, 
Mecklenburgh Square. Present were 53 ODs and 
one guest. The names of  those present will no 
doubt be of  interest to those who were there and 
the families of  departed souls. They were  
Lord Holford (London city planner),  
JM Arnold (1948), CM Ashley-Botha 
(1963), BDJ Buchanan (1960), DM 
Barbour (1943), DMM Campbell (1961), 
FLD Cloete (1952), HJ Copenhagen 
(1950), RS Cullis (1935), BF Davies (1946), 
JA Duncan (1959), TRW Farrell (1961), JM 
Fairweather (1948), F Foord (1922), MAM 
Graham (1942), ADF Graham (1942), 
ARFC Grant (1964), RJ Hall (1958), RR 
Hollingdale (1955), GD Horn (1948), CR 
Hunneyball (1954), JS James (1955), CH 
Legatt (1957), JTM Lomas-Walker (1958), 
AH Loubser (1957), vC de R Malan 
(1956), CG McCullagh (1928), FAM 
McDannell, (1927), BDI McKenzie (1944), 
C Manning (1912), PLH Maytham (1930), 
NG Nightingale (1929), D Paton (1952), 
JW Penny (1959), MRA Pratt (1956), A 
Record (1956), GN Robertson (1959), GC 

Robinson (1956), EW Schulze 
(1956), OLS Scott (1935), IBK 
Simpson (1959), K Simpson 
(1924), AR Soloman (1938), 
GR Southern (1961), HP 
Straker (1938), MG Tarver 
(1962), JM Taylor (1936),  
M Taylor (1959), JJ Thresher 
(1947), WN Wellacott (1928), 
AAG Wade (1951),  
AG Watling (1956),  
ER Woolley (1952). 1966-2016: 50 years of wedded bliss!
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■ Everitt 
(1953F) 
and Bebe 
Murray 
celebrated 
their 55th 
wedding 
anniversary 
on 20 
January.

■ Alistair (1951S) and Ann MacGregor 
celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniversary 
on Saturday, 28 January 2017. Alistair 
writes, “As I am well in my eighties and do 
not operate a computer I would really like 
to continue to be able to enjoy the magazine 
in a comfortable chair!”
■ Dr Peter (1944G) and Elinor Le 
Riche celebrated their 60th wedding 
anniversary on 16 March, a day after 
Peter’s 90th birthday!

They now live at Woodside Village in 
Rondebosch, after retiring from business 
and sheep farming in the Karoo.

During the evening, André chatted to victor 
Malan, who had qualified in theology at UCT 
in 1961 and then moved to take on a parish in 
Birmingham, England. Luckily Victor handed 
André his visiting card and, while driving home, 
André hatched a plan. Why not ask a school friend 
to conduct the marriage service in December? A 
phone call to Victor brought a positive response, 
and the curate of  St Peter’s was delighted to have 
an afternoon off (as the vicar was on sick leave).  
To complete the OD line-up at the wedding,  
John Penny (1959) was a groomsman.

As a matter of  interest, in later years, 
Victor Malan was transferred to a parish 
near the Spencer estate at Althorp in 
Northamptonshire, and the Spencers, 
including a young Diana, attended his services. 
When she was tragically killed in the car crash 
in Paris, Earl Spencer asked Victor to conduct 
the private funeral service at Althorp.

After two years of  marriage, living in 
London, André and Gill decided to relocate to 
South Africa where they started a new business 
in Johannesburg in early 1969. Today, they live 
in Tokai, Cape Town.

Toasting the bride – Victor Malan and  
John Penny represented Bishops at the 

wedding in Old Woking, Surrey

Peter and Elinor Le Riche celebrated their 
diamond anniversary on 16 March

Everitt and Bebe Murray
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OCTOGENAriANS
Jan Frederick Phillips (1955S)  
18 March 1937
Richard John Allen Clowes (1953G) 
2 March 1937 
Garth Hockly (1955S)  
2 March 1937
Andrew Westcott Murray Shearing (1954F) 
27 February 1937
Prof  James Pomfret Willis (1954F) 
23 February 1937
Lawson Winfield Howes (1954O) 
19 February 1937
Dr John Wolcott Stephens (1955S)  
4 February 1937
Thomas Everitt Trollip Murray (1953F) 
21 January 1937
George William Innes Barry (1954O)  
14 January 1937
John Erlam Smith (1954S)  
13 January 1937
Robert Roger Hollingdale (1955G)  
3 January 1937

NONAGENAriANS

Brian Rudolph Ashton (1943O)  
24 March 1927
John Pierre Herman Joubert (1944O)  
20 March 1927
Dr Peter James Le Riche (1944G)  
15 March 1927
Douglas Seymour Shirley Mcintyre (1945G) 
9 March 1927
Prof  Alfred Walter Crompton (1944S)  
21 February 1927
Donald Edmund Fraser  (1945G)  
12 February 1927
Richard William Morris (1943O)  
9 January 1927
James Murray Wilson (1943S)  
3 January 1927

Octogenarian James Willis 
(1954F) reports:
The only recent picture I have is 
of  myself, my wife (80 on 10 May 
2017) and our three OD sons, 
Tony (1979G), Christopher 
(1981K) and James (1988B), at 
Tony’s wedding to Traci Salter on 
8 October 2016. We were asked to 
wear “bling”, hence my unusual 
attire! I was in Founders and White. 
It must be unusual for a family of  
four to have been in five different 
houses at College. James, Margaret, Tony, Christopher and James Willis

Octogenarians Garth Hockly (left) and 
George Barry (right)
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viSiTOrS

Peter Hugall (1963O) and Martin 
Hugall (1963O)

Chris Danziger (1958G) and wife 
Seonaid, from the UK, enjoyed 
having lunch with the class of  

1958 at The Mitre on 27 January

Richard Pyott (1955W) David Clegg (1964O) Anthony Record (1956S)

Peter Eastwick (1962F)

Robin Hunter 1962O and wife, Ann 
visiting from Twickenham, UK

Tatjana Serebrennikov and  
William Esau (2005W)

Warwick Jones (1961S)

Liebie van Heerden (1953F) from 
Maritzburg and Jeremy Ouvry 
(1953F) from Winchester, UK  

just happened to bump into each 
other at The Mitre on 26 January

Graeme (1970G) and Di Swanson 
visiting from Queensland 

bumped into Christopher Duck 
(1967S) at The Mitre

Andrew Rowan (1963W), his  
daughter Andrea and son-in-law 

Julian, from the States

Edward King (1963S) and wife, 
Sheena, popped into The Mitre 

whilst on holiday from Adelaide
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Sue and Gary Brockman (1971W) 
visiting from Perth

Don Wilson (1957G) from  
Bela-Bela and Ian Bekker (1956F) 
from Knysna, happened to both 

visit on 9 December 2016

Mark Burgess (1992O) with his sons (left to right), Sébastien, Oscar and 
Hugo. Mark generously donated money towards getting the Rowing 
Centre up and running. He was very impressed at the investment, 

and looks forward to reading about even greater achievements for 
Bishops Rowing as the initiative reaches its full potential.

Karen and Duncan Sillars,  
visiting from the UK

William Ballantyne (1997) brought his family to visit his school 
during their stay in Cape Town. Left to right: WP van Zyl (ODU 

Executive Manager), Will’s parents, Bob and Anne, Will holding twin 
Murray, Sarah holding twin Paisley, mom-in-law Evelyn and Delré 

O’Rourke (ODU Office Administrator) Bernard Moffitt-Jackson (1984G) 
and his beautiful family visiting 

from California: son Neacail, 
Bernard, wife Cristina and 

daughter Milu
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AUSTIN ASHLEY-COOPER (1949F)
It is with sadness that I say farewell to a 
lifelong friend. Austin was always cheerful and 
game for any sport or mischievous pranks. 
His father owned a small farm “The Vines” 
in Constantia, and this is when Austin and I 
became solid friends, from the age of  13 years 
until his passing away.

Austin was born in St James and then went to 
Miss Kemp’s Nursery School in Kalk Bay. From 
there he went to Bishops Prep as a boarder at 
Rossell and then Founders at College. I need 
not say that Austin was a great academic, but 
he certainly excelled at all sports. He got colours 
for both Athletics and First Rugby Team, 
always playing flyhalf. The 1949 team remained 
unbeaten against all competitors.

Austin was always very popular and was 
made a house prefect in 1949, his final year. On 
leaving school he went straight into a clerical 
job with Vacuum Oil. After two years of  all 
work and little pay he decided to resign and join 
his other great friend, Ian Huxter at Rossley 
Tobacco Estate in Inyazura, Souther Rhodesia. 

Austin played rugby for Inyazura Club. He 
represented Manicaland in 1954 in his normal 
position of  flyhalf  and thereafter played for 
Rhodesia. After tobacco farming he joined 
Shell Company in 1952. At a later stage of  his 
time with Shell he was appointed to the Board. 
Thereafter Austin retired from Shell and in 
a partnership he became a shareholder of  a 
service station “Matlock Motors” in Harare until 
retiring in 2011. 

Not only was he an all-round sportsman but 
played to a two golf  handicap until his eyesight 
deteriorated with macular degeneration. When 
he retired to Borrowdale Retirement Village he 

constructed a croquet court. During his time at 
Shell he was transferred to Malawi and Lusaka, 
Northern Rhodesia where he met his delightful 
wife-to-be Thelma Shimmin, whom he married 
on 18 April 1957. They had three children, 
Cynthia, Robin and Russell, who have all been a 
credit to their parents.

I was lucky to holiday with the Ashley 
Coopers on their boat Windwood for four days 
on the Kariba and stay in their holiday cottage 
in Inyanga. Austin’s passing and that of  Ian 
Huxter (2/7/1931 – 4/9/2005) has left a great 
hole in my heart, but hopefully we shall meet 
again in a life hereafter and maybe we will enjoy 
good laughter, and with luck a few beers.
Derek Marais (1949O)

Austin Ashley-Cooper (1949F)

OBITUARIES
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WILLIAM EDWARD LINWOOD (BILL) 
DALLAS (1955O)
Bill died peacefully on 8 February 2017 after 
a rare degenerative neurological illness, borne 
with great courage and dignity, over the past 
nine years.

Bill was born on 23 February 1938, the middle 
son of  Helen and Linwood Dallas (also an OD). 
Bill’s interests at school were more sporting than 
academic. He was captain of  the Ogilvie junior 
Aspinall Shield cricket team and an enthusiastic 
rugby player. After leaving school he continued 
to play rugby at a modest level for some years 
for Villager Football Club. When he started at 
Bishops the director of  music, Bruno Brown, was 
disappointed to find he could not sing in tune, 
but as he could beat time well he was named 
rhythmical Dallas. He later justified this name by 
playing the drums in the cadet band.

After leaving school he was called up for 
military training and subsequently served in the 
reserve forces as an officer in the Cape Town 
Highlanders, eventually becoming adjutant. 
He took some pride from the fact that when he 
visited the Gordon Highlanders Museum in 
Scotland in the 1980s they welcomed him with 
open arms when he told them he had been in 
the Cape Town Highlanders.

He joined the Standard Bank in 1956. He 
worked there for over 40 years in a number of  
branches around the Cape Peninsula, as well as 
for a brief  period in Malmesbury. He ended his 
career as a manager in Cape Town.

Bill’s great interest from an early age was in 
cars and motorbikes. An early enthusiasm for 
taking part in trials came to a rapid end when he 
rolled his mother’s Morris Minor on his first and 
last outing. He then bought an MGA that was 
an insurance write off and lovingly restored it to 
superb condition. He was a leading light in the 

early days of  go kart racing in Cape Town, both 
as an organiser and a participant.

In later years he started collecting several 
vintage motorbikes, a vintage Riley, and a large 
collection of  parts to build further bikes and 
cars. He enjoyed searching for the parts almost 
as much as actually using them. He was a keen 
and active member of  the Crankhandle Club.

In 1965 he married Anne Felmore. They 
enjoyed a loving and supportive partnership for 
over 50 years and Anne showed great devotion 
in caring for him at home during all the years of  
his declining health. His eldest son, Neil, paid a 
moving tribute to him as a father and friend at a 
packed memorial service in the Brooke Chapel.

All who knew Bill will remember him for his 
high integrity, his lovely dry sense of  humour 
which he retained through all his ills, his kind 
and helpful ways and his unassuming but 
supportive presence. He is survived by Anne, 
his sons Neil and Derek, and grandsons Ryan 
and Ethan. Sadly he was predeceased by his 
daughter Christine who died in 1979.
Michael Dallas (1961O, brother)

Bill Dallas (1955O)
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CLAUDE CARL DAvIS (1949F)
Claude’s great passion and indeed his great 
achievement was his family. Together with Berit 
they raised us, their four children, in a loving 
but firm way that ensured we appreciated the 
importance and value of  hard work, education 
and friends.

Claude no doubt learnt some of  that from 
his parents, and some from his schooling. 
His school career included years at Christian 
Brothers Green Point and later, Bishops. His 
university (UCT) years were notable for a focus 
on extra-curricular activities, including meeting 
Berit, and so without those we, his children, 
would not be here.

 He made up for lack of  formal qualifications 
in later years by being an avid reader, 
particularly of  biographies and autobiographies, 
especially of  great 
leaders. This was 
supplemented by 
books on history, 
particularly naval 
and military history 
of  the world wars. 
This spilled over 
into our domestic 
situation. For 
example, our lovely 
mongrel dog (who 
appears in a family 
portrait from the 
1960s) was named 
Rommel after the 
famous German 
commander. At a 
more important 
level, Claude’s 
reading and 
reflection gave him 

a philosophy of  how life should be lived, which 
he in turn successfully imparted to his children 
and grandchildren, and will hopefully be passed 
on to his great grandchildren.

 Claude and Berit’s success was also the 
product of  a wonderful group of  relatives and 
friends who shared and contributed to their 
lives, and us children.

 Claude was also fortunate to have 
longstanding employment in a job that he 
generally enjoyed and was successful at, being 
a representative for the major fashion and 
clothing manufacturer Tej Knitwear, which 
closed in 2006. When he retired, he kept 
busy helping Michael and Amanda with their 
business and farm, and travelling, especially to 
Australia to see Karita and Christopher and 
their families.

Claude Davis (1949F) and wife Berit
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 His other interests included his commitment 
to physical activity, particularly mountain walks 
with family and friends and even until very 
recently his enjoyment of  a daily walk with dogs.

 He enjoyed the sea, although his first real 
taste of  that was the escape by boat from 
France to England in 1940 aged 8, as his 
English father and French mother fled the 
Nazi invasion. This was a twenty-day voyage 
to England on a coal barge, a vessel that was 
not designed for even one passenger, where 
he was crammed together with over 500 
other fellow escapees. Because of  the severe 
and crowded conditions and lack of  food 

and water and other amenities, some died of  
malnutrition and thirst. Following recuperation 
in England, Claude and his family made the 
long sea trip to South Africa.

In the 1960s Claude started sailing a 
dabchick at Zeekoevlei and we children have 
vivid memories of  being capsized in the muddy 
and windswept shores, saved by our life vests 
and of  course Claude. From those humble 
beginnings, Claude graduated to fitting out a 
42 foot yacht. With the assistance of  his brother 
Sam, a rear admiral, he assembled a crew who 
with Claude sailed it all the way from Cape 
Town to the Mediterranean. He thus became a 
fully-fledged sailor, achieving a dream that had 
been frustrated when refused entry to the Navy 
on account of  a visual impairment.

 Most of  Claude’ s legacy would have not 
been possible without the wonderful support 
of  Berit. He was very reliant on her many skills 
as a wife, companion and mother, and so sadly 
with her passing in 2016 he endured a profound 
loss exacerbated by his failing eyesight, 
fluctuating memory and physical frailty. He 
more or less decided he’d accomplished his 
mission; he had been very fortunate to have had 
such a good life, and it was time to say farewell.
Chris Davis (1971O, son)

 
Claude was in Founders at College from 1945 
until he matriculated in 1949. He played rugby 
and tennis at school and, of  course, always 
excelled in French. He remained a supporter 
of  the school all his life and in later years 
helped co-ordinate regular lunches with his 
classmates and the 60th reunion celebrations.

 He is survived by his son Christopher and 
daughter Karita in Australia, and daughter 
Colleen Warren and son Michael in Cape Town.
Bill Fairhead (1949S)

Claude on his much-loved yacht
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NIGEL GIBBS (1952F)
Memories of  a brother
All of  us will have our own special memories  
of  Nigel.

Mine is of  a tangled pile of  crutches, callipers, 
barking dogs and an upended Nigel on the lawn 
at Bonisa, our family farm in Rhodesia, with our 
mother calmly standing by to see what her son 
would do to extricate himself… She knew he 
needed to do it without her aid. It was 1953 and 
mother had just brought Nigel back from the Cape 
where, on the playing fields of  Bishops, he had 
contracted the polio that landed him in the mess  
I saw him in that day.

It was also the first time I saw Nigel exhibit the 
grit and determination which was to become his 
hallmark. That morning, he struggled to get up, 
fell, struggled again, and again – and eventually 
made it – all the while swearing at the dogs in full 
blooded Anglo Saxon. I think it was the first time 
I understood the meaning of  the family motto – 
Tenax propositi – or more loosely translated, bloody 
mindedness, which Nigel was to demonstrate 
throughout his life.

He was born on 24 April 1937, on Bonisa 

Farm in the magisterial district of  Nyamandhlovu, 
Southern Rhodesia. Like his older brother 
Jeremy, he went to Ruzawi Prep School where he 
discovered his love of  the African bush, its birds 
and wild life. Academically, he did not sparkle. The 
dyslexia, or learning disability, which was to bug 
him all his life was not understood in the 1940s and 
50s when Nigel was at school and by the time it 
was diagnosed it was too late to make a difference 
to his academic achievements.

His hand written letters were an enigma that 
would have challenged the best at Bletchley 
Park, though few would have dared question his 
phenomenal memory. Perhaps it was this that 
enabled him to complete his schooling in Salisbury 
and to get a qualification from The Royal College 
of  Agriculture in Cirencester.

Few things daunted Nigel – not the prospect of  
danger nor the fear of  failure, neither of  which 
he ever contemplated: certainly not the overland 
expedition upon which he embarked on leaving 
Cirencester. He and a few friends had acquired 
a battered old vehicle which they drove through 
sand and swamp from London to Cape Town with 
surprisingly few mishaps. It was on this journey 

Nigel Gibbs (1952F)
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that Nigel’s talent for photography became evident. 
His excellent photographs of  that trip stand as 
a unique record of  a journey which could not 
be undertaken today, and probably never will be 
possible again.

On another occasion Nigel and brother Tim 
were invited by the Rhodesia National Museum 
to take part in a plant and bird collecting trip to 
the Makgadikgadi Salt Pans in Botswana. Not a 
trip for the faint hearted. By the last morning of  
the trip, they had gathered all but one elusive plant 
and the decision was made to seek it out on foot. 
Needless to say, it was Nigel who found the cactus 
Stapelia Nigerii – after walking 14 miles that morning 
– on crutches, in the broiling desert heat. That was 
tenax propositi – in spades !

For four years before Ian Smith’s Unilateral 
Declaration of  Independence tore the country 
apart, Nigel and Tim farmed Bonisa jointly, until 
Nigel decided to spread his wings and try tobacco 
farming near Sinoia in the north. Those were 
the carefree years of  M’biti, his pet otter, who 
accompanied him everywhere, even unto the 
swimming pool at Meikles Hotel in Salisbury. Who 
could forget the sight of  M’biti, covered in mud 
from a swim in the river, lying on top of  my clothes 
laid out on my bed, with a lovely smile on his face ?

Then came 11 November 1965 and UDI 
when everything changed for everyone. We were 
all afraid that our father might be arrested and 
imprisoned for his stand against Smith’s racist 
government… the tension was palpable. At a 
family dinner at brother Jeremy’s that Christmas, 
Nigel decided that the mood needed lightening; a 
feat he duly accomplished by appearing for dinner 
in his six-year-old niece Belinda’s nativity halo  
and wings.

Always one for fun wherever he could find it, 
Nigel and his lifelong Rhodesian friend, John Barry, 
stormed many a citadel in search of  it – especially 

the stately homes of  England – and indeed, of  
Ireland whilst he was working for Gallaghers in 
Belfast. It was there that Nigel was diagnosed with 
TB and confined to a sanatorium, but not before 
the gallant pair had taken on four flights of  the 
spiral staircase in Bunratty Castle. The Ascent 
presented no problem to Nigel on his crutches; nor 
did the Descent which was accomplished, without 
crutches, and on his bottom ! 

The diagnosis of  TB ended all such Quixotic 
nonsense – for a while. Rest and treatment was the 
order of  each lonely day, until, that is, one Barbara 
Paterson got to hear of  his plight.

The Gibbs family had known the Paterson family 
from their earliest days in Rhodesia. Ned Paterson 
was my godfather and the style of  art he elicited 
from the Africans on his Mission station, Cyrene, 
remained the benchmark against which Nigel 
measured all art for the rest of  his life. But I digress.

Barbara, one of  Ned’s three daughters, was the 
District nurse on the Island of  Mull at the time 
that Nigel developed TB. For Molly, hamstrung by 
Humphrey’s incarceration in Government House, 
Barbara was the obvious choice to go check on her 
ailing son. No one was more qualified than she for 
the task. So Barbara took the low road – or was it 
the high road (?) – from Mull to Belfast, unaware, 
perhaps, that her nearly fifty year journey with 
Nigel was about to begin. A year later, dear listener, 
she married him !

For the next ten years, together they managed 
several farms, at first near Salisbury where their 
three children, Paul, Mairi and Douglas were born 
and later, outside Bulawayo. Barbara, exemplary 
helpmeet as she is, was always at Nigel’s side – in 
Africa as well as here – picking him up when 
he fell (quite literally in latter years) and gently 
restraining his excesses. She never fussed but always 
encouraged him in his pursuit of  independence. As 
her father Ned had said of  her mother, Molly, “She 
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was born to bind up and encourage others 
and to remain out of  sight herself.” I cannot 
think of  a better description of  Barbara. She 
also shared Nigel’s love of  the African bush, 
its flora and fauna, examples of  which so 
characterise their house and garden today. 

But as political division and unrest escalated, 
concern for the welfare of  their young family 
began to take precedence. Nigel had already 
served the country of  his birth: for thirteen 
years as a police reservist, and then after UDI 
as a political activist in opposition to Ian 
Smith. Peter Bowles, another lifelong friend of  
Nigel, who is here today from America, was 
with him in the police reserve. Peter’s hilarious 
tales of  derring-do tell how Nigel’s less than 
useful legs were no hindrance on training 
exercises. His quick thinking and cunning 
deception tactics more than made up for his 
lack of  speed. 

After arriving in England in 1977, he 
returned to his old alma mater in Cirencester 
to take an advanced farm management course 
before applying for a job overseas.

He found one in Belize, Central America, 
where he managed a rice and cattle project for 
Booker McConnell, while Barbara kept the 
home fires burning in Fairford : A solitary life 
for Nigel, broken only by the occasional school 
holiday visit from the family.

He then took a similar management 
job in Ghana where he, together with the 
small scale farmers he had been sent out to 
manage, achieved higher rice production 
levels than had ever been reached on those 
estates. Undoubtedly this was his finest 
professional hour.

However, the bureaucrats in the then EEC 
could not see the wood for the trees and as 
Nigel’s dyslexia prevented him from producing 

the timely and well composed reports they 
required, he returned to England at the end of  
his contract, effectively redundant.

He was not unoccupied for long, however. 
He soon found a useful outlet for his energy in 
village affairs, acting as a Guide and Steward 
in this lovely Church of  Saint Mary’s with 
its beautiful stained glass; serving for a while 
on the town Council and as a governor at 
Farmors school. Nigel took to painting a 
couple of  years ago and produced some very 
creditable watercolours; and was still painting 
three months ago. He was always ready to 
advise those who would listen on matters 
concerning the disabled, but his real passion 
was for the natural world. Their garden is a 
haven for wild duck, otters, muntjak and of  
course, for his beloved birds of  the air, but 
Nigel drew the line at grey squirrels which 
ringbark the many fine trees the family have 
established. He was very disappointed in 
brother Simon who wisely declined to lend 
him his shotgun on grounds of  public safety – 
a public footpath runs through their garden !

I, too, failed to impress him when on the last 
but one visit to Cyrene I was unable to break 
up some Cotswold rocks which were impeding 
his wheel chair access to the village – down the 
same footpath.

His abiding interest was family – his own, 
whose happiness and achievements were 
quite reasonably uppermost. But it was his 
detailed knowledge of  – and interest in – the 
wider Gibbs family that was so impressive. 
His astonishing memory in this respect was 
invaluable to those of  us who don’t have this 
greatest of  gifts !

Nigel was many things to many people. 
Your letters to the family reveal as much. They 
commonly describe a man of  indomitable 
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spirit, fiercely independent, courageous, if  a bit 
bolshie at times – but above all one who never 
allowed his condition to define him. In old age 
he could be ‘difficult’, his discourse often laced 
with politically incorrect sentiment. But he was 
seldom wrong on his own subject.

He had no time for humbug or self  pity – 
but always time for those with common sense, 
known as KC, by the family. But for us, Nigel’s 
defining quality, apart from tenacity, was his 
unstinting generosity. He had a BIG heart.

It was thus hard NOT to believe the junior 
doctor, unacquainted as he was with the 
anatomy of  polio patients, when he said that 
he couldn’t find Nigel’s heart. We, who had 
so often been on the receiving end of  his 
generosity, knew that he had simply given  
it away.

Hamba kahle, Nigel. Rest in peace.
Ken Gibbs (1958F, brother)

COUNT NATALE LUCCIO LABIA 
(1942O)
The younger of  two sons, Natale Antonio 
Diodato Labia, known as “Luccio”, was born 
in Cape Town on 30 September 1924.

He was the son of  the first Italian 
Ambassador to South Africa, Count Natale 
Labia, and Countess Ida Robinson, the 
daughter of  the notorious yet supremely 
successful Randlord, Sir JB Robinson. My 
father described his childhood years as a kind 
of  Arcadian Elysium – languid summer days 
on the beach at Muizenberg, exciting trips 
to school at Western Province Prep in the 
family Isotta Fraschini motor car, driven by 
an Italian chauffeur who was an aspirational 
Tazio Nuvolari and hours on the cricket field. 
My father excelled at cricket in boyhood which 
was remarkable for the son of  an Italian!

But then, with a stroke, all was to change. 
His father, my grandfather, died too young  
of  a heart attack when my father was only 13. 
Perhaps it was brought on by enormous stress, 
as Mussolini was invading Abyssinia  
and becoming increasingly aligned with  
Nazi Germany.

 My father then went to Bishops; he was 
in Ogilvie. Due to some strange (and, given 
his long life and strong heart, somewhat 
ironic) misdiagnosis of  a supposed weak heart 

Count Labia
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he was forbidden to play sport, which was 
problematic at a competitive boys school. 
And then war broke out, and with an Italian 
father and a South African mother this put 
him in a difficult situation. He was moved to 
London, but following a few brief  years at 
Westminster College and because of  the Blitz, 
it was decided he should return to Cape Town 
to finish what must have been an incredibly 
disruptive and unsettling school career under 
home teaching.

With the end of  the war, my dad seemed 
to finally find peace and solace in his studies. 
He went to UCT, and excelled; getting class 
medals for third year French and Physics. 
Admitted to Christs, Cambridge immediately 
after the war, he read Law and Economics, 
which became his passion. Taught by 
illustrious pioneers of  economics such as J 
R Hicks and Joan Robinson, it was to be the 
formative experience of  my father’s long 
academic career.

 After graduation he joined the Department 
of  Foreign Affairs in Pretoria, intending to 
follow his father into a diplomatic career. 
However, after the National Party government 
began to implement its policy of  apartheid, 
my father gave up his diplomatic career and 
returned to England where he did post-
graduate work in economics at the London 
School of  Economics, publishing widely. 
Returning to South Africa, he was appointed 
a lecturer in the economics department at the 
University of  the Witwatersrand, becoming 
deputy head of  the department before joining 
the economics department of  the University 
of  Cape Town where he remained until his 
retirement in 1984.

 Thus began one of  the happiest periods of  
my father’s life. He loved life on the Highveld, 

living predominantly at the Inanda Club. 
He had a noted penchant for exciting Italian 
sportscars; one of  the more notable ones was 
a pale blue Lamborghini Espada which he was 
often to complain was completely undriveable 
but beautiful nonetheless. It was during this 
time he met my mother, Sylvia.

These were exciting times of  great 
intellectual debate on the weighty topics of  
the day in South Africa; the building of  the 
modern industrial machine of  the country, and 
increasingly fractious debates on the political 
economy of  apartheid. My cousin Joseph 
however remembers lighter moments as well. 
A ride with my father from Hawthornden 
to Constantia Nek and back in his open top 
AC Bristol sports car was a wonderful and 
memorable treat for a small boy. He often had 
to fight off his brother Antony to get a ride. 
Like all small boys he was always urging my 
father to go faster; wisely however, and ever 
with a cool head, my father would demur.

 After a few years spent between London 
and Johannesburg, he decided that it was time 
to return to the Cape full time and return to 
the family home, Hawthornden.

 After retirement, his life was busier than 
ever; Hawthornden was a hive of  lavish 
entertaining; and he spent much time not 
only writing and publishing research in noted 
economic journals until his mid 80s, but also 
enjoying his great passions of  tennis, music, 
and golf.

In the mid 1980s, my father donated Casa 
Labia, the family home in Muizenberg that 
had been built by my grandfather as the 
official residence of  the Italian ambassador 
in South Africa, along with all its antique 
furniture and 10 paintings from the Robinson 
collection, plus an adjoining piece of  land, 
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to the South African government to be used 
as a satellite museum for the South African 
National Gallery. As a condition of  the gift he 
stipulated that the house be preserved in its 
original style, be used as a centre for cultural 
events and temporary exhibitions and that 
it was to remain open to the public. FW de 
Klerk, then Minister of  National Education, 
opened it officially as the Natale Labia 
Museum, named in honour of  my grandfather, 
and it became one of  the Cape Peninsula’s 
most important cultural assets, the venue  
for exhibitions, lectures, musical recitals  
and art classes.

It continues to be run by the family as the 
Casa Labia Cultural Centre.

My father had a deep seated, unquenchable, 
utterly determined and irrepressible desire for 
self-improvement and knowledge. A prolific 
reader and traveller, he took piano lessons  
until 91.

A towering personality, he had the softest 
and most caring disposition; never raising his 
voice let alone a hand. And yet, he was utterly 
unyielding about what he believed, about who 
he was, and from where he came from. He was 
a Labia, of  Italian background, but his heart 
was always in the soils of  the southernmost tip 
of  Africa. All of  this, he was always willing and 
ready to defend.

A note to me from my father, that I 
rediscovered recently, regarding my struggles 
with my very short and ill-fated golf  career, 
advised that

‘It is not the beginning, but the continuing to 
the end, that yieldeth the greatest glory’.

My mum Sylvia, my sister Antonia, and his 
granddaughters Amelie and Stella, miss him 
more than words express.
Natale Labia (2001S, son) 

THOMAS MICHAEL LE MESURIER 
(1944G)
Thomas Michael Le Mesurier (known as 
Michael) died peacefully in his sleep on  
9 January 2017, in Oxfordshire, in the United 
Kingdom. He is survived by his loving wife, 
Margaret, his four children, two stepchildren 
and their families.

Michael was born on 21 December 1926 at 
the St Saviour’s Church rectory in Claremont, 
Cape Town to Reverend Thomas Gerald Le 
Mesurier and Anna (née Lanz).

Michael attended Bishops Prep and College 
from 1934 to 1944. Lifetime friends from 
Bishops include John Joubert (whom he first 

Michael Le Mesurier (1944G)
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met in Miss Wolfe’s class in 1934), Ian Little, 
Michael de Lisle and Hugo, who lived  
in Worcester.

 Michael had very fond memories of  his 
time at Bishops, where he found his first 
great love, cricket, in which sport he followed 
in his elder brother, Peter’s footsteps. He 
was an exceptional opening batsman and 
wicketkeeper. He captained the Prep first team 
in 1939 and 1940. At College he was awarded 
colours in 1942 and captained the first team in 
1944. He played for WP Nuffield in 1944.

Michael was deeply influenced by the love 
of  flying and the bravery of  his eldest brother, 
Major Gerald Le Mesurier DFC (who was 
killed in WW II), and joined the South African 
Air Force as a trainee pilot in 1945.

In 1946, with the help of  a fund for ex-
servicemen, Michael followed in the footsteps of  
his father, Thomas Gerald, and elder brother, 
Peter, to St Edmund Hall, Oxford, where he 
graduated with a BA (Geography) in 1949. He 
returned to South Africa to complete his teacher 
training at Stellenbosch University, where he 
was one of  the early pioneers of  cricket, in an 
institution which only thought rugby.

Michael taught briefly at Grade Dieu 
Missionary School in Pietersburg and at Hilton 
College, Natal, before emigrating to New 
Zealand in 1953, where he took a position at 
Christ College in Christchurch.

Michael married Rosamond in 1961 and 
they had four children.

He returned to Cape Town in 1961 because 
his father was ill and taught at Rondebosch 
Boys’ High for six months before returning to 
New Zealand.

Michael taught for 15 years in New Zealand 
and represented Otago at cricket in the 
Ranfurly Shield competition. Throughout this 

time he was the OD Union representative  
in New Zealand.

They moved to the UK in 1978 to a 
position at Lord William’s School in Thame, 
Oxfordshire.

His marriage to Rosamond ended in 1980 
and in 1984 he married Margaret, with whom 
he had 33 years of  very happy marriage.

While teaching at Lord William’s School, 
Michael became involved in local politics and 
was elected as a Labour Party councillor in 
Thame. He became Mayor of  Thame in 1998 
and served two terms. 

Michael described his life as one epitomised 
by the love of  cricket, flying and motorbikes. 
Apart from these, he was someone who cared 
deeply about humanity and human relations. 
He had a passionate and enduring concern  
for his fellow men and women, whoever they 
may be. He was a wonderful husband for 
Margaret and father for his children and  
12 grandchildren.
Tim Le Mesurier (nephew)

JULIAN (JULES) MOLTENO (1958F)
Jules was born on 22 July 1940 in Cape 
Town and was brought up on the family farm 
“Rocklands” in the Karoo. Julian was the 
youngest of  four children and he is survived by 
all three of  his older siblings; Sybil, Victor and 
Alison.

Jules entered Bishops as a border in the Prep 
School in 1950 and then moved to the College, 
initially as a day boarder, before moving to 
Founders. Jules matriculated in 1958 by which 
time he was a popular prefect and an officer in 
the Cadet Corps. He then went to University 
of  Cape Town where he graduated with a BA 
in 1961, followed by a LLB from Wits and 
admission as a South African attorney in 1965. 
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He then moved to the UK, initially to teach 
but ended up qualifying as a UK solicitor 
in 1972 where he spent most of  his working 
life, as an in-house lawyer with Wimpey 
International, a job in which he travelled 
particularly to the Middle East and as far west 
as Peru. 

He met and, in 1968 married, a lovely 
Welsh lady lawyer, Mair Thomas. They did 
not have children but generously opened their 
home to family and friends, especially to their 
nephews and nieces from Australia, New 
Zealand and South Africa.

Jules loved travel and was very interested 
in music, history and politics. He had a 
great sense of  humour, no regard for travel 
timetables and a great love of  life, which 
he retained right up until his death. He was 
strongly supported by Mair, who played a 
major role in enabling Jules to continue to 
enjoy his life and activities even after his 
ailments progressed. 

He suffered from Parkinsons and an 
additional debilitating problem, which caused 
his back muscles to weaken to the extent that 
he was bent double. He never complained 
and continued to travel, attending several OD 
class reunions in South Africa. He had even 
planned a trip to South Africa for March 2017. 
He died in Kingston Hospital after a very 
short stay on 29 November 2016, aged 76. He 
will be sadly missed by his extended family, his 
school and the many other friends.
Richard Bonnard (1958F)

HUMPHREY JOHN POWER (1966S)
Humphrey was born in East London on 19 
July 1948 and died peacefully at home in 
Chintsa on 25 August 2016 being cared for 
by Heather, his wife, their two children, Kerry 
and Sean, and our two sisters, Elizabeth and 
Brigid. 

During his two years at Bishops, he 
made many lifelong friends with the other 
school boys, who perhaps enjoyed his 
pranks somewhat more than the teachers. 
I have heard the story about the alarm 
clock to going off during class in a locked 
desk many times, and from several sources. 
He matriculated from St Stithian’s in 
Johannesburg, but always looked forward to 
the OD reunions, and always came back with 
amusing anecdotes. After school he joined 

Julian Molteno (1958F)
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Lindsey Smithers and was soon posted to 
Salisbury, as it was then called. Working for 
an advertising agency was, by all accounts, 
great fun, but his ambitions led him to 
Rhodes University where he obtained a BA 
in English and then an LLB. His time in 
Grahamstown also saw him develop into a 
keen long distance runner. 

He ran 10 Comrades Marathons, 
earning himself  a green number, and 
was instrumental in starting the ‘Settlers 
Marathon’ from Grahamstown to Port 

Alfred. Returning to Johannesburg from 
Grahamstown, he married Heather Gemmell 
in 1982. They lived in Fourways Gardens 
until they built their retirement house in 
Chintsa in 2012. Humphrey’s English 
teachers must have made a great impression 
on him, because his two children remember 
(now fondly) how he would not tolerate 
grammatical errors or spelling mistakes. 
Finding criminal law, conveyancing, and 
family law not to his taste, he moved into 
the commercial world as a contracts lawyer, 
working for Steinmüller Africa, Basil Read 
, and finally Hitachi Power, again making 
lasting friends in each organisation. At one 
stage when Bouygues restructured Basil Read 
he found himself  surplus to requirements, but 
with support from Heather, decided to test 
his entreprenuerial skills by buying a PostNet 
franchise. It was hard work, with long hours 
but together they achieved great success. He 
enjoyed his final years working for Hitachi, 
and was looking forward to continue part-
time consultancy work for them while living 
on the Eastern Cape coast at Chintsa. 

His insistence on correct grammar was not 
carried through to attire – he was happiest 
barefoot, and loved his daily long walks 
on the beach. Sadly shortly after moving 
permanently to the coast, he was diagnosed 
with cancer. He made a remarkable and 
determined recovery from major surgery, but 
eight months later, another large tumour was 
identified. He bore the months of  subsequent 
treatment with fortitude and humour to the 
end. Humphrey always took a special interest 
in education, beginning with several years as 
an assistant housemaster at St Andrews while 
he was at Rhodes university, and ending with 
chairing the board of  governors of  St Peter’s 

Humphrey Power (1966S)
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College in Johannesburg. 
He was strongly family-oriented and 

fostered our and Heather’s Celtic connections, 
supporting Irish rugby, and annoying his 
children with his love of  Irish and Scottish 
folk music. If  he had not been a lawyer, he 
could have been a professional raconteur, 
being able to draw applause from the adjacent 
tables at a restaurant after telling a rugby 
story about Sid Nomis. 

A special joy for him recently was his 
grandchild, Angus, born in 2015, with whom 
he was able to spend a fair amount of  time 
despite Kerry and David living in Nairobi. 
He is deeply missed by Heather; his son 
Sean, daughter Kerry, son-in-law, David, 
and grandson Angus, as well as his siblings 
and their families: Elizabeth and Evan 
Vertue; Brigid and Bryan Samson; Michael 
and Lynne Power. Humphrey’s gregarious 
nature, his appreciation of  classical music 
and literature, his respect for animals and 
unspoiled countryside, all accompanied by an 
understated humour, have endeared him to so 
many locally and internationally – extended 
family; long-time friends, business colleagues, 
tennis friends and more. He is remembered 
with great love and respect.
Heather (wife) and Michael (1957W, brother)

CHARLES FRANCOIS THERON 
(1959S)
Charles was at Bishops, in School House, 
from 1954 to 59. He was a House Prefect, 
played for the 1st XV Rugby (wing) and 
was a successful athlete (110 & 220 yards 
and hurdles). He graduated from Elsenburg 
Agricultural College and then after working 
on farms in the Ceres district, joined Rhodes 
Fruit Farms (RFF) where he worked under the 

management of  Jack Manning. He met his 
future wife, Martje Brouwer, when RFF was 
taken over by Anglo American. She was one 
of  the Anglo team charged with setting up 
the new administration. They were married 
in 1975. Charles joined Kromvlei Estates in 
Elgin (Edward Molteno (1962S)) and from 
there they migrated to Johannesburg. Martje 
returned to Anglo American and Charles 
farmed with hydroponics. Thereafter he 
became very involved with auctioneering 
in the buying and selling of  goods. He is 
survived by his wife, daughter Catherine, son 
Charles and two grandchildren.

Charles Theron (1959S)
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DANIEL JOSEPH vICKERMAN (1996O) 
Dan passed away tragically on 19 February 
2017.

How do we begin but to say Dan’s life 
was short, but lived to the full with so many 
achievements and accolades of  which he 
justifiably should have been so proud.

After attending Bishops Prep School and 
matriculating from the College in 1996, Dan 
embarked on a successful rugby career which 
started under the watchful eye of  all of  the 
Bishops Rugby masters, from the Prep School 
to the 1st XV. Dan’s rugby journey took him 
first to Cheltenham, then to Queensland 
University, and back to Cape Town where he 
played Currie Cup and represented South 
Africa U21 for two consecutive years. He then 
went to Sydney University and was selected 

to play for Australia U21, which thanks 
to a grandfather born in Australia, he was 
eligible to do. Whilst at Sydney University 
Dan was selected and contracted to play for 
the Brumbies Super Rugby Franchise from 
2001 until 2003 during which time he was 
chosen to represent Australia A. This meant 
he would not have been eligible to play for 
South Africa, but it was his dream to play for 
Australia so he set about achieving this goal 
with singular determination, and was capped 
the 777th player to play for the Wallabies 
in 2002. In 2004 he moved back to Sydney 
to play for the NSW Waratahs until 2008 
when he left Australia to study at Cambridge 
University obtaining a Bachelors and Masters 
degree in Land Economics to complement 
his Australian degree in Financial Planning 

Dan Vickerman (1996O) 
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which he completed whilst playing Super 
Rugby. Dan’s proudest rugby moment was 
captaining Cambridge University Rugby team 
in 2009 and beating Oxford University at 
Twickenham. On Dan’s return to Australia 
in 2011 he was again contracted to the NSW 
Waratahs and immediately represented 
Australia in the 2011 Tri-Nations and 
World Cup, all made possible by his singular 
determination to succeed and to be match 
fit the moment he stepped off the plane in 
Sydney which meant hours of  training alone 
in between studying for his final exams.  
A persistent stress fracture forced him to retire 
from the game in 2011.

It was at Sydney University that Dan met 
Sarah, his beautiful wife who he married in 
2003 in the Northern NSW country town 
of  Moree with six of  his Bishops friends in 
attendance. It was in Cambridge that their first 
son Joseph was born in 2009, and in Sydney 
four years later that Xavier, their second son, 
arrived. Dan enjoyed a successful life post-
rugby, both in the commercial world and 
giving back to rugby, the game he so loved; 
first as a volunteer coach of  the Waratahs and 
his beloved Sydney University Rugby Club, 
and then as a board member on a number of  
rugby-related and other boards, including the 
Cambridge Australian Scholarship board.

Dan, always a very private person, who 
never sought the limelight, will be remembered 
by those near and dear to him as a loving 
father, husband, son and loyal friend and as 
a colossal man with a dry sense of  humour. 
Peter Fitzsimmons, a well-known Australian 
columnist, put it so well “….he was deeply 
respected. The fact that he was picked for 63 Tests is 
a fair indication of  that, but well beyond his valour 
on the field, he was regarded as an ambassador for 

the game off the field. No controversy ever attached to 
his name, no scandals, no slurs, no rumours. He was 
a pillar of  the pack, the bloke you could rely on, the 
bloke who you knew, whatever else, would be giving the 
game everything he had in him right to the end. Your 
play embodied the values the rugby game vaunts as 
its finest,” and that was the Dan we knew; our 
beautiful son, husband, father and friend, of  
whom we are so very proud.

Dan your life was a blessing, your memory a 
treasure, you are loved beyond words and will 
be missed beyond measure. 
Val Vickerman (mother)

HUMPHREY WORTHINGTON-SMITH 
(1952S)
Humphrey Worthington-Smith passed away 
peacefully at home on Monday 6 February 
after a short illness. Born in Rhodesia, 
Humphrey was a boarder in Stanmore in 
Prep and in College at “Top” House with 

Humphrey Worthington-Smith (1952S) 
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his brother Peter. His wife, Sonia, was school 
librarian for over 20 years and Humphrey used 
his programming skills to develop a computer 
accessions and cataloguing system for the 
Molteno Library.  Humphrey was proud of  his 
status as “staff wife”, exploiting this privilege to 
join the staff as an enthusiastic thespian in such 
productions as My Fair Lady and Caught Napping. 
As chairman of  the Philharmonia Choir, 
Humphrey, together with John Badminton, 
was responsible for the Bishops choir 
participating in ambitious choral works, such 
as Benjamin Britten’s War Requiem, in the City 
Hall under the baton of  Sir David Wilcocks.  

As an early pioneer in the field of  bespoke 
software development, Humphrey started the 
WS&L school of  computer programming, a 
popular career start for hundreds of  young 
IT developers. Always involved in civic 
organisations, such as the Community Chest 
and the YMCA, he eventually became District 
Governor of  Rotary for the Western Cape 
District and eventually served this organisation 
for over 40 years. 

Humphrey had many and varied 
interests, and will be well remembered 
for his improvisations at the piano, fierce 

competitiveness on the golf  course, friendly 
gamesmanship at the bridge table and his love 
for classic cars. His sons Robert (1978G) and 
Leonard (1985G/B) were at the school and his 
grandson Peter (G) is presently in Grade 10.  
A memorial service was held for Humphrey  
in the Bishops Chapel on Saturday 11 February, 
attended by many of  his family, friends and 
the Bishops community. Thanks for all who 
attended or sent their condolences to the family. 
Rob Worthington-Smith (1978G, son)

DION WRIGHT (1984W)
Dion passed away on 4 February 2017 after 
a short battle with cancer. He was a boarder 
in White House, where he spent many happy 
years and made his lifelong friends. He is 
survived by his three-year-old daughter Ava 
Wright, his parents Mike and Gill, sisters, 
Karen, Judy and Tracy. The funeral was held 
in Brooke Chapel and was attended by many 
ODs. Forever in our hearts.
Tracy van Nimwegen (sister)

Dion Wright (1984W)

Humphrey Worthington-Smith (1952S)  
surrounded by his family
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EVENTS AT THE MITRE
RICHARD COCK (1967O) 
CHRISTMAS CAROLS
This annual event took place at the War 
Memorial Chapel on 16 December 2016. It has 
grown in popularity, and Richard Cock really 
provided for a very special and sincere evening. 
The ODU would like to thank Richard for his 
very generous donation to the OD Bursary 
Fund; Pick and Pay for the mince pies; those 
who kindly donated wine; and Rev. Terry and 
Rosemary Wilke for their enthusiastic assistance 
during the event. It is all highly appreciated.

Do look out for this event this year, it is 
bound to be memorable! 
Date: Friday 15 December 2017.

PATRONS AND STAFF 
FUNCTION
On Tuesday evening on 29 November, the 
ODU Committee hosted the Patron, President, 
Vice-Presidents and School staff at The Mitre. 
Our Chairman, Bruce Jack (1987G), 
welcomed everyone and touched on what the 
OD Union and its Committee had achieved 
this year. Arthur Mngxekeza (1997F) 

introduced Meshack Masiza (Staff) who 
has been awarded honorary ODU status for 
his service to the school. Delré O’Rourke gave 
a concise summary of  the seven successful and 
diverse events we have hosted at The Mitre 
in the past year. Our Executive Manager, WP 
van Zyl, then outlined the main focus areas 
for the year ahead. “Going forward, one 
key focus for the ODU is the Bishops Trust. 
We understand the need for buildings to be 
upgraded. We have heard the challenges from 
the teachers, who strive valiantly to uphold 
excellent academic results, despite sometimes 
trying infrastructure. And we want to be a part 
of  raising these concerns, raising friends and 
thereby raising funds. In this regard, we would 
like to thank our President and fellow OD, Mr 
Raymond Ackerman, who has kicked off this 
campaign with such a healthy effort.

If  you drive up to Tweerivier in 
Namaqualand, you will find up against the hill 
is a little school. If  you call at the gate, they 
will open up and lead you to the office of  the 
principal, Mev. Christiaans. On her wall is a 
poster that reads: ‘A hundred years from now, 

Christmas carols 2016
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nobody will remember how much money you 
had in your bank account, nobody will think 
about the kind of  car you drove, or the size of  
the house you lived in. But the world will be a 

better place, because you cared about the lives 
of  children.’

Mr Ackerman, thank you for your generous 
investment into the lives of  children.”

Meshack Masiza and family David Carter; WP van Zyl; Arthur Mngxekeza;  
Bruce Jack

Tony van Ryneveld; Peter Westwood;  
Clive van Ryneveld; John Hayward;  

Wendy van Heerden; Michael Watermeyer;  
Raymond Ackerman; and Thea Ramsay

Guests enjoying The Mitre

On 18 January the ODU hosted presentations by Andrew Selby (Chairman of  the Trust), 
Guy Pearson (Principal), and WP van Zyl about the Bishops Trust. These were followed by 
an interactive workshop facilitated by WP. The ODU, and the Bishops Trust would like to 
express their sincere gratitude to all ODs who participated. Your input, ideas and thoughts 
have been very helpful in the Trust 175 Campaign.

We would encourage ODs to participate in future learning opportunities relating to the 
Bishops Trust 175 Campaign.

Thank you also to Blyth Thompson (1946S), who very kindly sponsored WP to attend 
an International Fundraising Conference at the University of  Stellenbosch Business School, 
as a result of  this workshop.

BISHOPS TRUST PRESENTATION AND WORKSHOP
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TALK: BIRDING IN PANAMA
On 2 February Simon Peile (1979F) and 
Mike Buckham (College parent) gave a talk 
at the Mitre on their recent birding trip to 
Panama. The talk was introduced by vernon 
Head (1984O), a past chairman of  BirdLife 
South Africa. The talk focussed on Panama 
as a birding destination and the ease of  seeing 
members of  a large number of  Neotropical 
bird families in a relatively small area. The 
talk was illustrated by a number of  Mike’s 
excellent photographs which were enjoyed 
by both the birders and the non-birders in 
the audience. The highlight of  the trip was 
a visit to an active Harpy Eagle nest in the 
Darién province. This involved a ninety 
minute journey by vehicle, followed by two 
and a half  hours in motorised dug-outs and 
finally a one hour trek into the jungle before 
seeing the female on the nest high in the 
jungle canopy, and then the male visiting 
with prey a little while later. Harpy Eagles are 
very highly sought-after by world birders, so 

this sighting earned 
Simon and Mike 
serious bragging 
rights in that niche 

community. The talk was closed by Peter 
Steyn (1955O), an internationally-renowned 
specialist in raptors who described the sighting 
as an ‘ornithological orgasm’.

Coincidentally, Peter Steyn (1955O) 
dropped by The Mitre the next day to present 
the ODU with a copy of  his new book Kingdom 
of  Daylight – Memories of  a Birdwatcher. He also 
donated one to the school, which he handed 
over to a delighted Nella Freund, the College 
Assistant Librarian. 

Peter’s book is about a lifetime spent 
observing and photographing birds in Africa 
and internationally. The evocative text 
encapsulates a wide range of  birdwatching 
experiences over a span of  70 years as the 
reader is taken along with the author on 
his fascinating quest for birds. The account 
is enhanced by a wide selection of  his 
photographs. His passion for birds began at an 
early age and his first bird photograph was taken 
when he was 13. Subsequently his pictures have 
appeared in numerous popular and scientific Birding in Panama 

The ‘Birdwatcher’, Peter Steyn (1955O)
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This book is about a lifetime spent observing and photographing birds 

in Africa and internationally. The evocative text encapsulates a wide 

range of birdwatching experiences over a span of seventy years as the 

reader is taken along with the author on his fascinating quest for birds. 

The account is enhanced by a wide selection of his photographs.

Peter Steyn’s passion for birds began at an early age and his fi rst 

bird photograph was taken when he was thirteen. Subsequently 

his pictures have appeared in numerous popular and scientifi c 

publications, as well as in his eight books. His published research, 

especially on birds of prey, has been widely acclaimed. In 2011 he 

was awarded the prestigious Gill Memorial Medal ‘for an outstanding 

lifetime contribution to the knowledge of southern African birds’ 

and in 2012 he received the Steven Piper Lifetime Achievement 

Award for his contribution to raptor conservation and research.
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Nella Freund and Peter Steyn

publications, as well as in his eight books. His 
published research, especially on birds of  prey, 
has been widely acclaimed. In 2011 he was 
awarded the prestigious Gill Memorial Medal 
‘for an outstanding lifetime contribution to the 
knowledge of  southern African birds’ and in 
2012 he received the Steven Piper Lifetime 
Achievement Award for his contribution to 
raptor conservation and research.

Peter Steyn writes: I have just self-published 
my memoirs entitled Kingdom of  Daylight – 
Memories of  a Birdwatcher spanning a period 
of  70 years and including my formative 
birdwatching years at Bishops where the 

Ornithological Society played an important 
part in the development of  my interest. There 
are 21 chapters and seven of  these deal with 
my time in Zimbabwe. The details may be 
found on www.netbooks.co.za and orders may 
be placed at books@netbooks.co.za. Alternatively 
I may be contacted direct on peregrine@mweb.
co.za for further information.

Peter has also very generously donated his 
collection of  Getaway Magazines to the OD 
Offices. This collection stretches from the very 
first edition in April 1989, up to the April 2006 
edition. ODs are encouraged to utilise this 
wonderful gift in a resource capacity. Thank 
you, Peter, we are very grateful.

“When I was a schoolboy a friend took this picture of me on 
the Westlake Verreaux’s Eagle Nest. In the backgrond is the 
rough track that eventually became the Ou Kaapse Weg.”

“Jenny and me with the Gill Memorial  
Medal awarded in 2011.  

She deserved it more than I did!”
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26 YEARS 
OF FACT-
FINDING
Andre 
Loubser has 
written a book 
on the history 
of  the original 
Kyalami 
Circuit 
that lasted 

from November 1961 to December 1987 in its 
original format. Kyalami, its title, took 26 years 
to research and write and it went to print in 
November 2011. It’s in coffee table format, has 
1180 photos and includes an 80-minute CD. For 
more go to www.kyalamibook.co.za. 

YOUNG ODS DINNER
The Young OD Committee members, 
Dugald Robertson (2010F), Anton 
Taylor (2005B), Michael Mynhardt 
(2013F) and Mnotho Makhoba (2013S), 
pulled together to launch the YODs Club 
on Friday, 24 February. Around 70 ODs, 
contemporaries from years 2000 to 2016, 
united at The Mitre for welcome drinks and 
canapes whilst engaging and catching up. 
Dinner was served in the Woodlands Pavilion 

whilst they listened to fellow OD, Fred Roed 
(1991G) and were fortunate to capitalize 
on Fred’s authenticity and passion for 
leadership, creativity, marketing, technology 
and innovation. Amongst his many accolades, 
Fred won an award for “Best Individual 
Contribution to the South African Digital 
Industry”. Read more at www.fredroed.com/
public-speaking

We would like to thank Ross Wilson 
(1992W) and AK Mitchell (1996G) for their 
willingness to always help us with events, and 
Neil Proudfoot (1979G) for his generous 
donation of  ingredients to make delectable 
“Gin tonics” at the launch.

Dugald reports further:
“This continued trend of  ODs giving 

of  their time to make the launch a success 
is something the YODs are extremely 
appreciative of. 

 In short, The YOD Club is constituted to 
provide an opportunity for ODs of  a particular 
generation to gather, keep in touch and enjoy 
a variety of  events, such as career guidance, 
topical presentations and a general chance to 
network and meet ODs and socialise with old 
contemporaries.

We will be in touch with more details 
regarding future events.”

Fred Roed (1991G) giving inspirational talk Young ODs enjoying their dinner in Woodlands

Andre holding his book next to 
Jim Clark’s statue in Kilmany, 

Scotland
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CLASS OF 1955 – Bi-annual reunion 
luncheon
On Founders Day we were fortunate to have 
use of  the Mitre for our lunch, the day was 
also the open house at Founders. Five of  our 
group (Don Rowand, Michael Fielding, Robin 
Richards, Sandy Bean and Peter Lamming), all 
ex-Founders boys, managed to get to Founders 
to share a drink with Dave Mallet, the boys of  
Founders and old boys of  the house.

Thanks to the OD Union for allowing us to 
use the Mitre for our bi-annual get-together 

and also to our regular caterer, Judy’s Kitchen.
Our lunch was, as always, fun and we 

are grateful to Don for the organization of  
the event. We all enjoy getting together and 
Robin Richards and Frank Seaton are to be 
commended for making the effort to come from 
Hermanus and Yserfontein respectively. It was 
decided that, before we all lose our marbles, in 
future we would meet three times a year.

In the photograph, taken by Judy, ODs 
present are from left to right: Michael Fielding, 
Patrick Fraser, Anthony Hare, Eddie Twiggs, 

REUNIONS

Class of  1955 luncheon
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Robin Richards, John James, Frank Seaton, 
Frank Purcell, Peter Lamming, Don Rowand, 
Anthony Plummer, Sandy Bean and John 
Cartwright. Apologies were received from 
Geoff Arenhold, Austin Roberts and Malcolm 
Pollard and in addition, we had good wishes 
from Robert Tobias, Tony Atkinson and Tony 

Blaskcheck. We are also saddened by the 
passing of  Bill Dallas.

We are pleased to say that as usual a small 
donation has been made by those attending to 
the OD Bursary Fund in thanks for allowing us 
the hospitality of  the Mitre.
Peter Lamming (1955F)

2017

■ Class of  1967 – 50th Reunion
Dates: 28 September – 1 October 2017
Contact people: 
Christopher Duck christopher@duckandcraig.com
Anton Moldan antonmoldan@gmail.com
Mickey Madlener madconns@iafrica.com
Ian Smith ians@holdfast.co.za

■ Class of  1972 – 45th Reunion 
Contact person: Chris Newman  
newmanz@iafrica.com

■ Class of  1987 – 30th Reunion 
Dates: 21 – 25 September 2017 
Contact person:  
Catherine Searle catherine@thedrift.co.za  

■ Class of  1997 – 20th Reunion 
Dates: Friday 23 June Meet at a 
restaurant in Cape Town;  Saturday 24 
June Braai at school after rugby 
Contact person:  
WP van Zyl wpvanzyl@bishops.org.za /  
083 565 1374

■ Class of  2007 – 10th Reunion 
Contact person:  
Nick Koster nickkoster1@gmail.com

■ Class of  2012 – 5th Reunion
Contact person: Sebastiaan 
Remmelzwaal sebby94@gmail.com

2018

■ Class of  1953 – 65th Reunion 
Contact person:  
John Powell wendyjc@telkomsa.net
Paul Cannon powelltalk@icon.co.za

■ Class of  1958 – 60th Reunion 
Contact person:  
Pat Foster patfoster@afrihost.co.za 
John Green greenhse@mweb.co.za

■ Class of  1968 – 50th Reunion 
Contact person:  
Keith Richardson  
keith@principalsacademy.ac.za

■ Class of  1983 – 35th Reunion 
Contact person:  
David Wilson davidw@paradime.co.za

■ Class of  1988 – 30th Reunion 
Contact person:  
John de Groot john@jdgconsulting.co.za

UPCOMING REUNIONS In the planning stages
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CLASS OF 1958 – Lunch at the Mitre
Christopher Danziger visited Cape Town in 
January to deliver a lecture on Crimea at the 
UCT Summer School which by all accounts 
was extremely well attended.  His visit led to 
the organising of  a lunch at the Mitre for some 
of  his 1958 classmates and partners and gave 
everyone the opportunity of  seeing the new 
complex for the first time. Needless to say they 
were impressed. Our thanks go to Delré for 
her organization.
Pat Foster

CLASS OF 1947 – Seventy years on
There were, according to the records, 57 of  
us in the Bishops Matric class of  1947.  It is 
unlikely that anyone of  us bothered to count 
heads at that time.  What the records also 
tell us is that there was a fairly small 10-year 
reunion in 1957, when such gatherings had 
clearly not yet become a new tradition. And 
then, much later, further reunions 40, 50 and 
60 years on.  

Decade by decade the numbers attending 
have become fewer, and the social 
programme not as lengthy.  It therefore came 
to pass that the 70-years-on reunion took 
place at the Mitre on Wednesday 15 March 
this year, and only six of  us were there.  It 
would not be inappropriate to dub the 
reunion ‘Survivors’.  It really was great to be 
together and to welcome Rex Earp-Jones, 
Dougie Green, John and Caryl Sampson, 
Bruce and Mary Relly, Anthony and 
Jennifer Hardy, and John and Sue Gardener.  
Messages of  regret and good wishes came 
from Quentin Shepherd (Pinelands), John 
Hueton (Canada) and Joc Forsyth (Australia).  
We remembered our friends of  all those years 
ago.

The undemanding programme began 
with an absorbingly informative talk by Paul 
Murray of  the Bishops staff, based on the 
school’s museum and archives housed in 
the Mitre building.  He ranged through the 
historical, architectural, academic and social 
aspects of  Bishops and its people. The class 
of  1947 learned with enjoyable ease much 
that we had not been told 70 years ago, 
supplemented by a number of  events since 
then.    

At the excellent lunch that followed we had 
as honoured guests Principal Guy Pearson, 
who gave us welcome insight into the 
Bishops of  today, and OD Union Executive 
Manager WP van Zyl, who brought us up to 
date with the most recent – and admirable 
– developments in  OD Union activities.  
Our thanks go also to Delré O’Rourke in 
particular for her invaluable help throughout, 
and to Judy Gildenhuys for first-class catering.
John Gardener

Rob Satchel and Jenny Barber, Pat Henderson,  
Pat Foster, Sally Carter, Penny Foster,  

Lynette and David Dicey, Chris and Seonid  
Danziger, John & Rosemary Green 

(Jenny Simpson was also present but left early)
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INTO AFRICA
Three years ago, Aidan Baigrie (1996O) 
was the first person hired by Facebook Africa 
and was responsible for opening and scaling 
their African operations out of  Johannesburg. 
Today there are over 90 million active 
Facebook users in sub Saharan Africa.

Aidan gets asked ‘What does Facebook 
do in Africa; surely they are just a software 
platform?’ He replies, “The reality is that 
it is embedded through two lenses; one, in 
helping Africans connect to the internet 
through Facebook’s non-profit collaboration 
called internet.org, and two, helping 
businesses grow by connecting them to 
the well over 10 million daily users on the 
continent. In South Africa alone, we have 
eight million people connecting daily on 
their mobile devices”.

Aidan is a founding member of  the 
SEACOM team and has a wealth of  

management experience and consulting 
expertise in the financial and telecoms 
industry. He holds an MBA from the ESADE 
University in Spain and an undergraduate 
degree from the University of  Cape Town.

ODs IN CHAPEL
On 10 November 2016 Tony van 
Ryneveld (1942G) addressed the school 
for the annual Remembrance Day service. 
Tony’s gripping talk started with a history 
of  WW1, and then progressed into detail on 
the Battle of  Delville Wood.

He then explained the history of  WW2, 
and how the news was broken to them by 
Frikkie Viljoen that Germany had invaded 
Poland. Tony concluded by explaining the 
Why? and the What? that they fought for:

“We fought for freedom. It was a hard won 
freedom. It was a freedom that allowed people 
to live their lives without being exploited.

There comes a great responsibility with 
this freedom, and we must use it wisely.

In South Africa we have desperate people. 
Poor people. It is in our interest to help 
them, as they reach out for hope.

NEWS OF ODs

Aidan Baigrie (1996O)

John van Ryneveld (1975G); Tony van Ryneveld 
(1942G); WP van Zyl (1997K)
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We must use our freedom to good intent. It 
is a freedom for which many ODs died. Don’t 
waste it!” Ian Douglass (2013G) played the 
Piper’s Lament.

On 19 January 2016 Cale Rogoyski 
(2007B) delivered a sermon on his missionary 
experiences, his personal relationship with 
the Lord, and his passion for entrepreneural 
development amongst the youth.

 

On 17 March 2017 Keith Richardson 
(1968O) delivered a beautiful sermon at the 
Founders Day service. He showed a lot of  
empathy towards the boys, told how he was 
asked as a new boy to count the amount of  
window panes in the War Memorial Chapel, 
and inspired them to maintain their values and 
respect for those around them.

UPDATING DATA
The ODU would like to express their sincere 
thanks to Richard Wheeler (2009G) for his 
wonderful contribution in helping to update the 
database over November and December 2016.

Rev. Terry Wilke (Staff), and Cale Rogoyski (2007B) 
enjoying a ‘Worsie with WP’ after the service

Richard Wheeler (2009G)

BISHOPS ANNUAL CRICKET 
FUNDRAISING GOLF DAY
On 24 October 2016, Martin versfeld 
(1977S), Mike Bayly (1983S), 
Simon Koch (1977S), and WP van 
Zyl (1997K), represented the ODs at the 
Bishops Cricket fundraising golf  day. The 
four-ball played well enough to ‘taste the 
feeling’ of  ‘opening happiness’.
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JOHN HUTCHINGS REPORTS
Hi – I decided it is time to send something 
since I enjoy the OD news, especially those as 
old as myself. Also a photo taken on my 75th 
birthday last summer. 
News from John Hutchings (1958F):

This year 
marks 50 
years of  
marriage, 
and 50 
years of  
living and 
working 
in 
Victoria, 
BC, 
Canada.

Also, 
reaching 
age 75 
now,  

I finally retired from being a Research Officer 
of  Canada’s NRC.

However, I still occupy my office at the 
observatory, with activities that include work 
on the Indian astronomy satellite, Astrosat, 
and the upcoming launch of  the James Webb 
Telescope, having led Canada’s partnership 
in both. Past years included working on 
the Hubble Telescope and other telescopes 
in orbit. While my long research career 
is ramping down, I am much involved in 
future ground and space plans for astronomy, 
including the giant radio facility, the SKA, that 
has a major centre in South Africa. In recent 
years I have been writing adventure novels on 
Amazon, based on the many travels my work 
has taken me on. And I am the proud holder 
of  a free ‘super-senior’ season pass for the Mt 
Washington ski resort.
 
After fourteen years at Johannesburg-based 
architecture practice Mashabane Rose 
Associates, OD Craig McClenaghan 
(1995S) has opened his own practice, 
Craig McClenaghan Architecture. Craig 
relocated to Johannesburg in 2002, after 
graduating from UCT, and has been involved 
with well-known cultural narrative projects 
such as the Apartheid Museum, Hector 
Pieterson Museum, Liliesleaf, Origins 
Centre and Freedom Park. A new walkway 
installation through Wonderwerk Cave in the 
Northern Cape has been featured recently in 
Architecture SA. In addition to the practice of  
architecture, Craig regularly exhibits drawings 
in Johannesburg galleries and periodically 
teaches architecture at the University of  
the Witwatersrand and the University of  
Johannesburg.  

SNEAK PEEK AT NExT 
MAGAZINE ISSUE
Founders Week ended with a wine tasting 
of  Flagstone’s Cabernet Sauvignon Merlot. 
But what happened before then?

To find out, be sure not to miss the next 
issue of  the OD magazine!

John Hutchings
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ODs vS OAs
Greg Boyes reports on this exciting fixture:
This year we managed to assemble a star studded 
team of  fearless greats who knew the Frank Reid 
like the back of  their hands. Every crack, every 
sweet-spot… We simply couldn’t lose!

We lost the toss and the OAs decided to have 
a bat (in all past fixtures the team chasing 
has lost) The OAs lost some early wickets but 
their middle order put on some impressive 
partnerships to steer them to 188 runs in their 
20 overs. With a big total to chase under lights 
we got off to a slow start but then enter Ricci 
Gerstner who blazed a quick-fire 50 to get us 
within striking distance. We were always in 
it and then a few tight overs towards the end 
had us looking at 18 runs off the last three 
balls for victory. Craig Lorden stepped up and 
put on a show with the third last ball going 
over point’s head into the tuckshop for a six. 
Second last ball sailed over the bowler’s head 
against quite a stiff breeze for another six. It 

was amazing! The best finish ever witnessed in 
all of  sport was unfolding in front of  our very 
eyes. One more ball and one more six stood 
in the way of  greatness… I wish I could tell 
you he smashed it out the park, but alas, he 
missed  and we ended up losing the game by 
six runs… So close!

All in all it was a fantastic night, with 
enough laughs and banter to last a lifetime. 
I would like to thank Delré, The OD Union, 
WP Van Zyl, Willem Steyn and Neil Carter for 
making it happen.  
Notable events on the night:
■ Simon Richman getting a wicket first ball 
as he opened the bowling
■ Mike Furter’s catch which literally saved 
him from reconstructive facial surgery
■ Dougie Boyes’ direct hit run-out
■ Hilton Eachus’ diving right-handed catch 
(he’s left-handed)
■ Craig Lorden almost reaching 
immortality.

Back row: Garron Williams (1994B), Ricci Gerstner (2004K), Hilton Eachus (1993G), Mike Furter (1993G),  
Rob Fleck (1993O), Craig Lorden (1993F). Front row: Simon Richman (1992W), Dougie Boyes (1992F),  

Richard Neville (1995S), Greg Boyes (1995F), Warren Griffiths (1996G), WP van Zyl (1997K)
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Ross Johnson (2002B) reports:
I thought it might interest you that Neil 
Robertson (2012G) has been appointed as 
the Organist at the sister school to Bishops, 
St Cyprian’s School, where he is working 
alongside OD and Director of  Music, Ross 
Johnson (2002B).

Warwick Jones writes:
Rex Pennington is known to hundreds of  
ODs.

He went on from being house master of  
White House to headmaster of  Michaelhouse. 
He is an ex-Trinity College, Oxford and 
Rhodes scholar. I recently had the pleasure of  
visiting Rex and Sarah.

Funds have been made available by 
well-wishers for the creation of  a bursary at 
Michaelhouse in the name of  Rex and Sarah, 

to be awarded to a boy who best embodies the 
attribute of  helping his fellow scholars.

Showing her indefatigable spirit, Sarah 
has recently completed the large task of  re-
covering the kneelers and prayer books at their 
parish Church of  the Ascension, Hilton.

100 YEARS OF CARTERS AT 
BISHOPS
Edward Carter (1922G) arrived at Bishops 
in 1917, after his family had moved from 
Wepener in the Eastern OFS to Cape Town. 
Edward’s son, David Carter (1958G), 
came to Bishops in the centenary year of  
1949. David’s son, Jonathan (1991F), was 
a boarder at Bishops from 1988, and then the 
centenarian, Luke Carter entered the Pre-
Prep in Grade 1 in 2014 and this year scored 
the family 100. See the photo of  David, Luke 
and Jonathan, along with Luke’s Grade 4 class. 
David Carter (1958G), past Chairman of  
Council, explains:

My father, Edward, arrived at Bishops 
in 1917 after his family had moved from 
Wepener in the Eastern OFS to Cape Town. 
I attach a photo of  his class of  1917, Tabby 

Ross Johnson

Rex and Sarah Pennington enjoying their time in 
their home in Hilton
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Carter 100: David, Luke and Jonathan Carter

Priston’s form, which 
includes Frank Robb 
and Telfer Howie in the 
back row, Alaric Simpson 
and a Calmeyer in the 
third row, and a young 
Edward Carter (not C as 
Dad had only one given 
name) in the front row. 
He left in 1922 aged 
16, having completed 
Forms 9 and 10 in one 
year in an experiment 
done with the A students 
in Form 8 which took 
place recognising the 
general hardship created 
by the depression years. 
I came to Bishops in the centenary year of  
1949 and matriculated in 1958 (in standard 
time!). Jonathan arrived at College in 1988 
as a boarder as we were then living in 
Johannesburg, and he in turn matriculated in 

1991. And now onto the centenarian: Luke 
entered the Pre-Prep in Grade 1 in 2014 and 
scored the family 100 in Grade 4 in 2017. He 
and his great-grandfather are very close in age 
in the separate photos.
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WESSA RECOGNISES OD 
CONSERvATIONIST AT 90th 
CELEBRATIONS 
John Green (Ogilvie 1949-58) was awarded 
the Chairman’s 90th Celebration Medal by the 
Wildlife and Environment Society of  South 
Africa (WESSA) for his extensive contribution 
to the organisation through his commitment 
to environmental conservation and promoting 
“People caring for the Earth”.

John Green reports: 
As a lad in Lower 1 in 1949, our teacher 

Sheila Wolff encouraged me to join as a Junior 
Member of  the then Wildlife Protection Society 
starting my life-long interest in ‘Wildlife’ and 
later concern for the environment.

When I went on premature retirement in 

1995 after 33 years in the international oil 
industry, I became increasingly involved in local 
environmental issues which culminated in my 
being appointed President and Chairman of  
the Council and Board of  WESSA in 2003 until 
stepping down in 2009. I have subsequently 
continued my involvement in the Western Cape.

I was greatly honoured by being awarded 
the Chairman’s Special 90th Anniversary 
Gold Medal at the AGM held in Skukuza in 
September 2016 to celebrate the founding of  the 
Society in 1926 to  This act successfully  lobby 
for the promulgation of  the National Parks Act. 
The Wildlife Society has subsequently played a 
major role in the promulgation of  many of  our 
National Parks and is today the country’s oldest 
overarching environmental NGO.

ACCOLADE
Dr Greg 
Mills (1979O) 
was delighted 
to receive his 
National Colours 
at the Motorsport 
SA Awards, on 
account of  the 
Paul Ricard 
24-hour podium 
finish this past July. 
It’s a milestone 
on a long family 
road in the sport, the ceremony almost exactly 
80 years to the day that his grandfather, Billy 
Mills, finished sixth in the SA Grand Prix. 
Given that Greg started karting in 1975, 
if  nothing else, this honour is testament to 

sheer commitment, as his eldest daughter 
has reminded him, in never giving up! He is 
grateful because it is also down to the support, 
moral and otherwise, from so many friends 
and quarters in the process.

Greg and his wife Janet Greg and his son William
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Congratulations to ODs who have excelled in 
the following sports:

RUGBY
■ Francois Louw (2003W) (Bath), Nick 
Koster (2007F) and Nick Fenton-Wells 
(2004F) (both Bristol) on participating in the 
English Premiership.

■ Nizaam Carr (2009M) for being selected 
for the South African end-of-year tour to 
Europe, and playing for the Springboks.

 ■ Nizaam Carr (2009M), 
Oli Kebble (2009S), Dillyn 
Leyds (2010S) on being 
selected for the Stormers 
squad for the 2017 Super 
Rugby Season. Jonny Kotze 
(2011S) has been selected for 
the Bulls Super Rugby Squad.
 
■ Andre Manuel (2015S), 
Saud Abrahams (2014B), 
Cornel Smit (2015W) and 

SPORT

THE COZE CUP

Lourens van Zyl (2000K), Gareth Hayden (2000K), 
WP van Zyl (1997K), Alex Huber (2000O), Richard 

Carris (2003M)

The Coze Cup took place at Steenberg Golf  
Club on Saturday 19 November 2016. This 
golf  match is played in memory of  Andrew 
Carris (2000 K), who passed away in January 
2012. The spirit of  the event encapsulates 
Andrew’s emphasis on friendship, healthy 
competition, and playing golf. Thank you to 
Andrew’s parents: Norman and Val, for so 
generously hosting Andrew’s friends.

Francois Louw (2003W) (left) and Nick Fenton-Wells (2004F) (right) in Premiership action

Dillyn Leyds 
(2010S)  

at Stormers  
pre-season 

training
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Tristan Leyds (2015S) on being offered 
contracts to represent the Western Province 
Under 21 squad for 2017.

■ Robbie Fleck (1993O) will be the 
Stormers coach for the upcoming Super 
Rugby Season.

■ Saud Abrahams (2014B) (Stellenbosch), 
Cuan Hablutzel (2013M), Jez MacIntyre 
(2014S), William Day (2015F), Gerald 
Pieterse (2014S) , Jesse Wilensky 
(2014G), Justin Heunis (2014O) and 
Devon Bruinders (2014S) (All UCT) and 
Mervano da Silva (2014F) (TUKS) on 
being selected for their respected Universities 
in the Varsity Cup.
 
■ Dasch Barber (2006M) on representing 
the German National Team in the 
2017 European Championship Rugby 
Composition.

 

■ Martin 
Muller (2006O) 
on representing 
the Barbarians 
Rugby Club in 
International 
Friendlies vs Czech 
Republic, Fiji and 
South Africa.

 
■ Richard Stewart (2008K) on 
representing FC Barcelona Rugby Club in 
the División de Honor (Top domestic level of  
Spanish rugby) during the 2016/17 Season.
 
■ Lubelo Scott (2016F) and Seb Prentace 
(2016S) on attending the Western Province 
Rugby Institute for 2017.
 
HOCKEY
■ Ryan Julius (2013K), Alex Stewart 
(2013O) and Dayaan Cassiem (Grade 
12) on representing South Africa in Feburary 
Internationals vs the Netherlands and 
Belgium. Ryan and Dayaan were also selected 
for internationals in March versus England 
and Germany.
 

Proteas Ryan Julius (2013K) and Dayaan Cassiem 
(current W) proudly singing the national anthem

Stormers coach Robbie Fleck (1993O)

Martin Muller 
(2006O) in action for 
the Barbarians 
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CRICKET
■ Nono 
Pongolo 
(2007S) on 
representing the 
Highveld Lions 
during the 
2016/17 CSA 
Domestic One 
Day Cup. 

■ Andy 
Pycroft 
(1974F) on 
being a part of  

the ICC Match official panel for the recently 
completed India vs England One Day and 
T20 series.
 
■ Adrian Holdstock (1988O) on being 

a part of  the 
ICC Match 
official panel 
for the recently 
completed 
South Africa vs 
Sri Lanka T20 
series.
 
■ Nathan 
Mngomezulu 
(2015S) on 
representing 
Stellenbosch 
University in 
the 2017 Varsity 
Sport Cricket 
Competition.
 

OTHER 
■ Oliver Steynor (1989O) (Sophie B) and 
Murray Willcocks (2013K) (UCT) on 
participating in the 2017 Cape 2 Rio Yacht 
Race – Sophie B ended the race in 15th and 
UCT came 5th.

WALKER CUP
The 35th annual golf  match for the 
Walker Cup between ODs and Old 
Rondeboschonians took place in perfect 
conditions on Friday 3 March, at the King 
David and Mowbray Golf  Club. Both schools 
fielded full teams of  64 players and ODs 
managed to retain the trophy, winning by 18½ 
matches to 13½.

Once again our grateful thanks go to our 
major sponsors, BMW Auric Auto and Makor, 
and to various generous donors of  prizes, 
notably Jeff Grier (1975S) of  Villiera Wine 
Estate, and Sanjay Daya (1994G) of  Spur 
Steak Ranches and Panarottis.

South African International 
Cricket Umpire Adrian 

Holdstock (1980O)

Pongolo (2007S) – Nono’s player 
profile on the Highveld Lions 

website Murray Willcocks (2013K) was part of  the UCT team 
that came 5th in their class on the multi day sailing 

race from Cape Town to Rio
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OD pairs who fared best were Josh Smith 
(2016M) and Calven Wilson (2016S), with 
45 Stableford points; Richard Day (1977S) and 
Mark Westcott (1977F), with 44 points, Rob 
Worthington-Smith (1985G) and Jonathan 
Smuts (2014O), Roger Carter (1966W) and 
Gwyn Phillips (1966W), and Brian (1954F) 
and Eric (1987B) Lefson, all with 43 points.

All four winners of  the ‘Nearest the Pin’ 
awards were David Rawbone (1964S), 
Patrick Harpur (1975F), J-P du Plessis 
(1992W) and Richard Smuts (1972); while 
Arne Cedervall (1990S) and Richard 
Smuts (1972O) won the 35 to 55 and the 
over 55 year age-groups respectively in the 
Longest Drives category.

Our thanks go also to the King David and 
Mowbray Golf  Club and to Pen Brower, of  
Rondebosch Old Boys, who were the hosts this 
year.

YACHTING
Tom Moultrie (1987W) reports:
A number of  ODs competed in the recent 
Cape2Rio race, including myself  and Oliver 
Steynor (1989O) on Sophie B (built in 1978, 
the oldest boat in the race); Nick Leggatt 
(1984B) (navigator on Gryphon aka The 
Ullmann Challenge) and Dave Immelman 
(1987B) (1987; skipper of  Black Cat). I am sure 
there are probably many more!

Despite the inevitable mishaps and 
breakages in a race of  this length, Sophie B was 
second, across the line and on handicap, in 
her division (comprising the slower boats on 
handicap rating in the race), crossing the line 
some 24 days after leaving Cape Town. The 

WIN – the trophy came home once again!

ODs getting ready to tee off
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blog of  our experiences of  the race can be 
found at sophieb.info.

The Ullmann Challenge suffered a broken 
rudder towards the end of  the race, and they 
crossed the line with a jerry-rigged steering 
mechanism, earning them the trophy for 
seamanship – their story can be found here: 
http://ullmansails.com/essential_grid/the-ullman-
challenge-a-tale-of-perseverance/

ROWING 
For the third successive year James Johnston 
(2012G) has been selected to represent Great 
Britain in their U23 Rowing squad. In August 
2016 he rowed in the Men’s Four at the U23 
World Rowing Championships in Rotterdam. 

James Johnston, Tom George, James Rudkin 
and Lewis McCue went within four-tenths of  

a second of  winning gold moments, but had to 
settle for silver!

Sophie B approaching the finish line in Rio

Pictures courtesy of Alec Smith (imagemundi). 
At the prize giving, Oliver Steynor on the left, 

Tom Moultrie third from from left

James Johnston (2012G), Tom George, James 
Rudkin, Lewis McCue
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THE ADvENTURE COURSE
by Dr Paul Murray
In December 1958, Mr Charles Currey of  
the Staff at Bishops, led an expedition to the 
majestic Cederberg mountains, accompanied 
by twelve Bishops boys. Volume XLII No. 
1, being the March 1959 edition of  the 
‘Diocesan College Magazine’, reported that 
the December 1958 climb was nine days long, 
covering Sneeuwberg and Tafelberg. The party 
crossed 100 miles (160 km) of  terrain and Mr 
Starke is thanked for ‘allowing us to use one of  
his lorries to get there and Mr Stuart and Mr 
France for taking us back’.

 One is not altogether sure where the 
party was collected from or what exactly the 
transport arrangements were, but according to 
a current Bishops teacher, Mr Mervin Walsh, 
it was reported to him by an OD who recalled 
a journey to the Cederberg that the boys were 
collected from the railway station at Eendekuil 
and driven by lorry over the Piekenierskloof  
Pass, to the Algeria Forest Station, from where 
they were collected at the end of  the hike, to 
be taken back to the railway station for the 
homeward-bound journey.

 If  any reader is able to shed more light on 
the experiences or verify the story, it would 

make a valuable addition to the school archives. 
Ten years later, the Adventure Course was 
undertaken which is reported on pages 22 to 23 
of  Vol LIII No. 1 of  the March 1969 edition of  
the ‘Diocesan College Magazine’ (pp 22 -23).

MUSEUM & ARCHIVES

Charles and Ann Currey
Charles Currey served on the Staff  at Bishops 
for 37 years (including Vice Principal) having 

arrived at Bishops in 1955. Anne was the inaugural 
Headmistress of  the Pre-Prep which opened in 1961

The December 1958 climb was nine days 
long, covering Sneeuwberg and Tafelberg. 
The party crossed 100 miles (160 km) 
of  terrain and Mr Starke is thanked for 
‘allowing us to use one of  his lorries to get 
there and Mr Stuart and Mr France for 
taking us back’.
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 John Gardener’s ‘Bishops 150’ explains 
that this was when Charles Currey started 
the Adventure Course. The nature of  the 
course was in ‘survival and vital experience 
in initiative’ which already then was thought 
to be ‘important in daily life and in a modern 
world’. The idea of  ‘adventure’ has been 
present at Bishops since its inception with 
outings into the wild and wilderness built 
into curriculum for boys’ activities. This 
goes back to Bishops’ earliest days when 
it was established at what is currently the 
Archbishops’ residence at Bishopscourt, 
then known as ‘Protea’. We read from our 
earliest chronicles how as early as 1849 staff 
were responsible for introducing boys to the 
wilds. It is reported in the Special Jubilee 
Number 1849-1899 of  the ‘Diocesan College 
Magazine’ how the inaugural Principal, 
Archdeacon White, took the boys out for 
long walks and on walking excursions and 
through the ‘Sylvan beauties of  the immediate 
neighbourhood’ and as an enthusiastic 
mountaineer was ‘never without scientific 
instruments’.

 This tradition of  outdoor activities that 
prevail in the school today, such as the Grade 
10 Epic adventure to the Cederberg, therefore 
has its fons et origo in Bishops’ very first year. 
The Adventure Course of  1968 met with the 
explicit request of  the Principal at the time, 
Mr Anthony Mallett. It was organised during 
what used to be known as Cadets Week, a 
comprehensive programme of  end-of-the-year 
activities, including excursions such as field 
trips and hikes. One could possibly compare 
this to the UK schools’ ‘Outward Bound’ 
courses presented to give young men and 
specifically soldiers an ‘inner mental toughness 
and more confidence in their own ability to 

deal with unexpected or difficult situations’.
 A lot of  pre-planning was arranged, in 

map reading, first aid and leadership. Staff 
would accompany the boys and then prepare 
them to go solo in groups under schoolboy 
leadership. After Mr Currey took charge from 
1968 to 1970, the leadership portfolio went to 
Mr Alan Douglas; until the baton was passed 
on to Mr Neil Berens in 1987. Mr Sinclair 
Tweedie took over from 1993 and after him, 
Mr Kevin Kruger ran it before handing over 
to Mark Hanley. Mark was responsible for 
converting the Course to what became known 
as ‘The Bishops Epic’, for which all Grade 
10s were eligible to participate, but due to his 
untimely passing once again the leadership 
needed to be taken over and this fell into the 
capable hands of  Mr Graham Robertson who 
currently heads it up.

 A herculean task each year awaits him and 
his team as they continue the now fifty-year-
old tradition of  schoolboys from Bishops 
hiking in the majestic Cederberg. ODs who 
have interesting accounts of  their Cederberg 
experiences are invited to write in to Paul 
Murray pmurray@bishops.org.za to add to the 
record, or if  needs be correct it.

The Late Mark Hanley (1973G) –  
founder of  The Bishops Epic
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